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ABSTRACT 
Abstract- The requirements of environmental assessments and of undentanding and 
monitoring in-situ mass and heat processes in porous media have led to the development 
of geophysical methods for remote mapping and monitoring of contaminant plumes and 
fluid migration. With the possible exception of seismic approaches. electncal methods 
known as Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) have become the most widely studied 
and used for these purposes. Wherever a sufficient contrast in ground resistivity is 
generated by human or natural processes, monitoring the resistivity structure over time 
may give insight into these processes. ERT has monitoring applications in processes such 
as Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR), Sluny Fracture Injection (SFI), and monitoring 
transport processes in hydrogeology. A permanent electrode arrangement for long term 
monitoring removes the effects of Earth's heterogeneity and anisotropy when a process is 
anaiyzed as a function of time. 
As a starting point on the work descnbed in this thesis, ERT data were collected from a 
Cambridge, Ontario. sand pit before, immediately after and one week following a 11000 
liters sluny injection. These measurements verified that ERT could detect changes 
caused by the injection and later movement of this conductive mixture in the ground. The 
commercial equipment used for these measurements was not well suited to the tasks. 
mainly because it was extremely slow. Funher, there was a lack of robust and 
user-friendly three-dimensional modeling software to use as a means of predicting 
response and - eventualiy - as the engine of an inversion routine. Finaily, it was difficult 
to analyze the injection situation in terms of how best to place a limited number of 
surface and borehole electrodes to rnost effectively monitor the injection fluids. The 
remainder of the thesis addresses these problems. 
nie jrst objective was to design and constnict a more suitable ERT meusurement system. 
The image resolution of the basic ERT technique is usually poor. Given the normal 
limitations of excitation current and geology, there are three approaches to improving the 
resolution of these images: 
Increasing the accuracy and precision of the measunng insîruments. 
Using optimal electrode arrangement with respect to the resistivity anomaiy in 
question. 
Processing data with methods that elirninate noise and improve the resolution 
of the resistivity (coiiductivity) distribution map. 
With an appropriate rneasuring system, it  should be possible to increase the speed, 
repeatability, and accuracy of ERT data collection considerably. The system described 
here consists of the following: 
1. Expandable network switches for signal input and output; 
. . 
i l .  Low-pass filter (10 Hz) for noise reduction ; 
iii. Programmable gain for efficient data collection; 
iii. A 16-channel, 16-bit A D  board having software for range control; and, 
iv. A proper field computer system (i.e., minimum of 80486 PC). 
Since the stabilized portion of each of positive and negative induced current pulses in 
each cycle is about 0.4 second in a 0.5 Hz current, it is possible to collect the voltage 
differences of an electrode array in a matter of minutes. 
The second objective was to odapt SALTFLO W as a plorforni for both the resistiviv ~d 
kydrogeological nrodeling of [lie saline groitndwaterjlow resulting from waste injection. 
Because steady-state groundwater and direct electrical current flow obey the same 
goveming equations, it has been possible to make use of the modeling expertise and one 
of the software programs available through the Waterloo Groundwater Simulation Group 
(SALTFLOW and FRAC3DVS) to experiment with three-dimensional ERT monitoring 
scenanos. 
Funher improvement of the foorward model have been achieved by comparing a 
combination of different iterative sparse solver methods (such as: Conjugate Gradient 
(CG). Bi-Conjugate Gradient (BICG), Conjugate Gradient Stabilized (CGStab), 
Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES)) and four ordenng methods (natural, RCM, 
Min Degree, Nested dissection). Considenng the same resolution and tolerance, it has 
been determined that the combination of nested dissection ordenng with preconditioned 
conjugate gradient rnethod shows faster convergence. Implementing line elements for 
cunent electrode in the fonvard model, which has been used for groundwater modeling 
(as a highly conductive line element to represent wells), reduces the oscillation of the 
model results on the grids amund the current electrodes. 
The third objective was io Jeuelop merhods of sensitivity analysis that will allow a more 
efficient examination of the electrode arrays tliat could be effecrivefy used in a given 
situation. 
The sensitivity analysis is based on the state sensitivity and adjoint sensitivity techniques. 
These have been implemented in the fonvard model. 
The electrode setup is one of the most important issues in an ERT survey. The closer the 
electrodes are to the anomaly, the better will be the quality of the ERT images; however, 
the optimal electrode arrangement depends not just on the target, but also on the field 
conditions, the availability of boreholes, project budget and the client's expectations. We 
are using sensitivity analysis and an improved fonvard model to estimate the optimal 
electrode placement for a given target under given circurnstmces. 
The fourth objecrive was 10 denmsrrate the ERT merhod and the itnprovernents 
undertaken by the author on [lie data collected at the Cambridge injection site. 
The thesis has not, in fact, met al1 these objectives, but has made substantial progress 
towards them. The cornpiete design of the measurement system and the construction of 
its potential measurement components were achieved. A Iack of capacity in the science 
shops, however, resulted in the power (current) supply not being constructed in time for 
field evaluation of the injection or its afterrnath. 
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The requirements of environmental assessrnents, understanding and monitoring in-situ 
rnass and heat transfer processes in porous media have led to the development of 
geophysical methods for remote mapping and monitoring of contaminant plumes and 
fluid migration. With the possible exception of seismic approaches, electrical methods 
have become the most widely studied and used for these purposes, especially for 
hydrogeological investigations. For example, resistivity surveys have been used to: 
detect the location of the water table and fresh-saline water interfaces (Van Ovennean, 
1989; El- Waheidi et al., 1992); survey groundwater pollution in coastai environment 
(Frohlich et al., 1994); assess aquifer hydraulic conductivity and iransmissivity (Kelly. 
1976; Mazac et al.. 1987 & 199Oa); evaluate electric-hydraulic conductivity conelation 
in fractured crystalline bedrock (Frohiich et al., 1996); estimate travel times through 
unsaturated groundwater protective la yers (Kalinski et al., 1993); determine the extent of 
oil contamination in groundwater (Mruac et ai.. 1990b); and delineate highly 
contaminated zones (Pfannkuch and Lobno, 1977; Pfannkuch, 1982; Urish, 1983; 
Tambun et al., 1988; de Lima et al., 1995). To increase the resolution of a resistivity 
distribution map, authors have used various mathematical approaches (Dey and 
Mom.son, 1979; Das and de Hoop, 1995; Spitzer, 1995; Straub, 1995a & b; Bang et al., 
1995; Mogilatov and Balashov, 1996; Santos et al., 1997). They have also experimented 
with the placement of electrodes beneath the ground surface to improve the resolution of 
subsurface anomalies (Daniels, 1977 & 1983; Yang and Word, 1985; Beasley and Ward, 
1986; Bevc und MorBsoiz, 199 1 ; Wang et al., 199 1). 
A problem that is encountered with al1 surface configurations of electrodes is that near- 
surface variations in conductivities can have a strong effect on the apparent resistivities, 
thereby masking the effects of resistivity structure at depth. In general. resistivity 
mapping using subsurface electrodes pennits greater accuracy and resolution than can be 
obtained with surface arrays only (Asch and Morrison, 1989). as it becomes possible to 
penetrate below the surface effects. The theory and field applications of subsurface 
electrode procedures have been developed (e.g., Alfano, 1962; Merkel, 197 1;  Snuder and 
Merkel, 1973; Daniels, 1977 & 1983;Dey and Morrison, 1979; Nurayan, 1994). 
Many authors, arnong them Dey (1976) and Dey and Morrison (1979) have initially 
developed 2-D and 3-D electncal resistivity numencal prograrns. These have been 
modified (Asch and Morrison, 1989) to permit analysis of the responses of 
hole-to-surface and cross-hole electrode m y s  to anal yze arbitraril y shaped resisti vity 
inhomogeneities. To improve resistivity resolution. recent resevch projects have 
concentrated on so called "Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT)" or " Electrical 
Resistivity Tomograph y (ERT)". 
The problem of computerized tomography, in mathematical terms, is the reconstruction 
of a 3-D function from integration of data collected over straight lines or planes. or 
collected at points in a 3-D volume. Although the mathematical reconstruction is only a 
rough mode1 of the actual ground structure, which is the "real" problem, the goal is to 
achieve a "good enough" picture of the real structure to meet engineering and scientific 
goals. An adequate understanding of reconstmction approaches is a prerequisite for any 
approach to the field of computerized tomography. 
Many of the first practical applications of tomographie imaging were developed for 
medicai uses in the early 1960's, but the mathematics behind the technique was first 
addressed by Radon (1917). Modem cornputerized tomography began in 1971 when 
Hounsfield (1972) developed the fiat scanner capable of producing clear images of 
planar slices of the brain. He used gamma rays, scanning the brain from a number of 
angles, and imaged the density structure of the brain. This invention marked the 
beginning of the application of tomography in medicine. Other applications of 
tomognphy are found in many branches of science and engineering, including 
geotechnique and geophysics. Bios and et al. (1972). who used seismic wave-travel time 
to detect major structural boundary between boreholes, published the pioneering work in 
geophysical tomography, or geotomography. The boundaries they sought tu identify 
were characterized by different seismic velocities, and the reconstruction wave of the 
velocity structure of the 2-D rock slice between the boreholes. Since then. this seismic 
technique has been successfully used in a wide range of geophysical imaging situations. 
Variations of it are called 3-D cross-hole seisrnic tomography and vertical seismic 
profiling. 
The increasing interest in environmental and exploration problems has prompted many 
studies on resistivity tomography, where the resistivity structure of the ground is the 
object of the reconstruction exercise. ERT is the 2- or 3-D reconstruction of an intemal 
resistivity distribution from a set of electrical potential distribution measurements in 
and/or around the volume of interest. In spite of the fact that the resistivity of the earth 
cannot be related to the observed data by a line integral, the term "resistivity tomography" 
seems to have been accepted, as numerous mode1 studies (Yorkey, 1986; Shima and 
Sakayanza, 1987; Daily and Owen, 199 1 ;  LPBrecque et al., 1996; Ramirez et al.. 1996) 
have shown that the accuracy and resolution of the resistivity method can be improved 
substantially by including the data for cross-hole geometries. A review of the ERT 
literature is presented in Appendix A. 
1.2 Monitoring 
Tornographic monitonng of regions within the earth where natural or anthropogenic 
change may take place is gaining increasing importance. Whereas spatial detection of an 
anomalous zone may require searching through large volumes of the subsurface, an 
exercise for which tomography is not well suited, monitoring usuaily begins with a 
prescribed region on which the measurements are to be made. The objective is to detect 
changes in the physical properties of that region, measured against a background of their 
normal values. ERT (or En) is increasingly king used for monitonng anomaious 
conditions. Some noteworthy examples published in the past decade are: Tamburi et al. 
(1987); Daily et al. (1992); Daily and Rmirez (1995); Daily et al. (1995); Lundegard 
and W r e c q u e  (1995); Osiensky and D o ~ l d s o n  (1995); Spies and Ellis (1995); Bin fey et 
al. (1996); LuBrecque et al. (1996); Ramirez et al. (1996a & b); Schima et al. (1996); 
Slater et al. ( 1  996a & b); Binley et al. (1997); Rarnirez et al. (1997); Daily and Ramirez 
(1998). 
ERT involves repeated current injections through many electrode pain and into the 
region of interest (Le., ground) and the recording of the potential distribution at al1 other 
electrodes for each current electrode pair. This procedure generates several electnc 
potential images of the region of interest from different georneuies of current injection. 
Analysis of these images is processed through a fonvard and an inverse algorithm. which 
combines al1 the data to yield 3-D resistivity distribution inside the studied region. 
1.3 The problem 
ERT is in its infancy as a monitoring tool, requiring both irnprovements in its technology 
and a wider variety of applications to reach its eventual potential. This thesis has resulted 
from a very specific potential application, the injection under high pressure of wastes. in 
the form of liquids or slumes, into the deep subsurface. In the test phases of this 
technology a saline solution is often used as a surrogate for the waste, and indeed the 
wastes eventually contemplated for this type of disposal are likely to be highly saline as 
well. The problem is to determine what will happen to this waste once injected, and ERT 
seemed one of the likely technologies for this purpose. 
The basic ERT technology has been well developed but there remain a number of areas 
where improvements are needed, both for the methodology in general and for our 
problem in pmicular. These areas are described below. 
1.3.1. General 
ERT monitoring attempts to image those regions within the monitored volume where 
resistivity contrasts develop with respect to the background. The resolution obtained 
with this image depends on: 
1. the size of the anomrily; 
, 
i l .  the location of the anomaly with respect to the electrodes; 
..* 
111. the electrode arrangement; 
iv. the sensitivity of the equipment, including the available power, achievable 
signal to noise, and so on; and, 
v. the processing and inversion of the data. 
At the sarne time, the pncticality of the method depends on the speed with which the 
survey can be undertaken and inteipreted (red time king  the goal), the availability of 
suitable equipment, and the ability to make reasonable simulations of the situation prior 
to the measurements so that the electrode arrays can be optirnized for those 
measurernents. 
Areas of ERT to be addressed therefore include: 
1. the accuracy and precision of the measunng instruments; 
. . 
11. the speed with which measurements can be made; 
. . . 
111. data processing; and 
iv. fast, accurate fonvard models for simulation of the situation and inversion of 
the data. 
1.3.2 Challenges specific to the waste injection application 
The waste injection technology involves, at least initially, a very restncted volume of the 
subsurface centred around the injection well. The sensitivity of a monitonng technique 
falls off very quickiy as the monitoring electrodes are removed from the anomaly source, 
and it  is clearly ûdvantageous to have as many electrodes as possible in the vicinity of the 
injection. For example, thc slurry injection well itself c m  also be used for passing 
electric current into the bulk of the waste, and nearby hydrogeologicnl monitonng wells 
can be used for subsurface current and potential rneasurements. The number of these 
subsurface "windows" is limited by their cost and by their availability if there are pumps 
or piezometer bundles installed. The optimal ERT monitoring arrangement will therefore 
of necessity involve surface clectrodes, and it is the number and positioning of these for 
efficient and practical monitoring that needs to be established. 
The salinity of the surrogate (and probably the actual) waste results in rather specific 
hydrogeological conditions. The movement of the resulting plume is to some extent 
density driven and will tend to sink, other conditions king equal. It is clearly to our 
advantape to use the known salinity of the waste to help in predicting its likely 
movement. By the same token, the results of a resistivity monitoring inversion, showing 
the distribution of the injected saline materials, will need to be interpreted in light of the 
dynamics of this particular contaminant. Easy interaction between the hydrogeological 
and resistivity modeling procedures will be an asset. 
1.4 Objectives of this thesis 
In examining the problem of ERT monitonng of waste injections it becarne clear that a 
number of issues should be addressed. First, the injection process is very fast and 
significant changes in the subsurface will occur over periods of minutes and hours, as 
well as over days and months. The data collection instruments available at the University 
of Waterloo, or from rental agencies (catering mainly to the exploration market), were 
not fast enough. They could handle multiple electrodes, but made potential measurements 
on only one electrode pair at a time. Faster equipment may exist within research groups 
elsewhere, but not accessible to public. 
The Jrst objective, tke,~, ivas to design and construct a more suitable ERT meusurement 
syslern. 
Secondly, the fonvard - and eventually inverse - modeling of the electrical potentials in a 
three dimensional context requires good software and a good "front end" to allow the 
many thousands of parameters to be changed quickly. While three-dimensional resistivity 
models are available for sale, and as freeware from certain research groups, the cost of 
the former and the unknown qumtities and generally poor front ends of the latter did not 
make them attractive. Following the lead of some other practioners, notably Janson 
(1995), we decided to adapt 3-D groundwater models written at the University of 
Waterloo for this purpose. These models solve the same equations as required for 
electrical current flow, and a fairly srraightfonvard substitution of parameters (electrical 
conductivity for hydraulic, for example) is possible. Whereas Janson used a version of 
the industry standard MODFLOW, we had access to what is probably the next standard 
WATFLOW, a finite element as opposed to a finite difference program. Further, we 
decided to adapt a version of WATFLOW called SALT'FLOW (Frind and Molson. 1993) 
written specifically for modeling dense, saline groundwater. Bundling the resistivity and 
hydrogeological models wiihin the one code has logistical benefits, although they could 
certainly be run on separate software platforms and combined later. SALTFLOW, 
however, is not optimized for the steady state conditions of resistivity, and it was decided 
that this aspect of the code could be improved. This version is denoted henceforth as 
SALTFLOW*. 
The secoiid objective ivas ro adapt SALTFLOW as a plarform for both the resistivity a d  
hydrogeological niodeling of the saline groundwaterflow resulting /rom wase injection. 
Thirdly, an element of the problem that needed addressing was the question of sensitivity 
of a given electrode or electrode array to a specific scenario. This can be done by 
mnning a large number of fonvard SALTFLOW* models (general state sensitivity), but it 
is more efficient to undertake sensitivity analyses of a base model to small perturbations 
anywherc in the volume of earth under observation. For this the thesis examines an 
adjoint sensitivity technique. The adjoint technique is more cost efficient and rapid than 
general state sensitivity because it requires solving only two sets of problems: the 
response function and sensitivity of parameten. For any individual scenario, these 
problems require to be solved only once. It is also a step along the path toward an 
inversion procedure- although that path has not been taken in this thesis. 
The bit-d objective is to develop inethods of sensitiviiy artalysis that will allow a more 
efficient exami~iarion of the rlrctrode arrays that coiiid be effectivefy used in a given 
sitrratiorl. 
Lastly, an experimental injection at a site in Cambridge. Ontario, was chosen as the 
location to test the ERT method and the various improvements. The site was 
instrumented with availûble equipment before the injection and then twice after the 
injection. 
The foiurh objective is 10 &riroirsrra~e the ERT method arid the improvemenrs undertaken 
by the aitrhor at the Cairtbridge Nijecrion site. 
The thcsis has not, in fxt ,  met al1 these objectives but has made substantial progress 
towards them. SALTFLOW has been adapted and modified as planned. The complete 
design of the measurement system and the construction of its potential measurement 
componcnts were achieved. A lack of capacity in the science shops. however, resulted in 
the power (cunent) supply not being consuucted in tirne for field evaluation of the 
injection or its aftermaih. Measurements were made at the Cambridge site before and 
following the injection using commercially available equipment. 
1.5 The history of the project 
This project started as a joint part of a shallow fracture injection experirnent in a sandpit 
site in Cambridge, Ontario in spring 1995. The purpose of this experiment from an ERT 
viewpoint was fint to check if ERT is capable of detecting and monitoring the injection 
process, and second to evaluate the comrnercially available equipment for monitoring. 
Also, it was important to check the combined ERT-hydrogeological model cornparison to 
field measurements. At the tirst stage, two monitoring wells and one injection well with 
PVC casing were installed in the site. The injection well casing did not have suficient 
strength. and exploded during the first injection atternpt. There was another injection 
attempt where an accident happened to the injection equipment and pipes. The last 
attempt was set for January 19,1996. 6000 liters of fresh water (EC of 950 mS/cm) 
followed by 5000 li ters of cutificial sluny (fine sand, gel, salt, water) were injected into 
the ground in Iess than one hour. 
The fine-grained sand that wüs the sirnulated waste in this injection clogged the injection 
casing perforations and siurry injection was stopped. Since the fluid part of the sluny 
had high electrical conductivity, it provided on opportunity to watch the plume creation 
through the ERT technique. The ERT data were collected before the injection and at one 
week following the injcction for different current electrode combinations wiih two 
commercial resisti vity meters. 
The first instrument was an Androtex resistivity meter. This resistivity meter could not 
detect potential voltages below 10 mvolts. After a survey of available resistivity meters, 
a Syscal Junior II was rented and the last injection episode was monitored using this 
resistivity meter. 
Since this measurement was fully manual i t  was a very slow procedure to obtain data. In 
addition, the performance of the Syscal Junior II resistivity meter was checked in a set of 
both field and laboratory measurements. The test results showed a zero-base drift in the 
measurement and also some unexplained behavior that could not be comcted. The 
requirernent for a new measuring sysrem becarne obvious. 
The receiver of new ERT rneasuring system was designed. The transmitter for the ERT 
system (with desired specifications) was requested from the Science Faculty electronic 
shop of the University of Waterloo. Because of some problems (high voltage and current, 
safety, current regulator problems.. .), the fint version of the transmitter was only 
finished in May 1998. Because of a voltage offset, no current regulation, 30% noise 
involvernent in high vol tûges, and automation deficiency, the m s m i  tter was retmed to 
the electronic shop for modification and is not yet completed (May 1999). 
The designed receiver ws built. The capability of the new receiver for current setup is 
for 256 single-ended mcuurements, but the switching board used is built only for 64 
signal inputs. The receiwr was lab tested for intemal noise and 64-single-ended-electmde 
rneasurements. 
The last issue looked at was the electrode configuration. The adjoint sensitivity analysis 
approach was implernented in SALTFLOW and partially in FRAC3DVS groundwater 
models. 
1.6 Explanation of each chapter 
This thesis has eight chapten. Chapter 1 introduces the problem and presents the 
contribution of this work to the problem. Chapter 2 discusses the theory of 3-D 
resisti vi ty, descn bes the fonvard model, discusses commerciall y available equiprnent. 
and explains the theory of sensitivity and error analysis. At the end it presents the 
description of test site. The modification of the fonvard rnodel is presented in Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 is devoted to the new ERT measuring system. The field experiment, made with 
one of the cornmemial resistivity meten, is descnbed in Chapter 5. The results of the 
field experiment, sensitivity and error analysis. and laboratory testing of the new ERT 
system are presented in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, the accomplishrnent of this research is 
compared with the objectives of the project. Finally, Chapter 8 gives recommendations 
for future work. 
The Appendices found after the main text present: 
I A review of the literature on ERT; 
I An analytical solution for a cylindncal case of Laplace's Equation; 
a An equipment evaluation and the spccifications of the devices, 
components and softwares used in the ERT system; 
The Cambridge experiment prelirninary results; 
rn Results of new ERT system evduation and calibration; 
rn Input data file listings to FFtAC3DVS and SALTFLOW models to 
simulate the Cambridge experiment; 
I A glossary of terms used in this document; 
m Logs of wells ai Cambridge site; and, 




This chapter has six major sections, which are: 
i. Theory ; 
11. Modeling; 
iii .  Equipment; 
iv. Uncertainty and enor analysis; 
v. Slurry injection; and 
vi. Field site. 
These sections present the background of the thesis research. 
2.1 Theory 
The theory of the three-dimensional electrical resistivity method has been presented in 
several publications (Dey and Morrison, 1979a & b; Scriba, 198 1 ; Wiirnisriclz and 
Morgan, 1994; Uzartg et ai., 1995; Spitzer, 1995). The following section presents a bnef 
description of the theory behind the ERT method. 
2.1.1 Basic theory 
The distribution of electncal potential V within an inhomogeneous anisotropic 
conducting medium through which a steady current passes is given by Poisson's 
equation: 
where o is the electncal conductivity of the medium and p = (I/a). According to the 
continuity equation: 
For a steady state condition: 
d p  -=O 
dt  
therefore: 
The curent density, J and the electric field E are related through Ohm's law: 
where E is in volts/meier and o is the conductivity of the (assumed isotropic) medium. 
The formation electrical conductivity also may be approximated through Archie's Law, 
which is wntten as: 
O, = a a, 0"s: (2-6) 
where or and O,,. are effective formation and pore water electrical conductivity 
respectively; 
0" is porosity; 
Si is pore water saturation; and, 
a, ni and 12 are empincally determined constants taken as 0.5 c a < 2.5, 1.3 c m < 
3.5 and n - 2. 
The ratio of ow/or is called the formation factor (Reynolds, 1998). 
The electric field is the gradient of a scalar potential (a voltage field): 
Then: 
J = - O  V V  
and: 
V. J = V . ( o  VV)=O 
By expanding the divergence for inhomogeneous isotropic conductivity, we get: 
V a . V V + o  V' V = O  (2-9) 
If the conductivity is uniform and isotropic, then equation (2-9) reduces to Laplace's 
equation: 
There are two basic approaches to solving these equations in electrical impedance 
tomography: numencal methods and analytical rnethods. Among the numerical methods 
used are the populûr finite-element (FEM) and finite-difference (FDM) methods. In 
principle, boundary element methods could also be used. Analytic methods attempt to 
find general solutions of these equations (2-1 and 2-3) and then extract a particular 
solution that sntisfies specified boundary conditions (Appendix B). For a laboratory setup 
with a unifom geometry (or in cases of extreme geometncal symmetry and constant 
electrical propenies), i t  is possible to solve the goveming equation analytically (Wair, 
1982). 
The solution in the Appendices is included to show that for any analytical solution of the 
goveming equations (Equation 2-10), it is necessary to make some assumptions. 
Funhermore, these assurnptions rnay be far removed from any real case encountered in 
the field. Ideally, for an analytical solution, a coordinate system is chosen in which the 
boundary conditions can be expressed simply. Often, this means that only a two- 
dimensional problem or axi-symrneuic problern with homogeneous resistivity can be 
sotved, and often a simple solution cannot be found. 
Ideally, a coordinate system is chosen in which the boundary conditions can be expressed 
simply. Often. this means that only a two-dimensional problem or axi-symmetric 
problem with homogeneous resistivity can be solved, and often a simple solution cannot 
be found. 
Finding analytic solutions for Poisson's equation is generally much more difficult. 
Solutions are sometimes possible if the region being investigated can be divided into a 
small number of regions within which conductivity is uniform and therefore within which 
Laplace's equation holds. Then the effect of these regions can be summed. 
2.1.2 Boundary conditions 
The determination of appropriate boundary conditions to obtain a unique and physically 
reasonable solution for Poisson's (or Laplace's) equation may exist inside the bounded 
region. Physical expenence Icûds us to believe that specification of the potentials on a 
closed surface (e.g., a system of conductors held at different potentials) defines a unique 
potential field within the surface for a given resistivity distribution. This is called a 
Dirichlet problem, or a Dirichlet boundary condition. Similarly, it is plausible that 
specificarion of the electric field (normal derivative or flux of the potential) on the entire 
surface (corresponding to a given surface-charge density) also defines a unique potential 
field within the surface for a given resistivity distribution. Specification of the normal 
denvative (flux) is known as the Neumann boundary condition. 
2.2 Modeling 
Because steady-state groundwaier and direct electncal current flow obey the same 
governing equations (Figure 2.1). it has been possible to make use of the modeling 
expertise and software in the groundwater modeling group at the University of Waterloo 
io experiment with three-dimensional ERT monitoring scenarios. 
2.2.1 Forward mode1 description 
The SALTFLOW cornputer program (Frind ami Molson. 1993) is a finite element mode1 
based on the solution to the 3-D saturated density-dependent groundwater flow equation 
and on the 3-D advection-dispersion equation. These equations are: 
where X i  are the 3-D spatial CO-ordinates, Kij (T) is the hydraulic conductivity, Y is the 
equivalent freshwater head, p ,  (T) is the concentration-dependent relative density of 
water, Qk is the fluid volume flux for a source or sink located at (xbyLzk), Ss is specific 
storage, and: 
where Di, is the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor; vi is the average linear groundwater 
velocity; ck is the source concentration for an injection well; c is the unknown aquifer 
concentration; A is the first-order decay term given as In(2)/half-life time; R is the 
retardation factor defined as 1 + pb&/0, where pb is bulk density of saturated porous 
medium; Kd is the distribution coefficient that govems the partitionhg of solute into 
dissolved and absorbed phases (Free~e arid Cherry 1979), and 8 is the porosity. An 
adaptation of the symmetric matrix tirne-integration scheme of Leisnlanrz arid Frind 
(1989) has been employed in conjunction with a standard Galerkin finite element method. 
The Leisri~arirJFri~id scheme has been tested in generating a symmetric coefficient matrix 
for the transport problem (Frind and Moiso~i. 1993). The coefficient matrix is snlved 
using a preconditioned conjugale gradient (PCG) solution for symmeuic matrices 
(Sclzniid arid Braoss, 1988). 
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Figure 2.1 Groundwater and electncal field equivalent relationships 
The SALTFOW software (Frind and Molson, 1993) is a 3-D finite element program that 
has been used to experiment with three-dimensional ERT monitoring scenarios as a 
forward model. This software initially was validated, verified, and used for the Camp 
Borden Site (Frind and Molson, 1989), and it has been verified in several case studies 
(Molson er al.. 1992; Engesgaard et. al., 1996; Molson er al., 1997; Engesgaard and 
Molson, 1998; GItassemi et al., lW8a & b), 
The model verification for ERT scenarios was perfonned in several comparisons of the 
model results with analytical solutions available in the litenture. An Appendix 
(Appendix I) is provided containing comparisons of the model with the following 
ûnalytical solutions: 
1. A one-layer case analytical solution, and 
2. A three-layer case analfical solution with a vertical barrier in the center of two 
current electrodes (Telford et al., 1993). 
2.3 Equipment 
2.3.1 Commercial 
Commercial resistivity systems are designed mostly for a four-electrode measurement 
that is for a measurement cycle involving iwo current electrodes and two potential 
electrodes. Commercial s ystems which were evalusted before the Cambridge 
preliminary experiment in June 1995 are listed in Appendix C. The updated version of 
this evaluation has been presented in Table C-1 of Appendix C. 
Two commercial resistivity rneiers were tested for the Cambridge slurry injection 
expenment. The results of Iab tests (Appendix C) indicated that the two commercial 
receivers tested did not operate to iheir own specifications. The average error detected 
was 5% compared to a 0.1% claimed error. The manufacturers were informea but no 
explanation was given for the performance detected. 
In addition, an increasing zero-base drift was detected for a set of repeated measurements 
(Figure C.1). These difficulties, dong with lack of repeatability, the need for a higher 
accuracy, and p;uticularly a need for higher sampling speed (the devices had only manual 
switching), made usage of conventional resistivity meters impractical in the long terni 
injection monitoring. However, as this area is of substantial interest and the 
instrumentation field is rapidly growing, manufacturers will overcome these instrument 
deficiencies in  the next few years. 
2*3.2 Requirements for an ERT system 
The requirements of ERT rneasurement depend on the type of project. If the volume to be 
imaged is small, and the duntion of the monitor is short, then the (generally light weight 
and portable) commercial instruments will do the job. But in the case of a long term 
monitoring project, portability is noi a big issue but automation and speed are. 
The requirements of a superior ERT monitoring systems can be divided into three major 
categories: transmitter (power supply), receiver (acquisition), and cables. 
In general, the major issues in the design of a transrnitter are flexibility of the system in 
programming, achieving a large dynamic range of inputloutput, capability for real time 
measurements, user friendly interfaces, repeatability, and accuracy. The requirements 
can be summarized as: a large dynamic nnge of voltage and current; a high current 
delivery; no safety earth pole in the circuit connected to the ground; and an output range 
of low frequency square wave (not greater than 100 Hz). 
The specifications of the receiver can be listed as follow: 
1. 
. . 












Repeatabili ty and accuracy; 
Large dynamic input range; 
Flexibility in modifications (such as programming. filtering, elecirode 
arnngement, increasing the number of system inputs); 
Detection of anomalous readings (for example, as a result of problem with 
connections); 
Ability to measure the contact resistance at al1 the electrodes; 
Correction for the SP dc offset due to natural and/or electrode contact 
potentials; 
Ability to perform quality control on the data and the system itself dunng 
the measurements (Le., visual presentation of results in  each steps); 
Ability to monitor processes in real time (by mean of rapid sampling); 
Ability to handle a large number of electrodes in a single measurernent; 
S ynchronization of data collection; 
Ability to carry out statistical measurements (e-g. to evaluate the signal to 
noise ratio); and, 
Ability to measure background potentials and to stack the data the sarne 
way as the time the current is passing through for evaluation of 
environmental noise level. 
There is always noise and cross-talk in wide spread. Shielded cables to the electrodes are 
very helpful in reducing the signalhoise ratio. 
The monitoring process often needs a real time set of data collection. This is only 
feasible by having a computenzed ERT system so that both the power supply and the 
data acquisition are controlled by software. The computerized ERT system is descnbed 
in Chapter 4. 
2.3.3 Other systems under development 
There are a few research groups working on the design and improvement of resistivity 
systems for ERT measurement. At least one, the geophysics group at the Lawrence 
Liverrnore Laboratory, has achieved a practical system. Some of the publications 
introducing these resistivity systems are listed in Table A-9 in Appendix A. 
2.4 Uncertainty and error analysis 
In expenmental measurements the accuracy of the results is always a concem. In any 
expenment designed to rneasure the physical parameters of a system, there is interference 
between the expenmental device and the system. Even with careful scientific 
methodology, these measurements are al ways subject to some degree of uncertainty. 
Uncenainty and error ana1 ysis invol ve the study, evaluation, and prediction of these 
uncertainties, based on observation of the scattering in the raw data used in calculating 
the results, and the selection of proper procedures to reduce the errors in these results. In 
fact, one of the essential ingredients in the planning, controlling, and reporting of 
expenments is uncertainty and error analysis (Kline, 1985b). The following sections are 
descriptions of the theory ûpplied to Our data. The data itself will be presented in Chapter 
6. 
2.4.1 The uncertainty concept 
Since there is no perfectly accurate measurement, it is necessary to define inaccuracies or 
uncertainties. The description of inaccuracy is made by following a procedure called 
uncertainty or enor analysis. This analysis is a vital part of any scientific experiment. 
An uncenainty is slightly different from an error. The difference between the true value 
and the recorded or measured value is a fixed number, tenned error. It cannot be a 
statistical variable as well. An uncertainty is a possible value that the error rnight take in 
a given measurement (Kline, 198%). Since this value can Vary over a range, it is 
inherently a statistical variable. In fact, uncertainty is frequently linked to the statistical 
treatment of the data. 
Uncertainty analysis is the heart of quality control in expenmental work. Uncertainty 
analysis is not a replacement for calibration, crossîhecking, closures using governing 
equations, nor for careful technique. Nor is it a substitution for understanding the 
problem. In fact, uncertainty analysis could be defined in two statements: 
1. It is a procedure that provides a framework inside which the checks just 
mentioned as well as other information can be used much more 
effectively; and, 
. . 
11. It is a powerful cross-checking procedure for ensunng that requisite 
accuracy is actually obtained with minimum cost and time (Kline, 1985a). 
The major sources of uncertainty derive from the fact that al1 the input parmeters that 
determine the response have themselves different degrees of uncertainty. A second 
source of uncenainty is the fact that it is not possible to consider a11 the parameters 
involved in the system. A third source is our incomplete knowledge of the phenomenon 
and the system. One can add a l o u ~ h  source of uncertainty, namely the mathematical 
simplification necessary in  order to obtain a solution (Renon, 1988). 
The introduction of computen with large mernories and fast computation time allows the 
use of accurate models for many cases. As a result. the uncertainty involved in the 
computation is due rnainly to the uncertainties of the inputs of the cornputûtional mode]. 
The uncertainties of the input parameten are usually the rneasured (experimentaf) 
uncertainties. Uncenainty analysis in  this area is defined as the analysis of the effect of 
the uncertainties involved in al1 stages of calcuIations of the mode1 responses. 
Several methods are available to deal with uncenainty calculations. The most popular 
methods are based on surface methodology. penurbation theory, or sensitivity analysis. 
The most effective way to treat the problem of calculating the uncertainties in the 
responses due to uncertainties of the input parameters is to use a quantitative uncenainty 
anal ysis based on sensitivity anal ysis. 
2.4.2 Sensitivity analysis for evaluation of uncertainty 
Sensitivity is a measure of the effect of a given input parameter on a required response. 
The sensitivity is also defined as the fint order denvative of the response change with 
respect to an input parameter change. For a given response R (a,, ..., a,,) and an input 





or non-dimensionally (normalized) as: 
These expressions are for linear systems and are known as linear sensitivities. For non- 
linear problems higher order sensitivities are required (Renon, 1988). 
It is usual to define the sensitivity in relative terms that present the importance of the 
input parameter in a normalized fom. The higher the sensitivity, the more important the 
parameter. Therefore, one of the major aspects of sensitivity anaiysis is to determine the 
most important input parameter. Identification of the most important parameter is dso 
used for uncertainty analysis. The sensitivities and variance-covariance matrices are the 
main ingredients of the uncertainty analysis based on sensitivity analysis. 
In general, there are three major advantages to sensi tivity methods: 
1. The identification of the important input parameten; 
ii. The simplicity or complexity of the method used to evaluate the response 
uncertainty; and, 
iii. The ease of calculation of the sensitivity for any changes in the uncenainty 
of the input parameter after the fint calculation. 
There are also several potential disadvantages or limitations to sensi tivity analysis 
approac hes: 
1. It is difficult to obtain sensitivities in cases of small values for input 
parameters; and, 
. . 
11. Non-linearity of the problem causes difficulties in the local derivative 
analysis i.e. change in may result in change in Sr. 
The following are the major methods of uncertainty analysis: 
1. Adjoint sensitivity analysis; 
. . 
il. Latin hypercube; 
iii. Momentmethod; 
iv. MonteCarlomethod; 
v. Perturbation theory; and, 
vi. Taylor's Series expansion. 
The adjoint sensitivity analysis approach is the most effective method for our purposes 
where there are a large number of input parameters. 
2.4.3 Adjoint sensitivity analysis 
Adjoint sensitivity analysis has been applied to evaiuate uncertainty in nuclear waste 
repository analysis (Renon et al.. 1980; Thomas, 1982), electrical engineering (Direct and 
Rohrar, 1 969), nuclear reactor assessments (Lewins 1964; Oblow, 1 W8), history 
matching of petroleum reservoirs (Chavent et al., 1975; Dogm and Seifieid, 198 L),  and 
parameter estimation for groundwater flow (Vemeiri and Karplus. 1969; McElwee et al.. 
1978; Neuman. 1980 a & b; McElwee, 1982). Sykes et al. (1985) applied adjoint 
sensitivity analysis to a 2-D steady-state groundwater flow system. They developed 
adjoint sensitivity theory for both continuous and discrete (numencal) equations of 2-D 
steady-state flow regimes in a confined aquifer. They used the Galerkin finite element 
method to implement the adjoint solution. This solution has k e n  developed for 
performance measures of piezometric head and velocity. 
Since steady-state groundwater and direct electric current flow obey the sarne goveming 
equations, it has been possible to extend Sykes and his colleagues' procedure to evaluate 
the uncertainty involved in the ERT problem. The following equation is based large1 y on 
the methodology descnbed by Sykes et al. (1985). 
Governing equations 
The goveming equations for a 3-D eiectric field are: 
which has been presented in Section 3.1 of this document. The boundary conditions have 
been defined as: 
where ri + r2 = r is the boundary of the domain governed by Equation (2-16), and 
componenü ni are the unit inward normal . 
For sensitivity analysis. it is necessary to define a response function (R). which in this 
case can be wri tten as: 
v 
f ({a} ,V)  is a unspecified function of the system state; 
I d  is system parameters; 
V is electnc potentials; and. 
v is the spatial domain volume v .  
The system parameters (u) are electric conductivity (oij), formation thickness (b), 
A 
induced electric current (1), voltage on boundary ( V  ), and current density normal to the 
A 
boundary ( J  ). For the ERT case f ({a} ,V)  has the following form: 
where x = {.Y,, x, , r, } and g(x) is an arbitrary weighting function for identification of 
the repion of importance. 
The marginal sensitivity of the perfomance measure R was defined as changes in any of 
system parameters as dR/dak . Considenng the definition of R, equation (2-19). marginal 
sensi tivity becomes: 
yl is dV/da,  , the sensitivity of elecuic potential (V) to the system parameter a, and 
has been defined as the "state sensitivity". The first term of the integral in equation 
(2-21) represents a so-called "direct effect". indicating the explicit dependence of R on 
u, ; and the second term is called an "indirect effect" due to the implicit dependence of R 
on a,. 
Severûl methods are available to perform this calculation but the most efficient and cost 
effective method is the adjoint sensitivity analysis method. which is less time consurning 
and easier to implement. 
In the adjoint sensitivity analysis approach, an arbitrary function ( v a ) ,  which is called an 
adjoint state or importance function, is chosen to replace the unknown "state sensitivity" 
( y  ). The new function (y*) has to be calculated only once for any given response 
function (R) and f ({a},V)  . This procedure reduces the multiple solutions that are 
required for cülculating the "state sensitivity" (y ). 
The ERT system becornes a linear system of equations when a discrete numencal 
technique is used to solve the governing equation (2- 16.2-17, and 2- 18): 
where [A] is the coefficient matnx; 
{V } is the unknown electnc potenrials or solution vector: and. 
{b )  is the right hand side (RHS) or forcing vector. usually a vector of 
rneasuremen ts. 
Following the same procedure as Sykes and his colleagues (1985), the adjoint equation 
for ERT is: 
where {y* } represents the nodal values of the adjoint state. 
After a few mathematical operations, the marginal sensitivity becomes: 
The procedure to obtain dR/da, (the marginal sensitivity) can be sumrnarized in the 
following steps: 
I. Use the forward mode1 to obtain {V} ; 
. . 
I L  Solve the adjoint equation to obtain { y* }; 
iii. Determine a{b}/aa, and d ( ~ ] / a a ,  ; and , 
iv. Calculate aR/aak based on the obtained results in steps 1 to 3 for each 
ak * 
Since the ERT system has been solved by the discretized numerical technique (Galerkin 
finite element method), the voltage must be calculated for specific nodal points p, within 
the domain. and the arbitrary weighting function g(x) is defined as: 
Therefore, the response function R becomes: 
where, 
g,= 1 ai node points p; and, 
g,=O at al1 other points. 
and: 
Since d g, /auk = O ,  the adjoint equation therefore becomes: 
MlT { Y * }  = I d  
Solving this equation will yield the values of { y'} . with the unit of TL'. By introducing 
1% perturbation on one of the system parameters (a, ), the values for d{b}/da, and 
a [A]/da, will be available. After al1 the resul ts are calculated, the marginal sensitivity 
can be detemined. Using SALTFLOW as the fonvard model, this procedure has been 
implemented in the cornputer code to calculate the sensitivity automatically. 
2.4.3 Measurement errors 
Since there is an experimental section in this research, an error evaluation will contribute 
to a better understanding of the results. The following section explains the theory behind 
the error evaluation of the experirnental pan of this research. The results of this error 
evaluation are presented in Chapter 6. 
Ali measurements have errors, which represent the differences between the 
measurements and the true values. The total error (&) can be divided into two 
components: 
1. Precision error ~k (randorn); and, 
. . 
il. Bias error p (fixed) 
w here; 
The main sources of measurernent errors are calibration errors, data acquisition errors, 
and data reduction errors (Berzedict et al., 1986). 
Precision error 
Randorn errors always occur in repeated measurements, and may arise from various 
sources. These types of errors are called precision errors and the standard deviation (a) is 
a mesure of the distribution of the precision erron. The precision index. which is the 
statistical estimate of the standard deviation (a,), is defined as: 
where N is the number of measurements made and X is the average value of the 
measurements Xk given by (Benedict et al.. 1986): 
Bias Error 
Bias error is another term for systematic errors that are constant over the duration of an 
experiment. B i s  erron include those which are: 
1. Known and can be calibrated out; 
. . 
i l .  Negligible and are ignored; and. 
iii. Estimated and are included in uncenainty analysis (Benedict et al., 1986). 
Combining errors 
Precision and bias errors have calibration, data acquisition, and data reduction error 
components. Some combination of these components cm also be considered as another 
parameter for enor analysis (Benedict er al.. 1986). 
2.4.5 Uncertainty of measurements 
The first step in the process of uncertainty analysis of a measurement is to identify and 
qualify al1 the elemental sources of enon such as bias and precision errors. The second 
step is the combination of these errors to obtain the bias lirnit (an upper limit of the bias 
error) and the precision index. The final step is the estimation of the degree of freedom of 
the precision index of the measurement (Benedicr et al.. 1986). 
For simplicity of presentation, a single number (U), which is the combination of bias and 
precision error, is often evaluated to express a reasonable limit of error in the 
measurement. This interval can be expressed as: 
which represents the expected band width within which the true value may lie (Beriedict 
et al. 1986). 
2.5 Slurry injection 
Conventionally. low and intermediate toxicity wastes that cannot be reused or recycled 
are placed in landfills. Problems of landfill siting and maintenance have made alternate 
rnethods attractive. One of these methods is deep Slurry Fracture Injection (SFI). where 
wastes are siumed and injected at very high pressures into horizontally stratified 
sediments of high porosity and permeability that are bounded by low permeability 
formations. Typically, a slumy will contain 65-8576 liquid by volume and 35-15% 
granular solid wastes. As injection takes place, excess fluid flows into the surrounding 
pore space. When injection stops, the weight of the overburden will reduce the granular 
solid waste porosity to perhaps 35%; as a result funher water is expelled. Figure 2.2 
depicts the phenomena. 
Injection well 
Ground surface 
Figure 2.2 Shallow waste injection 
The injected solids rernain near the wellbore as the excess fluid bleeds off, creating a 
plume of higher resistivity if the conductivity of the injected fluid is less than the 
conductivity of the original fluid in the host rock. For environmenial security and for 
regulatory reasons, S R  processes must be monitored, and it is here that geophysical 
techniques such as ERT may be useful. Current electrodes placed in or near the injected 
mass will create the possibility for generation of electncal potentials that will be modified 
through time by changes in the sluny or plume configuration. 
2.6 Field site 
2.6.1 Description 
The sandpit site is at Lot 24, Concession 10, Road 47 in the Township of North Dumfries, 
approximately 40 km south of Kitchener-Waterloo and 10 km West of Cambridge, Ontario 
(Figure 2.3). This site is an active sand and grave1 quarry located in the Paris Till Moraine, a 
6-km wide moraine stretching 120 km from the Forks of the Credit in the north-east to Delhi 
in the south-west (Chapman and Pumnm, 1984). Lenses of loose loam inside the coarse 
grain outwash outcrop in the excavated quarry. 
Four 16.75 m monitoring wells with 2.5 inch diameter PVC casing and one 13.2 m injection 
well with 2 inch steel casing were dnlled near the bottom of a gently sloping field (Figure 
2.4). The samples collected dunng the well drillings have been used to depict the 
sintignphy of Figure 2.5 (logs of injection and monitoring wells are presented in Appendix 
1). The monitoring wells were back-filled with native sand below a depth of about 9 meters, 
and the rest was filled with cernent grout. A Grade 3 sand filter was used to back fil1 around 
the perfonted part of the injection well casing below 1 1 meters (to ease off the flow of 
injected solution to the aquifer), and a lm-bentonite filling was placed between the filter and 
the sealing cernent which has been injected from 10m depth to the surface. The purpose of 
using bentonite and cernent grouting was to prevent the possibility of flow of injected 
material to the surface. The monitoring wells were also used for our geophysical 
measurements. 
The aquifer in this site is a thick, non-unifom clean sandy-gnvel glacial outwash that is 
covered by a 1.7m silty-clay soi1 layer. The water table is at 16.0m depth and groundwater 
movement is toward the West. The groundwater electrical conductivity of the site is about 
600 @/cm. 
The induction well log indicated that the conductivities of unsatunted and saturated zones 
were about 4 and 9 mS/m respectively. The neutron log of the soudi-eastem well showed 
that the cernent grouting was not complete (Gilson. 1996). 
The hydnulic conductivity of the injection level was measured in the lab (5.2 x IO-' m/s) 
using disturbed samples and also in the field (9.4 x lo4 to 10.4 x 104 d s )  using the 
Hvorslev technique (Reed, 1996). 
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Chapter 3 
MODIFICATIONS TO THE FORWARD MODEL 
3. Modification to the forward mode1 
The resistivity image reconstruction in ERT involves a forward and an inverse problem. 
The fonvard problem is solving for the electric potential distribution based on a known 
resistivity distri bution. The inverse pan tries to find out the resistivity distribution based 
on measured electnc potentials in  or around for the region of interest. Solution of the 
inverse problem involves a numencal approach, using iterative solutions of the forward 
model. Therefore, any increase in the speed of convergence in the forward mode1 will 
exponentially reduce the time required for inverse solution. The fast ERT model (inverse 
and fonvxd) is required especially for monitoring the progress of real-time phenornena. 
SALTFLOW and FEtAC3DVS (Themen et al., 1998) are the cornputer prognms that 
were used as the fonvard models in this research. The solver of SALTFLOW is based on 
conjugate gradient method with natural ordering, and FRAC3DVS uses WATSOLV 
(VanderKwaak et al., 1998) as the rnatrix solver, which is set for a combination of 
Bi-conjugate gradient stabilized and reverse Cuthill-McKee ordenng. These two 
programs are set for transient flow condition and their solvers work well for that 
condition. A cornpaison of different combinations of iterative methods and ordenng 
techniques is required to determine the optimized combination steady-state flow 
condition, which is equivalent to electric potential. Therefore, the FORTRAN codes for 
some of the iterative methods and ordering techniques were added to the WATSOLV 
computer code to improve the ability of this solver to perfom the required combinational 
comparisons. The following sections present a bnef description of the matnx solver 
techniques. different approaches for increasing the convergence speed of the fonvard 
model, and the results of the implementation of these techniques in the solver computer 
program. 
Discretization of Equation (2- 12) under steady-state conditions leads to a system of linear 
algebraic equations of the form: 
where A is the coefficient matrix; 
x is the unknown (solution) vector; and, 
b is the forcing vector or the right hand side (RHS). 
The coefficient matnx A is usually sparse. This means that most of its entries are teros, 
Le.. for a given N by N matrix (N is the number of unknowns), which has a non-zero 
entnes per row. the spanity (S) can be defined as: 
ERT problems usually are faced with a coefficient matrix size bigger than 10". 
Depending on the discretization method used, the number a varies. For example. in a 
3-D finite element model with rectangles, a = 27. and in the case of triangles, a = 7. 
Al1 numerical approaches to solving the 3-D goveming equations of the electric field 
must eventually deal with the solution of a coefficient matrix A. In general, this matrix 
has the following properties: 
1. Ajj > O forj=1,2,3, ..., LMN; 
ii. Diagonally dominant, 
for j = 1,2,3, , M N  
j = l  
k #  j 
S . .  
111. Syrnrnetric, positive definite (most of the time), sparse banded matrix. 
This type of matrix is called an M-matrix. Generally, there are two classes of numencal 
methods for solving sparse matrices: 
1. Direct methods (suc h as Gaussian-elimination, LU decomposition, Gauss- 
Jordan elimination, Cholesky); and, 
. . 
11. Iterative methods. 
Some solutions may combine the two methods to get a better result. In the direct 
rnethods. a sequence of operations is perfonned only once, providing a solution that is 
exact except for machine round-off error. Iterative methods attempt a solution by a 
process of successive approximation. They involve making an initial guess at the matrix 
solution, then improving rhis guess by some iterative process until an error cntenon is 
attained. Therefore, in irerative methods, the convergence and its rate ;ire the main points 
of concern. 
3.1 Cornparison of iterative and direct methods 
A typical iterative method involves the initial selection of an approximate value x"' to x 
and specifying a sequence x'", x '~' ,  . . . such that; 
UsuaIly the calculation of x"") involves only A and b. and one or two of the previous 
iteration values. Assurning infinite precision arithmetic, the solution only approximates 
the exact solution within a given tolerance in a finite number of iterations. On the other 
hand, the direct methods reach an exact solution, which is obtained in a finite number of 
iterations. 
Direct methods have two disadvantages: 
1. Dealing with storage requirements and computation tirne for large systems 
of equation is much more complex than for iterative methods; and, 
. . 
II. Dealing with round-off erron is more time consurning than the one for 
iterative methods. Because many arithmetic operations are perfomed. 
round-off errors can be accumulated for certain types of matrices. 
The advantages of direct methods are: 
1. The sequence of operations is performed only once; 
. . 
11.  No initial estimates are required; 
. . . 
111 .  No iteration parameters are required; and.. . 
iv. No error tolerance is needed as an input parameter. 
The direct rnethods are usually üpplied to dense matrices (few zero entries) and 
intemediate-size sparse matrices (less than 10'). 
The main weakness of i terati ve methods is iheir poor robustness and often narrow range 
of applicability. Often, a particular iterative solver may be found to be very efficient for 
a specific class of problems. but when used for other cases i t  becomes excessively slow 
or breaks down. Precondi tioned i terative methods. which are based on an approximaie 
factonzation, can be considered as a compromise between direct and iterative solvers. In 
general, advantages and disadvantages of iterative methods can be classi fied as: 
Advantages: 
1, Efficiency in term of storage and computation time for large 
problems; 
Disadvantages: 
I. Required iteration parameters; 
. . 
I I .  Required tolerance; and, 
iii. Required well-conditioned matrix. 
In many cases exact solutions are not necessary or even achievable for either method; 
also. there are uncertainties involved in the input parameten. Iterative methods achieve 
almost the same results as direct rnethods. but with the exception of less requirernents of 
storage and opention time. In addition, with proper preconditioning and acceleration 
approaches, iterative methods cm be faster. Ordering methods and termination criteria of 
iterative techniques play important roles in speed and accuracy of obtained results (Duff 
et ai., 1986; Saad, 1996). 
3.2 Ordering methods 
Rearranging the rows or columns or both the rows and columns of a spane rnatrix is 
called ordering (or reordering). The permutation matrix resulting from reordenng can be 
represented compactly as an ordering vector. 
Often. ordering is beneficial for approximation factorization. Ordering methods have two 
major purposes: 
1. Mesh generation leads to scattered entries in the coefficient matrix. In 
general. a better preconditioner can be obtained using reordering of initial 
entries (i.e.. keeping the important fill). 
I I .  Higher quality preconditioning is provided. 
The following are the most popular ordenng methods: 
1. Naturûl (consecutive numbenng by rows and columns); 
11. Nested-dissection; 
iii. Minimum degree; and, 
iv. RCM (Reverse Cuthill-McKee). 
3.2.1 Nested-dissection ordering method 
The nested-dissection ordenng method attempts to minimize the numbers of fill-in dunng 
elimination and to reduce the amount of storage required. The procedure is to divide the 
elements into four groups with a "+" shaped cut, then divide each group into four parts 
again with a "+" shaped cut and so on. George (1973) has shown that a two-dimensional 
problem consisting of a regular n x n grid of square elements could be solved in 0(n3) 
operations and 0(n2 log n) storage locations instead of 0(n4) and 0(n3), respectively. 
The main advantages of this method are the increase in convergence speed due to fewer 
operations and smaller memory requirements (George et al., in press). 
3.2.2 Minimum degree onlering method 
The minimum degree ordenng algorithm was introduced for s ymmetric and positive 
definite matrices (Tinney and Walker, 1967). This simplifies two things. It is not 
necessary to carry numerical values to check for stability (since the matnx is stable) and 
the search for the pivot is simplified to finding i such that; 
and using a,:'' as pivot (Duff et uL., 1986). 
3.2.3 Reverse Cuthill-McKee (RCM) ordering method 
The most widely used reduction ordering is a variant of the Cuthill-McKee technique. 
The Cutliill and McKee (1969) technique was designed prirnarily to reduce the bandwidth 
of a spane symmetiic matnx. The scherne is presented as: let y be a labeied node. and : 
an unlabeled neighbor of y. To minimize the bandwidth of the row associated with z. i t  is 
apparent that the node z should be ordered as soon as possible after y. This scheme 
therefore reduces the bandwidth via localized minimization. 
George (1970) discovered thût the ordering obtained by reversing the Cuthill-McKee 
technique often tums out to be much superior to the original ordenng in terms of profile 
reduction. although the bandwidth remains unchanged. He called this Reverse Cuthill- 
McKee ordering (RCM). It has since been proven that the reverse scherne is never 
infenor as far as envelope storage and operation coun ts are concemed (Liu a11d Sltemzan. 
1976). 
3.3 Precondi tioning 
Although iterative rnerhods are theoretically well developed, they are sometimes slow in 
convergence. This lack of robustness has been widely recognized as a weakness of 
iterative rnethods. It is possible to improve the efficiency of iterative methods by 
applying preconditioning. Saad (1996) defines preconditioning as: 
" ... sii~ply a nieam of traizsfoon~ling the original linear syslent inlo one dticlz Iras 
the same solutiori. bitt rvliiclz is likely to be easier to solve rvitli art iterative 
solver". 
3.3.1 Preconditioned incomplete Cholesky decornposition 
In this method the coefficient matnx A is only approximated by the preconditioner matrix 
LU. Note that each elirnination step results in additional fil1 in, which has to be 
elirninated in upcoming elirnination steps. Therefore, a small number of additional 
envies will be retained. There are two popular methods in determination of the enuies 
that should be retained, and these are: 
1. Drop tolerance based incomplete factorization method; and 
. . 
il. Level based incomplete factorization rnethod. 
3.4 Acceleration methods 
The idea in acceleration methods is to speed up the convergence of the simple itentive 
methods: 
A value for x ( k + 1 )  is obtained so that: 
is smdl where, 
Therefore. the original problem has been considered as a minimization problem ~ x = b  .
Now Equûtion (3-6) can be rewritten as: 
In case of optimization problems, it becomes: 
The new solution is updated by a factor of wk in the search direction q k .  
The new solution is a linear combination of the initial guess and al1 previous search 
directions. it should be noted that the acceleration merhod for a symmetric coefficient 
matrix is the conjugate gradient method (CG). This method uses information obtained in 
previous iteration steps io minimize the residual. These methods are also called "non- 
stationary" methods. On the other hand, iteration methods such as Gauss-Seidel do not 
have this property and because of that they are relatively slow (stationary meihods). The 
CG method forces orthogonality of previous-to-new search vectors during each iteration, 
and the new search direction can be obtained by short recurrences (Forsyfh. 1994). 
3.5 Non-stationary iterative methods 
The term "iterative method" refers to a wide range of techniques that use successive 
approximations to obtain more accurate solutions to a linear system at each step. There 
are two types of iterative methods. Stationary rnethods are oider, simpler to understand 
and implement. but usually not as effective. Non-stationary methods are a relatively 
recent developrnent; their analysis is usually harder to understand, but they can be highly 
effective. The non-stationary methods are based on the idea of sequences of onhogonal 
vectors. (An exception is the Chebyshev iteration rnethod, which is based on onhogonal 
pol ynomials.) 
The stationary i terati ve method performs the same operations on the current i teration 
vectors. In contrast, the non-stationary iterative method is an approach that has iteration- 
dependent coefficients. Detûiled descriptions of these methods are given in most 
textbooks (i.e., Arelsso~i, 1994, Duflet aL, 1986, Saad, 1996, Barrett et al,. 1994). 
The rate ar which an iterative rnethod converges depends greatly on the spectmm of the 
coefficient rnatnx. Hence, iterative methods usually involve a second matrix that 
transfoms the coefficient matrix into one with a more favorable spectrum. The 
transformation matrix is called a preconditioner. A good preconditioner improves the 
convergence of the iterative method sufficiently to overcome the extra cost of 
constructing and applying the preconditioner. Indeed, without a preconditioner the 
itentive method may even fail to converge. 
Since the ERT coefficient matrix is symrnetric, non-stationary methods will give better 
results. Combinations of a few of these iterative methods with some of the reordenng 
techniques are implemented in the computer program to explore the best combination of 
these techniques for ERT forward modeling. 
3.6 Modification to the forward Mode1 
The coefficient matrix in the ERT problem is an M-matrix (syrnmetrïc positive definite). 
If a preconditioned incomplete Cholesky decomposition rnauix solver (LU) is used, the 
ninning time will be reduced. In addition, using nested-dissection ordering will decrease 
the mnning tirne of this program and increase mode1 efficiency. The speed of 
convergence also depends on different levels of fil1 in. An optimal combination of 
precondi tioning, iterati ve method, and reordenng algonthms is necessary and is evaluated 
here through different combinations of: 
1. Preconditioning (such as level of fil1 and drop tolerance); 
. . 
I I .  Iterative methods (such as LU, CG, CGSTAB, GMRES); and, 
a . .  
I I I .  Ordering methods (suc h as natural, nested-dissection, RCM. minimum 
degree). 
This has been implemented in the matrix solver code and results are presented in the next 
section. 
3.6.1 ResuI ts of forward mode1 modification 
Type of preconditioning has a strong effect on the convergence of the iterative method 
applied in the solution of a sprse matnx. For preconditioning. an approximate 
(incomplete LL') factorization (ILL') rnay be either level based (based on the graph 
matrix or levels of fill) of drop tolerance based. The notation ILL' ( l e v e f , ~ )  denotes an 
incomplete factorization, with level level. and drop tolerance E. The sequence of 
ordering the unknowns can also change the convergence rate. The convergence tolerancc 
for al1 combinations was: 
where llrOll is the initial i2 nom of the residual and Ilrkll is the f2 nom residual after k' 
i terations. 
A mesh of 95 by 77 by 28 has been used for a scenario including an anomdy in the 
center of X-Y grids close to surface. The FRAC3DVS prograrn was mn on a Pentium II- 
300 with 128Mb RAM. The applied preconditions and the results are presented in Tables 
3 . h  to 3. lc. Computation time range from m(0,O.O) to ILLt(2,0.0) decreases between 
ILLt(O,O.O) and ILLt(l,O.O). The use of ILL'(Z.O.0) caused a reduction in the number of 
iterations but an increase in required time for convergence over IL~'(1,o.o). The 
iterations and timing for the most effective combinations are compared in Figure 3.1. 
For drop tolerance preconditioning the results are presented up to ILLt(-,0.001) in Tables 
3.2a to 3.2~. There was a shortage of memory in the cornputer for checking more than 
that. The results show that the maximum efficiency of the mode1 is achieved in 
ILL~(-,O.O~). The timing iterations oi the most effective combinations are compared in 
Figure 3.2. 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show that Incomplete Cholesky-Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) method is 
the most efficient of the models for both level-based and drop-tolerance based 
preconditioning. The most efficient resul ts were obtained by ILLL(l .O.O) and 
ILL'(=J.o.oI) using the ICCG algorithm with nested dissection ordering. 
Table 3. la Results of iteration bascd on level of fil1 of IL~'(0,o.o) 




Ordering methods (time required in sec ) 
1 
Iterative method 
Natural RCM Min- Nested- 
degree Dissection 
1 
ICCG 4069.02 3865.57 678 1.70 3390.85 
GMRES 8933.25 7635.33 8243.10 7236.2 1 
Table 3.k Results of iteration based on level of fill of ILL'(I,O.O) 
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Figure 3.1 The timing-iterations required to complete a 95 by 77 by 28 gnd mode1 
cûlculation with the most effective combinations for the levels of fil1 and orderings 
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Figure 3.2 The timing-itentions required to complete a 95 by 77 by 28 grid mode1 
calculation with the most effective combinations for the drop tolerance and orderings 
Table 3.2a Results of iteration based on drop tolerance of ILLt(--0.1) 
Table 32b  Results of iteration based on drop tolerance of ILLt(=,O.O 1) 
Iterative method 
Table 3.7.c Results of iteration based on drop tolerance of ILL~(-,o.OO 1) 








































































AN ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY TOMOGMPHY MEASURING SYSTEM 
4. An electrical resistivity tomography measuring system 
There are three main parts in the ERT system: data acquisition and control system (switch 
network and cornputer interface); cables; power supply; and electrodes. The author is a 
hydrogeologist by training and had to l e m  the required automation and electronics 
background for the data measuring system. Assuming that is also the case for most 
readers of this thesis, a bnef discussion of the theory behind each component is presented 
in the early sections. The new ERT measuring system is presented in the last sections. 
1.1 Data acquisition and control system (switch network and computer interface) 
The data measuring system is discussed below under the headings: computer system and 
its interface to the measuring system. electronic switching, and the software required for 
these functions. 
4.1.1 The cornputer system and interface 
The computer and its interface to the geophysicd data are the major parts of an 
automated system. The minimum requirement is not always the best choice. One should 
bear in mind future developments and probable requirements for extending the system. 
Cornputer system 
Data acquisition c m  be adequately undertaken with an 86486-50Hz processor with 16Mb 
RAM. The forward modeling, however, needs at least 128Mb RAM and, to allow both 
modeling and data acquisition to be undertaken with the same computer, the current 
system has been assembled with a Pentium II 300Hz PC. The specifications of the 
computer system are: 
1. Pentium II-300Hz; 
. . 
11. 128Mb static RAM; 
. . . 
111. 4Gb hard disk; 
iv. 5 12kb cashe; 
v. Windows95 operating system; 
vi. Motherboard with four ISA and 3 PCI connections; and, 
vii . .Moni tor, keyboard and mouse. 
Cornputer interfacing 
Interfacing io the computer requires the following devices: 
I. A/D converter board (multifunction y 0  20 kS/s, 16-Bit, 16 analog single 
ended inputs); 
. . 
11 .  Expandable multiplexer board (multiplexing 64 single-ended32 
differential inputs); 
iii. Digital output board; and, 
iv. Digital input board. 
The digital input and output have been modified to handle the system requirements. 
A/D & multiplexer 
Analog-to-digital conversion 
The function of an analog-to-digital (ND) converter is to change an analog voltage signal 
from a sensor to digital value so that a computer (central processing unit or CPU) can 
read and process it. There are three major connections to an A/D as shown in Figure 4.1. 
signal 
n-bit digital number 
to computer BUS 
Ground 
terminal 
Figure 4.1 Schernatic diagram of an analog-to-digital converter 
This unit convens the voltage between signal and ground to an n-bit digital value. The 
digital value is transfemed to the computer CPU. Based on the speed of the A D  and the 
pattern of the signal, i t  may measure either a single signal or. altematively, read a senes 
of signals to record a time-variant voltage. 
The A/D converter usually has been set up to divide its input rage into discrete steps. The 
input voltage is rneasured by locating the step that contains that specific voltage. The 
resolution of the measured voltage is the size of the steps. The maximum number of 
steps can be determined by the number of output bits: 
Steps number = Zn (4- 1) 
where n is the number of output bits (i.e. a 16-bit AID converter has 216 = 65536 possible 
states). The larger the number of output bits the finer the measurernent resolution. A 
16-bit a/d converter with a range of O to 10 volts measures with a resolution of 0.15 mV 
(lOV/65536). Most comrnon A/D converters used in computer interfacing have 8- and 
1 Zbi ts resolution. 
The size of the discrete steps is defined as one least-significant bit &SB). The output of 
an AD is delivered to the computer in the form of an integer number that is equal to the 
number of LSBs the input voltage is above the minimum voltage. The software convens 
the integer value to an octal value. The MD converter can read very small values (Le., 
voltage, curent, and resistance) with a proper signal conditioning and interface-system 
setup. 
The relationship between the input analog signal and the output digital value is called the 
"transfer function". The integer nurnber delivered to the computer should be convened to 
a voltage using the transfer function. The transfer function is typically: 
Output number = vm - Vrmo 
VU, 
w here 
and V, and V, are the maximum and minimum input voltages respectively, and 11 is 
the number of bits. 
AJD converter hardware 
The main element of al1 AID converten in computer interfacing is the compmtor (Figure 
4.2). The comparator is a simple circuit with two analog input terminals, which 
compares the voltage between its terminals. The single digital output goes to the high 
state (1) if the voltage is higher on the + terminal, and the output state is low (O) if the 
voltage on the - terminal is higher. 
Figure 4.2 Schematic diagrarn of a comparator 
Inputs 
v+ v+> Y 
Amlog Inputs v,< v. 
Binary output 
Y 
There are three main types of AID converten popular in computer interfacing 
applications: combinational. dual-dope and sequential. In a combinational A D  converter 
there is one comparator for every possible output state and it perforrns the conversion in a 
single step. Combinational A D  converten have low resolution (16 bits widely available) 
and high speed (in excess of 100 million samples/sec). The dual-dope A/D converters 




But integration reduces the speed of this type of A / '  converters. A sequential A D  
converter uses a single comparator in conjunction with a digital-to-analog converter 
@/A) and a logic circuit and requires several steps to determine the input voltage. A 
popular sequential A D  converter is the successive approximation A/D converter (Figure 
4 3 ) ,  which has been selected for the new ERT rneasuring system. 
The successive approximation register is a logic circuit that alters the output digital 
number and checks the response of the cornpantor output to determine if the converted 
output is above or below the input signal. The successive approximation rnethod is the 
fastest of the sequential algorithms. 
The successive approximation AID converter divides the input range into two successive 
steps. The first step is to set the rnost significant bit of the output to one. then compare 
the input voltage to the D/A convener output. If the comparator shows that the input 
voltage is higher than the D/A converter output, the input is the upper half of the voltage 
range and the bit set rnust be changed to one. Otherwise, the input voltage is in the lower 
half of the input range and the bit has to be reset to zero. Then the procedure continues 
for the next steps until it reaches to the least-significant bit. Therefore, in n steps (where 







Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of a successive approximation A/D converter 
Auxiliary hardware is always required to use an ND convener board with a computer 
system. This auxiliary hardware is called an analog multiplexer (AMUX) which is in 
fact. a computer control switch. Plug-in boards allow as many as 64 anaiog voltage input 
available for PCs. Extemal AMUX allows a huge number of inputs to a signal A/D 
converter. 
The analog multiplexer (AMUX) is a circuit primarily utilized to time-share a cornputer- 
input data conversion system among multiple input signals. This device selects one 
signal among al1 available signals, according to a digital code, to optimize the cost by 
sharing the conversion component at the multiplexer output. An AMUX consists of a 
switch may,  usually provided in binary multiples, and connected in parallel at its output. 
These are bilateral devices that permit signal flow in either direction for multiplexing and 
demultiplexing applications. The switch-control logic is normally designed to open the 
switches faster than it closes them (break-before-make) to avoid shoning channels 
together, with only one switch closed at a time (Garrett, 1994). There should be a bus 
interface unit along with the control logic to obtain data and control words from the 
computer system bus. The bus interface includes an intempt system and may also 
include the hardware to allow the N D  converter to transfer data via a direct memory 
access channel. In addition, the A/D converter needs a timing source to allow voltage 
measurements at precise time intervals (Eaton & Eaton. 1995). 
The A/D converter also requires some additional hardware including: 
1. One or more sarnple and hold amplifiers to freeze the input signal while 
the conversion is being done; 
. . 
11.  A multiplexer to connect the A/D convener to multiple input channels; 
iii. A variable gain preamplifier to ailow the ND converter to accurately 
measure low-level voltage signals; and, 
iv. First-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer memory to temporarily store samples 
before they are transferred to the processor or memory (Earon & Earon. 
1995). 
Selection criteria 
There are a large number of manufactures building N D  converter interface boards with 
a wide variety of features and prices. The specifications required for a particular design 
should be carefully deterrnined. 




iii. Conversion speed (sarnpling rate); 
iv. DMA capability; 
v. Number of channels; 
vi. Type of input (differential or single ended); 
vii. Software; and, 
viii. Budget. 
These pararneien have been explained in most textbooks (Cripps, 1989; Cam, 1991; 
Garrett, 1994; Eaton and Eaton, 1995). 
Considering the selection parameters and the requirement of ERT sysiern for m A D  
converter board. the AT-MIO-16XE-5Ox (Figure 4.4) board from National Instruments 
has been selected. This board is a multifunction VO with 20 kilo-sarnple/s speed, 16-bit 
resolution and 16 analog inputs. The detailed specifications are presented in Appendix D. 
This board can be connected to four multiplexer boards to handle up to 256 
single-endedi 128 di fferential senson. 
I 
Figure 4.4 A/D used in ERT system (AT-MO- l6XE -50 from National Instruments) 
The multiplexer board matched with the AID board was an AMUX-64T (Figure 4.5) 
from National Instruments. This multiplexer board gives the opportunity of expanding the 
inputs up to 64 single-ended32 differential inputs. 
-- 
Figure 4.5 Multiplexer used in ERT system (AMüX64T from National Instruments) 
Digital inputIoutput (UO) 
Digital input/output (YO), also called digital communication, is a signal conductor that 
can cany only a single bit of information at a time. The applied voltage is either low or 
high and is interpreted as either a O or a 1. An important propeny of digital 
communication links is their noise immunity. Analog links do not opente accurately in a 
noisy environment. On the other hand, the noise must be fairly high to affect a digital 
communication link where the receiver has only to differentiate between low and high 
voltage levels 
The major digital interfacings are serial and parallel techniques. In serial interfacing, data 
bytes or words are disassembled into individual bits, which are sent one at a time over a 
single conductor (or optical) pathway. The receiving device must be able to ressemble 
the bits in the correct pattern in order to make sense of the data iransrnitted. In parallel 
interfacing, several bits (usudly 8 or 16) are comrnunicated simultaneously over multiple 
conductors. The special purpose of parallel interfacing is or high-speed communication 
between a device and a computer. 
The parallel interface ports for computer interfacing applications use TI'L 
(Transistor/Transistor Logic) 
up to use TTL signai levels. 
volts for the high state. In a 
levels for the input latches. Most digital transducers are set 
The nominal signal levels are O volt for the low state and 5 
standard TTL the receiver interprets any voltage above 2.0 
volts as high signal input and any voltage below 0.8 volts as low signal input (Figure 
4.6). The mechanism of the TTL logic in panIlel interfacing with the computer is 
presented in Figure 4.7. 
Standard TïZ logic lcvels 
LO-S~;IIC noisc mugin 7 0.8 
LO input 0 5  f LO outpu * 
iS scrics logic lcvcls 
; HIouipii Y 
HI input 
HI-stuc noix rnvgin i - 
~o-stuc noise margin 1 
LO input : LOOutpt w I 
Figure 4.6 Standard TTL and LS senes logic levels 
input Port 
- 
Figure 4.7 Illustration of current during input to a parallel port 
The digital input and output for the ERT system have been selected from 
ComputerBoards Inc., based on the required output signals and the budget. The CIO-DI 
192 board (Figure 4.8) is the selected digital input board and the CIO-DO 192H (Figure 
4.9) is the selected digital output board. The detailed specifications of these boards are 
presented in Appendix D. 
Figure 4.8 Digital output used to assemble ERT system @O 192H from ComputerBoards 
Inc.) 
Figure 4.9 Digital input used to assemble ERT system (DI 192 from ComputerBoards 
Inc.) 
4.1.2 Electronic switching network 
The switching network (Figure 4.10) consists of two sets of 32-input connections on two 
30x30-centimeter boards. The pattern of connections is based on 16-input connections. 
Since the board was manually wired, two sets of 16-input were mounted on a single 30 
by 30 cm bread board. The time required for switching is at most 20 msec. Most of the 
elements have been mounted on the board through a set of sockets, to facilitate repair and 
to protect the sensitive elements from soldenng heat. The schematic diagram of the 
switching board for one electrode is presented in Figure 4.1 1. This combination of 
elements is repeatable for as many electrodes as the computer addressing pennits. The 
major divisions on this board are: 
1. Input connecton (+5, + 12. 2400 volts and ground); 
. . 
i l .  Output connecton (50 pine connecton to DI and DO, terminals to the 
AMUX, and terrninals to the electrodes); 
... 
111 .  Electromechanical reed relays (switching components) 
iv. Protectioncircuit(resistivevoltagedividerandzenerdiodes);and, 
v. Noise reduction technique (Iow pass filter). 
Figure 4.10 Prototype switching board and its components on a bread board 
Electromechanical reed relays 
A reed relay is a magnetically operated switch that is operated by a permanent magnet or 
a liquid-level touch electrode. The presence of strong magnetic fields, created by 
transformers, magnets, iron plates, etc., in close proximity to the reed relay. may cause a 
change of its characteristics and result in error in its operation. 
Placing two or more reed relays in close proximity to one another may also cause 
magnetic interference between them. Adjacent relays should be spaced a minimum of 
5mm from one another to eliminate such interference. 
The switching components are the elements Kl, K2, K3 and UA shown in Figure 4.1 1. 
The element KI handles positive and negative currents passing to the proper electrodes. 
The K2 element controls the connection between the electrodes and power supply or 
AMUX board. The K3 component is implemented to control the requirement of resistive 
voltage divider whenever it is needed. Since the signals of the DO board are about 2.5 
volts and the reed relays need +12 volts to switch, the UA element was implemented in 
the circuit to drive the transferred signals to a higher level acceptable for the reed relays. 
Detailed information about the switching components is presented in Appendix D. It is 
assumed that the signal always needs voltage protection for the safety of the interfacing 
boards and cornputer system. A set of IC sockets has been mounted on the circuit board 
to prevent damage from heat during soldering and also to facilitate replacement in case of 
mal functioning. 
- 400 volts 
- 400 volts 
t IZ volts 
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Figure 4.1 1 Schematic diagram of switching board components and the connections for 
one electrode 
Assuming a 700kR resistor for the ground, the field-new measureing system setup cm be 
simplified as in Figure 4.12. The intemal resistor has been selected as a 200 mega-Q 
resistor (+1%) so that the difference between the measured and the interna1 resistmce is 
high, and the error involving in current passing through the interna1 resistor is 
negligiable. There always exists a contact resistance between the electrodes and the 
ground, which is usually high; in this case it is assume to be 100 W. 
Figure 4.12 Simpli fied field-new measuring system circuit sketch 
Protection circuit 
A combination of resistor voltage divider for high level voltage (R1 and R2 elements in 
Figure 4.11) and zener diodes for voltage less than 10 volts (Dl and D2 elements in 
Figure 4.11) has been designed in the circuit board. 
The zener diodes were used for the protection of An> and AMUX boards for voltages 
over 10 volts. The diodes work in the revene breakdown. Usually an individual diode 
works in forward bias and the reverse bias is huge. But zener diode real working region 
is reverse bias. A zener diode can be used as a regular diode provided the reverse bias in 
the circuit never reaches to the breakdown voltage. When voltage across the zener diode 
reaches the breakdown voltage, in theory the voltage across it would not change. 
However, in practice it would change a little as long as the current passing through is not 
larger than the power diode can dissipate. Therefore, the voltage will be constant. The 
circuit is used to lirnit the voltage so the A/D board will not be darnaged. However, the 
design includes a resistor divider to limit the current of the zener diode with a resistive 
divider so that the current is Iimited ro the soltage across the resistor divided by the 
resistor. That will limit the current passing through the zener diode. 
Noise reduction techniques in electronic systerns 
This section coven the aspects of noise suppression and control in  designed system. 
Some of the most difficult and frustrating problems faced by design engineen concem 
elimination of noise from their circuits or systems. Solutions to noise problems are 
usually found by trial and error with little understanding of the mechanisms involved. 
They can be classified into two major divisions: hardware control and software control. 
Hardware noise control techniques 
The interference between electronic circuits can be eliminated or at least reduced by 
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Fi 1 tering; 
Isolation; 
Separating and orientation; 
Circuit impedance level control; 
Cable design; and, 
Cancellation techniques. 
more detailed checklist for the more cornmonly used noise reduction 
techniques in Appendix B (page 359 to 361) of Ott (1988) for further reference. Even 
with al1 these methods available. it should be remembered that noise usually cannot be 
eliminated; it can only be minirnized to the point where it no longer causes interference. 
S hielding 
A shield is a metallic partition placed between two regions of space to control the 
propagation of electric andfor magnetic fields from one region to the other. The 
application is either for preventing the noise from interfenng with measurement inside 
the shield or preventing a noisy source from distributing noise to the outside of the shield. 
There is always the possibility of interference of noise even with a shielding approach. 






Figure 4.13 Shielding interference is prevented by placing a metal partition around the 
receptor to prevent noise infiltration 
The switching boards have been mounted in a closed stainless steel box and al1 the 
extemai lines to the boards have been connected by the proper installed connectors on the 
outside of the box. This box is connected to the general grounding of the system to 
reduce the environmental noise effects. 
Grounding 
Grounding is one of the pnmiiry procedures to minirnize the noise level. Proper use of 
grounding and cabling can elirninate a large percentage of the entire system noise. One 
of the advantages of a well-designed ground system is the protection against unwanted 
interference and ernission. 
The design of the ERT system is based on the consideration of proper grounding to 
reduce the intake noise as much as possible. This includes the connections, cabling, 
switching broads and their box, and the pulse generator. 
Filters 
Filters are an extremely important electronic concept and are essential in many electronic 
systems (such as radio, television, voice and data communications). A filter is defined 
as a frequency-selective network that favors certain frequencies of input signals at the 
expense of others. Alihough there are several possible types of filters, there are only 
three very common types of fi lter (Figure 4.14): 
1. Low-pass filter 
. . 
I I .  Band-pass f i l  ter; 
. . . 
111. High-pass fi lter. 
Frequency (f) 
Figure 1.14 Common types of filters 
A low-pass filter allows signals up to a certain maximum frequency to pass on; signals 
with frequencies above this cutoff frequency are rejected to a greater or lesser degree. A 
band-pass filter selects a range of median frequencies while attenuating or rejecting other 
frequencies above and below those desired. Similady, a high-pass filter blocks 
frequencies below its cutoff frequency while favoring those above. The cutoff frequency 
is calculated from the following general equation: 
where f, is the cutoff frequency. R is the resistance of the resistor applied, and C is the 
capacitance of the applied capacitor. 
Capacitors and inducton are the main components of the filters because they are 
inherently frequency-dependent devices. Capacitors more easily pass high frequencies 
and inducton better handle lower frequencies. Filters with these types of components are 
called passive filten. There is also another way to handle the fïltenng by using integrated 
circuitry. In panicular, the IC op-amp combined with resiston and capacitors can 
perform an accurate filtenng. These types of filters are called active filters because this 
approach usually has gain and needs some suppl y of power. More detailed information is 
available in most textbooks (Lancaster, 1975; Meiksin, 1990). 
A low-pass filter was implemented in the ERT switching boards to filter the noise nbove 
the lOHz not generated by the pulse generator. This filter is passive, and consists of a 13 
kQ (element R3 in  Figure 4.1 1) resistor and a10 pf capacitor (element C l  in Figure 4.1 1). 
Software noise control techniques 
Signal filtering and stacking 
Daia sampling 
A fundamental requirement of sampled-data systems is the transformation of continuous- 
time signals to a representative set of numbers which can be used by a digital cornputer. 
When the signal shape is known, and a relative value between the output signal and the 
response of' the object is the one that is required, another option is to collect data 
synchronously and to stack that data for a period. This will reduce the noise effect and 
provide a value close to the real one. 
Stacking procedure 
A popular stacking procedure in the time-domain electrical method is obtained by 
subtracting the positive current results from the negative current results on a penod by 
period basis. This approach cancels the DC offset in the measured data for steady state 
conditions and is called normal stacking. Let us assume a penodic waveform comprised 
only of odd harmonics (positive and negative portions are identical) such as a square 
wave (we also assume that in the received signal, steady state has been reached). Normal 
stacking averages the differences of plus and minus (first half and second half period) 
portions of a single penod to produce an estimate over a single half period (note that the 
other half penod must be the negative of that). The goveming equation for stacking of 
one period can be shown as: 
[.(.) - {. + y)) 
Y ( n )  = 
2 
w here 
T, is the waveform penod; 
fS is the sample rate; 
I I  is the sample number index; 
r(n) is the digital waveform; and, 
y(n)  is the stacked (or filtered) waveform. 
Since this method cannot eliminate linear drift, another method known as the Halverson 
stacking is used. Haiverson stacking estimates a single half pet-iod based on a 
combination of 1.5 periods: for square waves this is the first 3 pulses (pos.. neg., pos.). If 
we take the average of the s tm  (first haIf) of two adjacent periods and subtract the second 
half-period in between, we have an estirnate (twice the amplitude) of the single half- 
penod that completely cancels the effects of Iinear drift. The governing equntion for 
stacking of one penod can be shown as (King>?ian. persona1 communication): 
3.1.3 Software 
Software reliability vs hardware reliability 
Modem microprocessor technology and powerful personal computers have had an 
enormous impact on the procedures of experimental work. In most laboratones 
computers control instrumentation systems. Experiment results are transferred directly to 
the computer for signal processing. 
The experimentalist can work more conveniently with the aid of cornputers dunng 
testing. This removes human error in the reading and recording of data. When computers 
are used in data acquiring, sampling rates increase, and errors in data are reduced. The 
ability to process data dunng or irnmediately after collection is a great advantage because 
it offers the opportunity of checking the data before changing the experimental setup. 
Years ago, in the dark ages of computer leaming, the use of a computer was intimidating. 
Now the computer systems are relatively inexpensive and the software is more user 
friendly. Therefore, the experimentalist does not need a great deal of knowledge 
(elecuical, hardware and software engineering) tu conduct a computenzed experiment. 
Considenng the improvemrnt in the computer interfacing programs and cheap computer 
systems, it is possible for a penon with general laboratory skills to set up a computerized 
system for experiments. 
Software control systems are more dynarnic and can easily be modified and adjusted to 
new procedures. Software development is essentially a design process. As the failure of 
software is always due to hurnan errors in creating that software, it can in principle be 
made perfect. Good software should, theoretically, give correct output for a11 possible 
input data. For hardware systems, failures are caused by random phenomena (such as the 
physical aging of the product) and human design erron similar to those of software. 
There are many substantial differences between software and hardware systems. Because 
software design is strongly influenced by its hardware counterpart, i t  is necessary to 
discuss their di fferences. The most signi ficant differences between software and 
hardware systems that should be identified are the following. 
Firstly. software has no aging property: that is, it does not age like hardware does in the 
sense that the failure occurrence rate changes duc to unknown aging processes. Under 
constant testing intensity, software failure is also constant if it has not been subjected to 
any change. For hardware systems, failure probability usualiy increases, due to the 
wearing-out of mechanical elements. This, togeiher with a bum-in period at the 
beginning for which the intensity of failure decreases, results in a bathtub-shape failure 
intensity function. 
Secondly, once a software fault is removed from the software, i t  will never cause the 
sarne failure again. In fact, with enough testing effort and by a total testing of al1 input 
data that is theoretically finite due to truncation, al1 software faults can be detected and 
removed and the software is then perfect. But in practice this is impossible. since it will 
take millions of years even for software of moderate size. However, software reliability 
may be improved by increasing the testing effort and by removing detected faults. For a 
hardware system, reliability is usudly increased by using better material, improved 
design, increase strength, etc. 
Thirdly, copies from a software program are identical. Hence, executions of two copies 
will give exactly the sarne results. Commonly defined redundancy methodology has no 
meaning in studying software reliability problems and it is not an applicable tool to 
increase software reliability. However, software redundancy can be achieved by using 
other modifications, e.g. a multi-version programming technique, but in that case the 
software would not be the sarne, and the dependency between different versions is 
another problem that should be considered. This may also affect the software 
maintenance. 
Software faults have some deterministic propenies. Software does not fail due to 
unknown reasons. In data-domain, however, an input data will either cause a failure or 
not, no matter when it is used because the output will not be changed. However, in the 
time-domain, it cannot be predicted when a software failure will occur in practice. The 
random nature is due to the unknown location of faults in the program and the random 
chosen input data. 
The developrnent of hardware reliability has a long history and there are many reliability 
handbooks, which can be used, both for the assessment of the reliability and for the 
planning of reliability tests. Methods such as fault tree analysis, failure modes and 
effects analysis, sneak-circuit analysis, etc.. have also been developed for hardware 
reliability purposes. 
ERT control software 
Interfacing and writing the data acquisition control have been done by using LabVIEW 
5.0 (National Instruments). LabVIEW is a graphical programming language for data 
acquisition and control, data analysis, and data presentation. With LabVIEW it is easy to 
control the system and present the results through interactive front panels. Using 
interactive front panel gives the opponunity to control the quality of collected data and 
remove any difficulties (such as loose connections, interruptions, and electrode contact) 
before and dunng the experiment. Since this system is mainly software control, it is very 
easy to modify for a new application. 
The computer interface established the connection between the computer and the other 
parts of the instrument system as well as the connections between the computer and the 
user. Any computer prograrnming language (e.g., Assembly, C, Ci-+, Fortran, 
LabVIEW, Pascal. Visual Basic, etc.) would suffice for interfacing the receiver. The 
LabVIEW package was available in the Geomechanics Group of the University of 
Waterloo, and is designed for instrumenttomputer interfacing. The LabVIEW program 
is user-friendly and most of the interfacing boards have driven ready to be used in the 
interface program. The computer coding system of LabVIEW is a high-level 
programming language called G or Virtual Instrument (VI) and is defined as: 
". .. G is a gerteral-piirpose progranming system, biit it also includes fibruries of 
fiolctioris arid developnlerit tools designed specifically for data acquisitiori and 
i>istnmerit conirol. G programs are called vinrial iristrunients (VIS) because their 
appearance and operatiori cari iniitate actual iristniments. However, VIS are 
similar to the fiinctioris of conventio~ial progra~nniing languages (Natiotial 
Iristninterit, 1996). " 
Development of virtual instruments (VI) has as objective to use a general-purpose 
computer to mimic real instruments with their dedicated control and displays, but with 
the added versatility that cornes with software. Instead of buying an instrument, one may 
buy a high performance AID converter and a computer running the LabVIEW program 
The goal of interfacing was to give a dynamic opponunity to the user to allow easy 
modification of the program ro suit the application. LabVIEW gives the opponunity to 
the programmer to explore a wide range of options for a particular use. 
Figures 4.1% to 4.15d show the front panel and diagram of the virtual instrument 
program. There are several major selections on this panel that user should define before 
starting the program. 
The following are the major parts: 
i. Contact resistance control; 
. . 
11. Switching division; and 
iii. Required input for each set of data collection. 
The required input should be given to the software at first (Figure 4-15c). The ERT 
interface program requires the following inputs: 
- Pulse shape and frequency; 
- Number of electrodes and their spacing (from an input file); 
- File narne for output; 
- Number of stacks in each half cycle; 
- Maximum time for stacking in each curent setup; 
- Time and date of data collected; 
- Automatic backup time for collected data; and, 
- Comrnents on the data collected. 
In different environments the noise level is different; therefore, it is best for the opentor 
to decide how to configure the instrument to reduce the noise level. This can be easily 
achieved because the interface prograrn was designed to be flexible. The default setup is 
as follows: 
Current cycle: 0.5 Hz 
Sampling tirne: 55% to 95% of each half pulse period 
Stacking: 10 samples for 1 minute for each current electrode arrangement 
calculate through Halverson stacking method. 
The software starts with checking the electrodes contact resistance and gives a report 
based on the results. Then, i t  asks for confirmation to continue co[lection of ERT data. 
The software saves the collected data in the file name that has been provided as part of 
the initial information. The induced electrical current and voltage (amount passing 
through current electrodes) are monitored dunng the data collection and recorded along 
with the collected potentials in the given file. 
4.2 Cabling 
The subjects of cabling and grounding are very closely related and should be evaluated ai 
the same time. In fact, a cable shield is required to suppress electric fields by grounding 
and a proper grounding is necessary to locate the appropriate place for the ground 
connec tion. 
Figure 4.15a The front panel of the virtual instrument (VI) program handling the quality 
control of data of the ERT system 
Figure 4.15b The front panel of the virtual instrument (VI) program handling the 
switching part of the ERT system though digital Il0 devices 
Figure 4 . 1 5 ~  The front panel of the virtual instrument (VI) program handling the data 
input for the ERT system 
Figure 4.15d Diagram of the virtual instrument (VI) program of the new ERT measuring 
system 
Cables are important because they are the longest parts of a system and therefore act as 
efficient antennas that pick up and/ or radiate noises by coupling mechanism between the 
fields and the cables and between cables (cross-talking). The shield cables are selected 
for the interfacing connections. It will improve the signal to noise ratio if a shielded 
cable is used to connect the electrodes too. 
4.3 Assembling the system 
The electronic elements of switching boards have been connected manually on two 
breadboards instend of using printed circuit boards. The main reason was to check the 
operation of designed circuit before requesting a printed circuit board. Therefore, a great 
amount of wiring was required to handle the connections (Figure 4.16). Because of that 
the noise level of the system might be a little higher than the noise in a pnnted circuit 
board. 
Figure 4.16 The view of the wiring ai the back of switching boards 
The AD, DI. and DO boards were installed in the computer box and the multiplexer 
board was mounted in the switching box (Figures 4.17). Connections between the 
switching box and computer were by means of shielded cables (Figures 4.18). 
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ire 4.17a Side view of two switching boards and one plexiglas sheet (for multiple 
required input banana plugs as receivers io the switching boards) mounted on a r 




Ire 4.17b Top view of switching boards and one plexiglas sheet (for multiplexer 
lired input banana plugs as receivers to the switching boards) mounted on a I 
de the stain-less steel shielded box 
and 
rack 
Figure 4.18a Side view of home-made switching box with extemal connectors to be 
connected to electrodes and computer 
*-. ; 
Figure 4.18b Side view of home-made connector board at the back on a modified 
computer box for interface connectors 
4.4 Power supply 
In general, this system has a programmable power supply that is controlled by the 
cornputer and the interface boards. The power supply can also be operated manually. 
The power supply can generate a variant voltage of O to GO0 Volts DC @4 Amps and a 
frequency range of 0.07 to 10 Hz. There are two types of Pulse shape available (Figure 




Figure 4.19. Schematic diagrams of the shapes of the power supply pulses 
A set of preliminary tests of the power supply has been done in the VLSI (very large- 
scale integration) lab of the elecincal engineering department of the University of 
Waterloo. Figure 4.20 shows the results of generated pulse passing through a 100 R 
resistor detected with a HP545 oscilloscope. The power supply has been retumed to the 
supplier for modification to a high resolution, voltage regulation and implementing a 
proper control on the output frequency. 
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Figure 4.20 Primary test results of the power supply generated pulse passing through a 
100 R resistor detected with HP545 oscilloscope 
4.5 Cost evaluation 
The cost of this system has been evaluated for four options of having 64 to 256 electrodes 
input (Table 4.1). 
Table 4.1 Cost evaluation of ERT system for 64 to 256 electrodes single-ended inputs 
Up to 128 Up to 192 Up to 254 
Requiremen ts 64 electrodes 
electrodes eIect rodes electrodes 
I ndot !  to digital board 
~ u l t i d e x e r  board 
Digital output board 
Digital input board 
EIectronic  arts 




PC ~rinted board 
Total = CND$ 
Power supp~y IS 1 0.000 IS 10.000 (5 1 O ,000 1s ~O.OOO 
4.6 ERT time requirement 
The ERT time requirement for a full data collection of 124 electrodes with the current 
system is I hr. This range is not sufficieni for rapid fIow systems that need real tirne 
monitoring, but it is fast enough for slow injection and usud ground water plume 
injection moni tonng. 
Chapter 5 
FIELD TESTING 
5. Field testing 
5.1 Cambridge experiment 
The Cambridge experiment was a joint project for monitonng slurry fracture injection at 
shallow depths with eight different methods: ERT, GPR, well logging, slurry flow rate, 
wellhead pressure, piezometer response, tiltmeters, and level survey. The slurry flow rate, 
wellhead pressure, piezometer and tiltmeter responses were rneasured throughout the 
injection. ERT, GPR, well logging, and level survey data were collected before and after 
sluny injection. The design, installation, and results of GPR and well logging techniques, 
and also slurry fiow rate, wellhead pressure, piezorneter response, tiltmeter readings, and 
Ievel survey can be found in the M.Sc. theses by Gilson (1996) and Reed (1996). The 
design, installation, and the ERT response of the injection are presented in the following 
sections. 
There were hree attempts to inject slurry into the formation between July 1995 and January 
1996. Because of technical difficulties, the Ianuary 1996 attempt was the only trial that in 
fact reached the stage of monitoring of the injection. Reed (1996) presents a detailed 
description of each trial. 
The objectives of the electncal resistivity tomography technique in the preliminary 
experiment at the Cambridge site were to: 
i. Evaluate commercial measunng systems for this task; 
. . 
11. Verify the ability of ERT to detect subsurface SI resistivity anomalies; and 
iii. Determine the ability of ERT to monitor the movements of these anomalies. 
Pnor to the experiment the decision was made to add salt to the slurry to provide a resistivity 
contrast between the formation and the injected (recharge) cone. To decide where 
electrodes should be placed to monitor the injection, the ERT response to the injection was 
modelled as follows. It was assumed that the current electrodes were located at the bottom 
of sluny injection well (Ci) and at the surface 10 meters away from the slurry injection well 
(Cz). The first simulation was of the background potential field based on the well logging 
conductivity results (Figures 5.la and 5.21). Note that in this figure and hereafter a 
norrnalized potential in units of Volts per Arnperes injected were used. The next step was to 
simulate the injection of the saline fluid plume, based on the proposed volume of the 
injection and assurning an effective porosity of the host matrix of 35%. The immediate 
post-injection model consists of four conductive zones. Three of these were arnnged in 
concentnc cubes {small one (6x6x6m) with formation elecuical conductivity of 1x10" Slm, 
medium one (12xl2x6m) with formation electrical conductivity of 5x10'~ S/m. large one 
(Mx l8x9m) with formation electrical conductivity of lx IO-' S/m } around the injection 
point. Figure 5.3b shows these zones in X-Z cross-section. In addition, a cubic conductive 
zone (6x6x3m) with formation electncai conductivity of 1x10'' S/m, has been placed 
imrnediately above the smaller zone of the three conductive zones to model the plume 
imrnediately following the injection (Figure 5.2b). The injection was to be 1OOOO litres of 
fresh water followed by 1 1,000 litres of the saline mixture. The fourth zone was necessary 
because the injection point was at 13 metea, 3 meters above the current electrode. The 
formation electrical conductivity of the background was wigned to the rest of the region. 
Based on this new scenario, another electrical field simulation was conducted (Figures 5.lb 
and 5.2b). Under the assomption that there would be a saturation change and plume 
movement during the f ia t  week, the simulation was repeated for a change in the shape of 
the injection (recharge) cone and incorporating some movement of the plume toward the 
West (groundwater flow direction). Figures 5 . k  and 5 . 2 ~  show this simu!ated result in plan 




Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram of electrode placement with respect to anomaly and the 
potential distribution; a) both current electrodes at the sides on the surface; b) one current 
electrode at the surface and the other one inside the anomaly; c) both current electrodes at 
the sides of the anomaly close to it; and d) both current elecuodes inside the anomaly. 
The electrode placement is an important part of any resistivity measurement. Narayan 
(1994) gives a litenture review and simulated evaluation of electrode positioning with 
respect to the anomaly. Figure 5.3 shows a schematic diagram of a few general 
combinations of current electrodes with respect to the position of a conductive anornaly. 
When electrodes are only at the surface and either the anomaly is srnall, or it is very deep, 
or the resistivity conuast between the anornaly and its host is very low, it is almost 
impossible to detect the anomaly form the surface electrode configuration (Figure 5.3a). 
It is possible to collect a fully 3-D resistivity data set but it is very expensive. Cross 
illumination is probably beiter, but the electrodes should not be too close (Figures 5.3b 
and 5 . 3 ~ ) .  If both current elecuodes are placed inside the anomaly (Figure 5.3d), most of 
the energy would be transferred inside the more conductive zone (anomaly) and there 
would not be a considerable change of potentials because of the anomaly. 

Differences between these three potentid field distributions obtained were used to optimise 
the placement of electrodes for the actual field experiment (Figures 5.1d and 5.2d). Based 
on these results, and making compromises to overcorne conflicts with the oiher methods, an 
m y  of electrodes (surface and downhole) and well arrangements were designed and 
instdled (Figure 5.4 and 5.5). The Cambridge slurry injection was carried out in January 
1996. Unfortunately, the adjoint sensitivity analysis was not available at that time. 
Therefore, the electrode setup was a best guess based on the simulation results. It is 
evident from Figure 5.îd that large changes in potentid will occur in the vicinity of the 
injection and thüt any effective monitoring of this pmcess will require electrodes in that 
region. At the surface, voltage changes of 500 mVlA is observed close to the epicentre of 
the injection. and we also needed to anticipate plume movement in the groundwater 
(assuming X-) direction. Accordingly, the designed field system consisted of: 
1. A square grid of 12 by 9 of 45 cm stainless-steel 0.5-inch rods as surface 
electrodes (each electrode was hammered 30 cm into the ground); 
i i .  One electrode (45 cm stainless-steel 0.5-inch rods, of which about 30 cm 
were hammered down into the ground) at 80 meten away from the 
injection epicentre. 80m was used instead of 10 meter because further 
models showed that the influence of that electrode's position on the data was 
minimai at 75 meters or more; 
iii. A set of downhole electrodes in the slurry injection well (2 inches diameter) 
at a depth of 13.2m at the centre of the surface eIect.de grid (Figure 5.4). 
At the bottorn of the injection well casing, a 1.5 inch solid PVC rod was 
instdled with six electrodes, each a plate of 5x16 cm 18 gage stainless steel 
wrapped amund the PVC rod every 0.5 m from the bottom of injection well 
and wired to the surface (from 13.2m to 16.2m depth); and. 
iv. Four monitoring wells at the corners of a 3 by 3m square, with the injection 
well at the centre of this square. Four 45-cm long stainless steel rods (1 inch 
diameter) were installed at the boaom of these wells (16.75m depth). Since 
these wells were also to be used for GPR and well logging measurements, 
passing a wire from the bottom electrode to the surface interfered with those 
measurements. Therefore, the contact with these electrodes was achieved 
through a plastic rope and a removabie cable connected to a stainiess steel 
electrode. 
January 1996 slurry injection procedure 
A few days before each injection background readings were taken to provide a base for 
cornparison of the effects of sluny injection on the elecvicai field. The trial described here 
started in the moming of Ianuary 19, 1996. About 11ûûû litres of a mixture of water, salt. 
gel (hydroxypropylguar powder) and fine dyed sand was prepared. The dye was used to 
differentiate the injected sand from the formation sands after the injection. At the beginning 
of each test. clean fresh water with EC of 950 @/cm was injected (at the rate of 200-400 
liues/min) to test the flow rate of the formation and to clean up any possible blocked zone at 
the injection point. Six thousands litres of the mixture were injected into the aquifer in less 
than one hour. The elecuicûl conductivity (EC) of this solution was 2500 @/cm, about four 
times that of aquifer. At this point the sand paxticles ciogged the perfcrû~ons of the 








Figure 5.5 Schematic cross-section of well and electrode configuration 
The brine density is not an issue in the Cambridge expenment because the salinity of the 
slurry was low. To prevent any environmental problem there was only 2kg of cooking 
salt in 5000 liters of slurry, which is about 2000 gr15000000 gr = 400 ppm of added salt. 
Compared to sea water, which is 35000 ppm, this is negligible. The electricai 
conductivity of slurry was 2500 mSIcm, twice as much as dnnking water on the 
University of  Waterloo campus. In fact, this rnodest salinity leads to a small conductivity 
contrast at depth, making detection even more challenging. 
The ERT technique was performed repeatedly before and after the injection. The 
measurernents are presented in Appendix E. The results of the measuRments are described 
in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 6 
RESULTS 
The main results of this thesis are presented in this chapter. First, the data obtained for the 
Cambridge field experiment are shown and described. This is followed (section 6.2) by a 
simulation of these data obtajned by (a) modeling the contaminant flow about the 
injection and, on the basis of that hydrological model, (b) rnodeling the variation in 
electrical potential that would result. The goal of this exercise is to demonstrate the 
feasibility and usefulness of direct modeling using SALTFLOW for both the hydrological 
and ERT simulations. Section 6.3 discusses a sensitivity analysis of the ERT model 
derived from SALTFLOW. This is useful for estimating the optimal placing of electrodes 
in a field experiment, but it is also a step towards the ultirnate goal (not fully achieved 
with this thesis) of using S A L T n O W  as the engine of an inversion of the data. 
Section 6.4 examines the perfonance of the ERT measuring system that has been 
designed and built, evaluating it against the requirements outlined in Chapter 2. 
6.1 Cambridge resistivity measurements, January 1996 
The background electrical potentials of the Cambridge sandpit were originally collected 
with an Androtex Instrument (November 13-20, 1995). As a result of reading difficulties 
using this system, the Syscal Junior System (manufactured by IRIS Instruments of 
France) was used instead, and the background electrical potential of the Cambridge 
sandpit collected (November 29 to December 2, 1995) for al1 six current electrodes at the 
bottom of the monitoring wells with a surface retum current electrode 80 meters away 
from the injection well. Current injection was at the SW monitoring well and the voltage 
reference electrode was placed at (10.5, 17.25, 0). A 6 by 4 subset of the surface 
electrodes was selected for potential measurement directly above the injection well. 
Post-injection ERT measurements were conducted for combinations of the selected 
surface electrodes and al1 downhole electrodes during the period January 19 to 26, 1996. 
Data for the following specific times are plotted in Figures 6.1 to 6.3; background. one 
day following injection, and 6 days following the injection. The differences in potential 
between background and post-injection measurements are plotted in Figures 6.4 to 6.5. 
The data show that, as expected, the injection results in a significant difference in the 
potential field at the downhole and surface electrodes between pre-injection and 
post-injection measurements. The nature of the reaction reflects, in general terms, the 
facts that (i) a Iower voltage is required to drive one ampere through the ground between 
the current electrodes and (ii) less of that voltage (energy) is used in moving current from 
the downhole electrode to the surface where it sweeps past the eiectrode array. Because 
of (i) the voltage drops initially drops at the downhole potential electrodes (typically by 
0.5 volts) and because of (ii) i t  initially rises at the surface electrodes (by as much as 3 
volts). With time, the downhole electrode voltages nse back towards their initial values, 
presurnably reflecting the fact that the saline plume has moved away somewhat from 
their irnmediate vicinity, while the surface voltages fa11 as the energy loss from downhole 
electrode to surface increases (that is, the path is becoming more resistive). 
Figure 6.6 shows the difference in potential between the first day and 6" day of 
post-injection rneasurements. Note that voltages have dropped by 200 to 1000 mVolts in 
the area contoured, a very substantial difference, given measurement sensitivities that 
shouid be no more than a millivolt. The important point is that there is no shortage of 
ERT signal at the surface or downhole for the processes underway in the subsurface. 
On the other hand, an intuitive interpretation of the difference map of Figure 6.6 is 
complicated. Asymmetry in the contour pattern, perhaps linked to lateral movement of 
the plume, is aiso brought about by the electrode and injection geometries. To make any 
sense of Figure 6.6 we need to be able to mode1 the process in three dimensions. 
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Figure 6.1 Background potential field at surface electrodes with respect io a reference point (14,0,0), current electrodes at the 
bottom of the SW monitoring well(10.5, 17.25, 16.75) and at surface 80m West of the SW monitoring well (-70, 17.25,O). 
Collected on January 19, 1996. Uniis are mVlA 
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Figure 6.2 The potential field (mV/A) at surface electrodes with respect to a reference point (14.0,O) collected on January 20, 
1996, one day following the slurry injection using the same electrode configuration as Figure 6.1. Units àre mV/A 
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Figure 6.3 The potentinl field (mV/A) at surface electrodes with respect to a reference point (14.0, O) collected on January 26, 
1996,6 days following the sluny injection using the same electrode configuration as Figure 6.1. Units aie mV/A 
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Figure 6.4 The potential differences between background and one day following injection. Unils are mV/A 


6.2 Simulation of groundwater regime following the injection 
Figures 6.1 to 6.6 have described the measured potential field data. The objective of the 
next two sections is to sirnulate these measured data by: (i) modeling the groundwater 
regime's response to the injection and the resulting distribution, with time. of salinity; (ii) 
transfoming salinity to electncal conductivity; and (iii) modeling the electrical potential 
field in the derived conductivity distribution for cornparison with the field data. 
The Cambridge injection site is a complex one because it involves both saturated and 
unsaturated flow. A simpler experiment (injection entirely within a saturated zone) 
would have been far more preferable, but a decision was made to stick with the results 
and try to simulate the measured data. To undentand the observed behavior, both the 
FRAC3DVS and the SALTFLOW models have been used to simulate the Cambridge 
scenuio. Since the slurry was injected in the unsaturated zone, the injection itself was 
simulaied by FRAC3DVS (ïhem'en et al., 1998), a saturated-unsaturated transport 3-D 
groundwater model. Because a saline fluid was injected, the fully saturated 3-D 
density-dependent flow and mass transport model, SALTFLOW, has k e n  used to simulate 
the transport of the slun-y following injection. The ERT model is rnathematically 
equivalent to steady-state groundwater flow. The codes are designed to conditionally 
solve the problem, based on the input. If it is a tnnsient scenario, they will take the route 
with the time-dependent variable; othenvise, the steady-state route is automatically 
selected, in which there is no time-dependency of the parameten. 
The boundary conditions for flow and ERT are: 
Flow boundary condition: 
- Transient flow condition 
- No flow at the side boundaries parallel to X direction; 
- Constant flow rate (2 meters head in 60 meters horizontal distance) at the 
side boundaries parallel to Y direction; 
- No recharge from the surface; and. 
- No flow from the bottom surface. 
ERT boundary condition: 
- Steady-state condition; 
- Constant (zero potential) at the side boundaries; 
- No flow boundary at the bottom; 
- No recharge from the surface; and, 
- Free water table. 
The details of the mode1 inputs including boundary conditions are presented in Appendix 
H for the Cambridge scenario. 
The simulation was for 8000 litres of fresh water followed by 6000 litres of saline water, 
injected at (2000,2000,987). 2 metres above the water table, at 500 litres per minute. The 
transport process was sirnulated for 6 days. based on a hydraulic conductivity of 10x10~ m/s 
for the sand layer (Reed, 1996) and on the following additional assumptions: a hydraulic 
conductivity for the top soi1 (clay) of 5 x 1 0 ~  mls, a groundwater flow of 2.6~10~ d s  in the 
x direction; al1 other unsaturated zone hydraulic properties as given by El-Kadi (1985); no 
recharge for the top surface (for simplicity since the top layer is a clay), and a salinity 
concentration of 0.1 for the tint pumping step and one for the second pumping step of 
injection penod (so that it can be used as a coefficient to the electrical resistivity of the 
layen). The sections and plan views of these simulations are presented in Figures 6.7 to 
6.10. 
Figures 6.7a to 6.7d show the evolution of pressure heaâs (representing water table 
variations) from initial steady-state conditions to 6 days after the sluny injection. The 
original water table is presented in Figure 6.7~1. Figure 6.7b shows that the s l u q  injection 
has caused an increase of about 5 meten in the water table around the injection well. Figures 
6 . 7 ~  and 6.7d shows that the water table has retumed to iü original levei after one &y and it 
shows a steady level thereafter. There is a high-pressure head region above the water table 
in Figure 6 . 7 ~  that represents the extra gravitational water content because of the slurry 
injection. This extra water content is the main driving force for the slurry in the unsaturated 
zone, moving it towards the water table. 
Figures 6.8a to 6.8d show the simulated total pressure variations from the initial steady-state 
condition to 6 days after the slurry injection. Figure 6.8a shows a uniform pressure 
distribution at the steady-state condition. Figure 6.8b shows a high-pressure region around 
the injection range caused by the sluny injection. This high-pressure region starts to 
dissipate after the injection hûs stopped. Figures 6.8~ and 6.8d show this process. 
Figures 6.9a to 6.9d show the simulated saturation variations from steady-state condition to 
6 days after the sluny injection. These figures are consistent with the pressure head resulis 
(Figures 6.9a to 6.9d). Figures 6.9b and 6 . 9 ~  show the extra water content caused by the 
sluny injection, the main driving force in moving the plume from the unsaturated zone 
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Figure 6.7 Simulated pressure head variations in the X-Z plane ai Cambridge site: (a) background, (b) following sluny 
injection, (c)  one day following the slurry injection, (d) 6 days following the slurry injection 
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Figure 6.8 Simuiated total head (pressure head plus elevation head) variations in the X-Z plane at Cambfidge site: (a) 
background, (b) following sluny injection. (c )  one day following the slurry injection, (d) 6 days following the slurry injection. 
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Figure 6.10 Simulated salt concentration in the X-Z plane at Cambridge site: (a) background, (b) following slurry injection, 
(c) one day following the sluny injection, (d) 6 days following the slurry injection 
Figures 6.9a to 6.9d show the simulated saturation variations from steady-state condition to 
6 days after the sluny injection. These figures are consistent with the pressure head results 
(Figures 6.9a to 6.9d). Figures 6.9b and 6 . 9 ~  show the extra water content caused by the 
slurry injection, the main dnving force in moving the plume from the unsaturated zone 
toward the satunted zone. 
Figure 6.10 shows simulated salt concentrations at the steady-state condition (a), following 
the injection (b). and at one day (c) and 6 days (d) after the sluny injection. The maximum 
water table elevation following injection was 11 meten below ground surface. but the salt 
concentration was distributed up to 6 meters below the surface. The injection point has a 
higher hydnulic head than the region above the (dynarnic) water table and that causes an 
unsaturated flow of the slurry to a higher level. Since most of initiai hydraulic panmeten 
were either rissumed or extracted from the literature, the simulated results woufd not 
expected to be exactly the sarne as real measurements. 
Figure 6.10 shows the concentration distribution. Since there is no recharge from the top 
surface, alter the change of pore water concentration from the injection, the pore water 
concentration in the unsaturated zone will change only based on diffusion processes. If 
one wants to see the downward movernents of the injection plume, one should look at the 
mass distribution rather than concentration distributions. 
6 3  Simulation of the ERT response to the injection 
The purpose of this section is to show the possibility of combining a groundwater 
transport-flow mode1 and an electric field forward model to study the behaviour of the 
electric field over a conductive plume. This procedure may be used for the ERT inversion 
as an initial guess of resistivity disvibution for a conductive or a resistive plume. 
The simulation has tried to rnirnic the Cambridge ERT scenario (Figures 2.4 and 5.4); 
however, a single model can not be expected to fit the measurements perfectly. The aim is 
pnmarily to give an exarnple of how modelling of a more complete data set might be 
initiated. C w n t  was injected in the equivalent of the SW monitoring well, roughly 2 m 
away from the injection well, which also contains 5 potential electrodes and is 0.75 metres 
below the water table. The salt concentration distribution of the injected slmy at each step 
(Figures 6.10, a-d) was used as input to SALTFLOW to compute the ERT response of each 
step (the input files of FRAC3DVS and SALTFLOW for these simulations are presented in 
Appendix G). SALTFLOW has been modified to convert the pore water elecaical 
conductivity to formation electrical conductivity. The following equation (based on 
Archie's law Equation 2-6) is used to calculate the electrical resistivity distribution of the 
simulated electric potentiûls in the Cambridge scenarios: 
where odr) is the new formation electrical conductivity at time r following injection, a&) 
is the pore water conductivity at time r following injection. Background conductivities were 
assigned to those elements, which were not affected by the slurry injection. The coefficients 
of the Archie's Equation were varied by trial and error so that the simulated potential field 
approached the measured value. The background electrical conductivities for the site were 
extracted from conductivity well Iogs of the monitoring wells (Gilson, 1996). 
A rnesh of 95 by 77 by 27 (X=4000m, Y=4000m, Z=1000m, respectively) was used for a 
three-layer case (2m clay at top, 14m unsaturated sand between the clay layer and 
saturated sand layer beneath) with a conductive anomaly (based on the slurry plume 
obtained from the fI ow-transpon simulation) at the center. Around the current electrodes, 
finer meshes were used and these get coarser gradually towards the boundaries. A zero 
potential was assigned to the lateral boundaries of the model. 
The casing used for the slurry injection well was a ?-inch Steel casing, which was 
electrically highly conductive. Based on the following formulations, the casing was 
implemented in the simulations: 
CV = A x Osicrl = element x-section x a,l,,,,, 
o,,,l - r12) x 1) = element x-section x QCmCnl 
7 1 
belcnunr = ~~~~~l (pi(rtm - riœ) x 1) I element x-section 
o d  =5. le'8 (from page 290 of Teljord et al., 1993) 
rl = 1.75"= 0.04445m 
rz = 2" = 0.0508m 
aiemnf = 5.0e (3.14(2.58064e*~- 1.9758025e~~) x l m/(lrn x lm2 ) 
OC,Cmnf = 95004 - 100000 lm2 of elementd x-section in the model 
The simulated potentiai fields for background, 1 day following injection and 6 days 
following injection are presented in Figures 6.1 1 and 6.12 for the X-Z and X-Y planes 
respectively. The results were obtained based on a value of 2.3 for the coefficient a and a 
value of 2 for rn and a value of 2 for n in Equation 6-1. These numben resulted in mode1 
voltages similar io those observed in the measurements. 
A comparison between meaçured data from the Cambridge site (Figures 6. L to 6.3) and the 
simulated potential fields show reasonable consistency of the potential field behaviour. 
Background potenlials are low at the surface. The sluny plume causes an increase of the 
potential field by about 1500 mV/A (Figure 6.12b). This high potential decreases as the 
sluny injection stops and time passes (Figure 6 .11~  and 6.1 Id), again consistent with the 
trend of the measured results. 
For the downhole electrodes, the comparison of mode1 and measured results is best 
shown in tabular form. Table 6.1 compares the measured and simulated potentials for the 
downhole electrodes at the three different time steps. Again emphasizing that a perfect 
match is not expected with a single simulation, the Table should be exarnined only for 
similar trends. 
Table 6.1 Simulated and measured potential values for the downhole electrodes at the 
Cambridge si te 
Units are VI- 
The simulation results show, in general. a decrease of eleciric potential at the downhole 
electrodes level as the voltage requirements for a one ampere current dmp with the 
increasingly conductive ground path. The one exception to this, at the potential electrode 
one metre below the current injection point, may be a result of trying to simulate a 
measurement so close to the current electrode. 


Because of high changes in the conductivity of a zone above the current electrode, the 
energy required for the current to reach to the surface is Iess than background (shielding 
effect); therefore the voltage on the surface has increased. The downhole electrodes 
show a drop of voltage with respect to the background because the cument has found a 
preferred path condition and is reonented so that less energy is concentrated through the 
direct downhole passes. The mode1 and field data have been statistically checked, using 
Equations J-1 to J-4 in Appendix J. The results show an acceptable fi t  for these two 
approaches (Table 6.2) 
Table 6.2 Statistical evaluations of simulated and measured potential values for the 
Cambridge si te 
The scatter and residual plots of measured and predicted data were plotted in Figure 6.13 
to 6.15. The simulated and measured data fit within an acceptable range. The reasons for 
a not complete fit may be counted as a short time monitoring for a long-term process, 
improper assumptions for required parameter in the simulations and the equipment 
difficulties presented in Appendix C. A better fit would be accessible through an inverse 
approach. 
Another objective was to check the abiiity of ERT to monitor the movement of 
subsurface resistivity anomalies. The measurements at one and 6 days following 
injection were subtracted to produce the contour map of change in Figure 6.6. This map 
is reproduced in Figure 6.16b) and cornpared with the simulated change in potential 
(from 6.12d) reproduced in 6.16 a. The change in the simulated and measured data over 
the 6 day period is similar in its trend, although the absolute magnitudes are not well 
matched (Figure 6.16). It should be noted also that the ERT response to this change in 
the plume's configuration is substantial, 2 to 3 orders of magnitude above a typical 
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Figure 6.16 Simulated and rneasured changes in potential (VIA) between 1 &y and 6 
days following the injection in the Cambridge site at X-Y plan: (a) simulation, (b) 
measured 
In summary, the data collected from the Cambridge site have been reasonably simulated 
by this preliminary model of a complex scenario. Further more, it is clear that ERT is 
capable of detecting both the injection itself and the changes in subsurface resistivity 
caused by its movement. 
6.4 Adjoint Sensitivity analysis 
Detecting the ERT anomaly is an imponant step, but there are other practical issues. One 
is how to place a srnall number of electrodes in the most efficient arrangement to monitor 
a particular situation. The other is the use of models such as SALTFLOW or 
FRAC3DVS to interpret a data set. Direct modeling by trial and error in three 
dimensions is extremely time-consuming and costly. Eventually some son of automated 
model fitting or inversion process should be considered. 
For both these issues, it will be important to understand the sensitivity of the ERT 
responses throughout the measurement region to perturbations in the source parameten 
(i.e., its conductivity distribution, dimensions, depth, etc). Sensitivity analysis offen a 
shortcut to this goal by computing the partial derivatives, as discussed in sections 2.4.3. 
The simulation at the Cambridge site for one day following the slurry injection (Figure 
6.11~) was used as an example of the application of adjoint sensitivity analysis to 
evaluate the sensitivity of the potential field distribution to changes in source parameters. 
The program FRACT3DVS was used to simulate this scenario. for two different 
electrode arrangements. The first mangement was with one of the current electrodes 
placed at the water table (2000,2000,984) at the cenier of gnd and the other one placed at 
the ground surface 10 rneters away from the grid center (1990,2000,1000). The second 
arrangement was with both current electrodes placed at the ground surface 30 meten 
away from each other at the center of the grids {(1985,2000,1000) and 
(2015,2000,1000)). Figures 6.17 to 6.20 present the results for these two electrode 
configurations. The potential field of (a) the background, (b) immediately after the 
injection. (c) the difference between the background and the post-injection, and (d) the 
state sensitivity of the scenario for changes in the conductivity of the source zone for X-Y 
and X-Z planes are presented in one page (for each plan) for a better cornparison. 
Potentials at X-Z plane 
background without any plume 
Potentials at X-Z plane 
l o l 5 I  sfter injection of plurne # :O 
Min -71.70 Min -70.22 
(a) 
Potential difference between background 
and same sœnario with anomaly 
at X-Z plane 
1010 
Min -71.56 
Max 458.89 Hi" 
State sensitivlty at X-Z plane 
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Figure 6.17 Potential (VIA) and state sensitivity distribution in the X-Z plane for a dipole set at surface (1990,2000,1000) and 
downhole (2000,2000,984): (a) background, (b) including conduciive anomaly in the scenario, (c) the pbtential differences 





The state sensitivity rnaps (part d in Figures 6.17-6.20) show the percentage change in 
ERT response that would be produced by a 1% change in the conductivity of the source 
region, for the particular current electrode arrangement at this particular time (1 day post 
injection) in the history of the simulated saline plume. Note, for exarnple, that there are 
regions of zero sensitivity. where no response would be expected. Electrodes placed in 
these zones would not be particularly effective for monitoring at this paxticular time. The 
state sensitivity plots show that the response increases in some areas, decreases in others. 
We note that the sensitivity does depend on the current electrode configuration. Finally 
we note that, compared to computing two complete models 1% apart in conductivity, the 
adjoint sensitivity requires the time equivalent of roughl y 1.3 individual mode1 
computatjons. 
6.5 Evaluation new ERT measuring systern 
The evaluation of commercial resistivity measuring systems (Appendix B) has shown 
that they are not well designed for fast high quality ERT data collection. One part of this 
thesis has been the design and implementing of a more appropriate measuring system for 
ERT measurement so that the data collection can be increased in speed, accuracy, and 
repeatability. This system has yet to be field tested, so that the evaluation given here is 
based on bench measurernents. 
6.5.1 Precision 
The measuring system performance is presented in this section. The data sumrnarized 
here in graphs are given in Appendix F. There are two sources of gain in the new system: 
the first is the voltage divider gain on the switching board, and the other one is on the 
A/D converter board. Both gains are programmable and are controlled by the written 
program in LabVIEW software. The most efficient combinations of these gains were 
used to calculate the precision of the system over 8 ranges of measurement, based on the 
A/D converter resolution (which is 16 bits, 1 in 65,536). Figure 6.21 shows these voltage 
ranges and their calculated precision expressed both in volts and as a percentage of the 
range minimum (Table F. 1). 
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Figure 6.21 Precision achieved at each input voltage range of the ERT measurement 
system. The percentage error is given with respect to the minimum in each range, except 
for the lowest range where it is with respect to the maximum. 
6.5.2 System Noise 
The system performance has also been checked in a senes of laboratory tests. Figure 
6.23 shows the laboratory setup. These tests have been conducted for both sources of 
gain in the new system. The fint set of tests was to check the noise level of the system 
itself, which was cmied out by shoning al1 the input channels on the A/D converter 
board to produce a voltage input of zero. Figure 6.23 displays the intemal noise level on 
one of the system's 64 channels , which is representative of the rest (Table F.2). 
The results show that there is 4 to 9 mV DC offset on each channel and about f0.05 mV 
variation of the signal input. Since the prototype switching board is build as a "wire-rap" 
and not as its final pnnted circuit board fom, and since the wire used for connections 
was not shielded, this variation of the input signal rnight be due to the cross-talk between 
those wires. We c m  be reasonably certain that these noise levels will be reduced 
significantly by using a well-designed printed circuit board. In addition, a proper 
stacking procedure would help to reduce the noise level. The default configuration for 
stacking in the new ERT measuring system is: 
- Only the last one-third of each half pulse is used to remove the iP effects; 
- At les t  10 sarnples in each half pulse are stacked (two procedures are 
explained on pages 56-57). This is intend to cancel out random noise and 
enhance the signal amplitude with respect to the background; and, 
- Data are collected for 1 minute. 
Figure 6.22 The new ERT measuring system laboratory setup 
1 
1 
Figure 6.23 Noise Ievel of one (shorted) channel of the ERT measunng system, 
measured on the first range of Figure 6.18 (O to 0.1 mV) 
6.5.3 Accuracy 
The second set of laboratory tests was to check the readings of the new system for 
different voltage levels. This was accomplished by connecting a high precision DC 
source directly to the input channels of the system. Figure 6.24 shows the standard 
deviation of the measured values for direct voltage inputs ranging from 7 to 110,000 
millivolts for one of the 64 channels. The measured data are presented in Table F.3 in 
Appendix F. The accuracy between 1 and 400 volts is comparable to the theoretical 
precision of the system. On the most sensitive range, the accuracy is estimated as only 
0.05 millivolts. Since some of the error may originate in the DC source, the accuracy of 
the system might be better than these results suggest. 
The results obtained show that the new system is capable of perfomüng ERT 
measurement with an adequate speed and resolution. This system is more sensitive to 
noises in the low voltage range. The noise level should drop by using a well-designed 
printed circuit board and stacking the data. 
6.5.4 Environmen tal influences 
The above estimates of noise and accuracy do not take into account possible 
environmenial parameters, such as temperature and humidity. The system has not been 
tested for sensitivity to these factors, so the influences can only be estimated from the 
ratings of the individual components. 
The operating ranges of the different components used in new ERT rneasuring system are 
presented in Table 6.3. Overall this system can operate between O to 55 O C  within the 
range of 5 to 85% relative humidity. Since the new system has different levels of voltage 
inputs, uncertainty andysis is evaluated based on these levels. 
1 
Noise 116 3000 7000 15000 30000 110000 
Voltage (mV) 
Figure 6.24 Standard deviations of data collected at different voltage levels 
Table 6.3 Environmental openting ranges of different components used in the new ERT 
NIA: Nor Available 
measunng system 
Since most of required data for evaluating the uncertainty of the measuring system are 
not available, the uncertainty of the measurement of new ERT measuring system has 
been estimated with an error margin of 0.01%. and based on the information of Figure 
6.21 and the data in Appendix D. The estimated uncertainty of measurements is 
presented in Table 6.4. Based on the estimated measurement uncertainty, the new system 
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Table 6.4 Estimated measurement uncertainty of new ERT system 
I 1 
I A bsolute precision limits 
Uncertain ty P- 




WRT Max. of 
each level 
Voltage levels 
The better uncertainty anaiysis would be obtained after extracting the behavior type curve 
of the new system with respect to environmental parameters (such as: temperature, 
humidity. noise level, etc). 
Chapter 7 
S r n l A R Y  
Tomographic monitoring of time-dependent processes is the topic of much recent 
research in environmental and exploration problems. Electncal resistivity tomography 
(ERT) is considered one of the best and least expensive monitonng rnethods. The ERT 
technique is still in the process of development as a monitonng tool, requiring both 
improvements in its technology and a wider variety of applications to reach its eventual 
potential. 
This research has concentrated on a very specific potential application of ERT, namely, 
monitoring waste injection of a slurry under high pressure. The waste is usually more 
conductive than its host and yields a resistivity contrast, with respect to its background; 
this may be used to monitor the evolution of the injection process. Using a permanent 
electrode arrangement for long term monitoring can remove many of the effects the 
host's heterogeneity and anisotropy when the process is anaiyzed in time. 
The fint objective of this thesis was to make ERT measurements of a slurry injection test 
using downhole and surface electrodes, to get fint hand experience of the problem. 
Fortunately, we were able to piggyback on an injection expriment that took place in 
nearby Cambridge, Ontario, and obtained a reasonably representative dataset extending 
from before to 10 days following the injection. 
ERT data of a field t M I  of waste slurry injection were obtained. 
This initial evaluation of the ERT technique as a monitoring tool for waste injection 
studies showed that for it to be effective, there were several issues to be considered. 
First, the injection process is very fast and large subsurface changes occur during shon 
periods of time (minutes to hours). The commercially available resistivity systems 
available for Our experiment could not make measurements fast enough to handle data 
collection and processing of what might be hundreds of electrodes in the required time 
frime. The first objective, then, was to design and constnict a more suitable ERT 
measunng system. This system has been designed, and the potential measuring part 
constructed (Chapter 4) and evaluated in a series of lab tests (Section 6.4). As 
constructed, it can measure the voltage response at 64 electrodes in less than one minute, 
and can readiiy be expanded to 356 electrodes which could be sampled in the same time. 
Thus a process, such as sluny injection. can be monitored and the results displayed 
visually in real time. 
The cunent electrode power supply (for injecting currents of one or more amperes into 
the ground) has been designed and contracted out for construction, but due to 
circumstances largely beyond the author's conuol, has not yet been delivered. 
An ERT rneasuring system that woukd overcorne the shortcomings encountered d u h g  
the initicil measurements has been designed and partUlly constructed. In ils current 
configuraîion I can simullaneously (wWin minutes) measure voltages fiom 64 
elecirodes and can readily be expanded to 256 elecirodes. 
The second objective involved modeling. The injection at Cambridge was a mly 
4-dimensional process, occumng in 3-space as well as time. The author did not have 
access to robust, well documented 3-dimensional ERT modeling software for undertaking 
a direct or inverse interpretation of the Cambridge data. The solution was to adapt the 
SALTFLûW rnodel - a thoroughly documented and tested three dimensional 
groundwater flow and transport model with an excellent "front end" - as a platform for 
both the groundwater and resistivity modeling of the saline transport resulting from the 
waste injection. SALTnOW was modified to solve the saline transport model. translate 
salinity in space and time to electrical resistivity, and (based on equivalences descnbed in 
equation 6.1) to solve the ERT model. In addition, replacement of the original sparse 
matrix solver with the WATSOLV subroutine (VanderKwaak et al.. 1998) for sparse 
matrix solution, which has been the modified by author, improved the performance of 
SALTFLOW for Our purposes. Section 3.3 presented results which showed that a 
preconditioned CG method combined with nested dissection ordenng give faster 
convergence. The incomplete Cholesky-Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) rnethod is the most 
efficient of the models for both level-based and &op-tolerance based preconditioning. 
The most efficient results were obtained by ILLL(I,O.O) and ILLt(=,O.Ol) using the ICCG 
algonthm with nested dissection ordering. In addition, implementing a line element in 
place of gnd points to represent the current injection makes the solution faster and 
reduces the rnodel oscillation in the vicinity of the current electrodes. which results in 
lower grid densities in these areas. 
A well documented, robusf and 6cuser fiendly " 3-dimensional groundwater flo w model 
has been aàapted for the ERT direct model, which cean serve to model both the 
hydraulics and the electrical response of the injected waste. The mode2 was used tu 
simulate- in an approximate manner - the fieid resulls from the Cambrkige experiment. 
While a detailed match of data and model was not attempted, the general nature of the 
jieid results was clearly simulated by the model. 
The third objective was to develop a sensitivity analysis as a means of predicting where 
the most appropriate locations for electrodes are for a given monitoring problem. 
Positioning several hundred electrodes for maximum effect in a given monitoring 
situation is not dways intuitive. It is well known that the sensitivity of ERT monitoring 
drops as sensors are rernoved from the vicinity of the anomaly. Also, the number of 
downhole sensors that cm be used is restricted by many factors. If the most probable 
subsurface developments cm be guessed ai, and their ERT responses modeled, more 
rational positioning choices can be made. However, brute force modeling of al1 possible 
subsurface scenarios is very time consuming. The author instead has set out to develop 
sensitivity analysis of a given model that would allow a Iess cumbenome evaluation of 
the influences of subsurface change on the ERT response. 
There is a second and potentially more important application of sensitivity analysis in 
inversion of the data. Although this thesis has not attempted to formulate the inverse 
problem, the provision of a sensitivity analysis along with a good fonvard model is 
clearly a step dong this path. 
Adjoint sensitivity analysis is a useful and a fast method with which to try to deal with 
these problems. Adjoint sensitivity is capable of generating a clear picture of the 
sensitivity distribution of different points with respect to the anomaly. Its main 
advantage is that it requires less iteration (consequently less costs) of the forward model 
compared to generai state sensitivity, which needs to run a large number of foward 
models. An adjoint sensitivity analysis for the SALTFLOW model has been developed 
and discussed. 
Adjoint sensitivity analysis has been developed for the SALTFLO W mudel thnt allows 
the expehenter  to evaluate how best tu position electtodes in the field for a 
hypothesized monitoring scenario. The analysis is also an impurfant step along the 
path to any fully or partially automated in version of the measured drira 
Chapter 8 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
This section rnakes several recommendations for work that should be undertaken to 
follow up or build on the work descnbed in this thesis. 
8.1 Modeling 
The slurry injection at the Cambridge site took place just above the water table. As a 
result, the flow-transpon model for simulating the injection plume had to deal with 
unsaturated as well as saturated. density-dnven flow. This required the use of both 
SALTFLOW and FRAC3DVS for the groundwater simulation. If further slurry 
injection trials are to take place above the water table, either SALTFLOW should be 
modified to cover this concept or FRAC3DVS should be modified to cover the density 
driven flow condition. 
8.1.1 Forward 
The fonvard model can be improved by converting the code to FORTRAN version 90. 
This version allows a wider range of precision in the dimensioning of variables. This 
advantage would allow the user to employ the available computer memory more 
efficient1 y. 
8.1.2 Inversion 
The adjoint sensitivity method may be used to perform the inverse part of the ERT 
problem. Groundwater models of the process to be monitored process would serve as a 
good initial esrimare to obtain the inverse model. The main advantage of adjoint 
sensitivity is the availability of quantitative values of sensitivity of each element with 
respect to a selected region (Le., the conductive plume). Using this property dong with a 
numencd approach such as one of the least squares methods should facilitate 
convergence of the model towards the measured data. 
Eventually, joint inversion of boih ERT and hydrogeological data measured at a site 
should be possible, which would result in a better estimation of the injection process. 
a2 Equipment 
8.2.1 Data acquisition 
The control part of the ERT system should be implemented in a digital printed circuit 
board or a micro component fom. This will reduce the required wiring, and therefore 
noise levels. 
The new ERT measurement system was not field tested as part of this thesis work. Since 
the electronic components used in  this system are somewhat temperature and humidity 
dependent, a senes of environmental tests should be conducted on these 
boards/components. If the collected data are very dependent on temperature, a 
thermocouple should be installed in the system and used to correct the measurements. 
based on test calibrations. 
8.2.2 Power supply 
A programmable power suppl y with a wide dynarnic output range would ailow the power 
output to be increased automatically dunng data acquisition to a level such that more of 
the collected data can have an acceptable precision. 
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Appendix A: Litemture review 
The resistivity of rock varies significantly with the porosity and resistivity of the 
contained pore fluids. Other factors affecting rock resistivity include pore structure, the 
degree of saturation, temperature, and the conducting mineral content. As a result 
resistivity tomography has several possible geological and hydrogeological applications, 
including monitoring of ground-water pollution. enhanced oil recovery monitoring, 
descnbing geothermal systems. and in mineral exploration. It has considerable potential 
for engineering applications, such as the detection of fracture zones, core sample studies, 
site investigation and location of buried meial. Measunng changes in sub-surface 
resistivities over time should be useful for monitoring processes such as contaminant 
migration. strearn flooding in enhanced oil recovery. geothermal fiuids production, and 
for determining the integrity of a rnined geologic repository for waste disposal. Al1 of 
these processes involve substantial changes in the resistivity structure in a reasonably 
well-defined region, and in pnnciple ERT methods should allow tracking changes over 
time. 
Since Narayan has presented a good literature review on resistivity methods in 1994 in 
his Ph.D. thesis, the focus of this section will be on more recent publications and 
completion of his work. Recent works can be classified into following divisions: 
1. Engineering and industrial applications and core and soi1 sample analysis; 
. . 
i l .  Groundwater process monitoring, s t em injection rnoni toring, and 
monitoring leakage from storage ponds and liners under waste disposa1 
sites; 
iii. Inverse algorithm, three-dimensional resistivity and ERT evaluations, and 
ERT case studies; 
iv. Instrumentation and waveform analysis for ERT, and 
v. S tudy of ph ysical properties by resistivi ty methods. 
The non-invasive property of ERT methods is one of the main characteristics that draw 
the investigatoa' attention to this technique. ERT has been successfully employed in a 
wide range of problems including engineering applications (chernicd process 
engineering, site investigation, core and soil sample analysis), biomedical, and 
environmental applications. Tables A-1 and A-2 present a few of the published results of 
ERT applications in engineering studies. 
The study of rock CORS and soil samples is fundamental to soi1 and rock mechanics, 
petroleum engineering, and soil sciences. Recently, attention has turned toward the 
application ERT in rock core and soil sample analysis (Table A-2) and successful results 
have been obtained. 
Among other parameter, the success of electrical technique in locating subsurface 
contaminated plume depends on the resistivity contrat between anomaly and its 
surroundings, the shape and size of the plume, and the location of plume with respect to 
the electrode gids among other parameten. Electrical techniques have been used to 
detection and monitoring of contamination by invading fluids from oil and ore production 
and processing, to map leakage from landfills and waste disposa1 sites, and to evaluate 
pollution from industnal sources (Table A-3 to A-7). 
Leakage from a landfill or a polluted site moves in a preferred pathway controlled by the 
most conductive pathway in the formation (Table A-S), combined with the pressure and 
flow boundary conditions. Early detection of plumes can minimize the cost of 
groundwater rernediation at these sites. Surface electrical methods are the least 
expensive non-invasive geophysical methods, which, in proper conditions, can give 
successful results in detecting and monitoring of such processes (OsiensS, and 
Donaldson 1995). 
Table A. 1 Engineering and industrial applications of ERT 
References 
Ma cr al. (1997) 
Mann et al (1997) 
DanieIs ct al. (1996) 
Dickin and Wang 
( 1 996) 
Djamdji ct al. (1996) 
Osuowski et ai. (1996) 
Wang et al. (1995) 
Dickin et ai. ( 1993) 
Jones et al. ( 1992) 
Significrrnce or major conclusions 
The greater the nuniber of electrodes and the longer the size of elecrrodes, the 
better the resolution of the ERT images of conductive regions witfiin the chemical 
refinery vessels. 
Air-core vertex detection, miscibiefluid mlring, and gas-liquid mking process were 
illustrated using ERT nrerltod in a tank model. 
3-0  resisrivity discontiriuities were modeled using a (HSPICE) discrete coniponent 
model for process fiow applications. 
Design and operation of ERT instrumentation for process applications were 
presented. 
EîT was used to rnap the resistivity distribution of silicon wafers or conducring 
films. 
2-0 analytical solurion based on conjugate hanrionies was presented for EIT/ECT 
industrial sysrem design. 
ERT was successjùlly rtsed ro image inside a conducting process vesse1 from its 
conductive boundary, using analytical and FEM model. The sensitivity distribution 
was evaluated based on the derived relations based on the sensitiviry densiry 
coeficient reconstruction algoritfim to denionstrate tfie effects of different electrode 
peomerries. 
ElT was introduced to  evaluate the conrposition and motioti of aqueous based 
urocess reactors and pipeline flow. 
Potential use of EIT was introduced for rwo-phase flow study. htprovement of 
romputarion rime for EITproblem solurion is required. 
Table A-2 Cote and soil sarnple analysis 
- - - - - - - - - - 
References 
West et al. (1 997) 
B inley et al. ( 1996) 
Jackson and Love11 
(1991) 
Jackson et al. (1991) 
Sprunt et al. ( 199 1) 
Owen and Daify 
(1988) 
- - 
Significance or major concIusions 
ERT was shown to be capable of nionitoring the soil resistivity changes during 
electrokinetic soil treatment; resistivity changes correlated with chernical changes 
of soi1 during the process. Tlte author concluded rhnt ERT ntay be used in 
monitoring electrokinetic reniediarion in the field. 
ERT was applied to study offlow pathways in porous media dong with dye staining 
image verificarion. 
Electrical resistivify iniaging was used successfilly to nionitor fluid ffow though a 
core sample and to assess the impact of heterogeneity on the petrophysical 
analysis. 
A new technique was introduced to image anisotropic resisdvity structure by 
partitioned electrical current either hori:ontally or venically in core saniples. 
Simicltaneous applicarion of X-ray con1puteri:ed tomography and ERT for core 
sample rnoisfure distribution analyses were presenred. 
Quarrtitative evafuation of the water distribution of rock saniples was conducted 
using Entechniques based on the calibrarion of resuh with the true values. 
The Iiterature on 3-D resistivity numencal modeling may be classified in three main 
divisions: finite difference, finite element, and boundary element based models (Table 
A-7). A me solution of ERT needs a fast reliable forward mode1 to compare the results 
of the inversion part and to finalize the resistivity distribution in the interested region. 
1 subsutfiace thermal rernediation when this technique is contbined with other data 
Table A-3 Stem injection monitoring 
Ramirez et al. ( 1993) 
References 
Riunirez et al. (1996) 
sets such as temperature. 
ERT wus wed to detect steam invasion through soil resistivity changes in rime and 
Significance or major conclusions 
ïhe authors demonstrated the capability of ERT in monitoring and control in a 
space. 
Table A-4 Monitoring groundwater processes 
References 
Daily and R;imirct 
(1998) 
Binley et al. ( 1997) 
Binley et ai. (1996) 
LaBrecquc et ai. 
( 1996) 
Ramirez et ai. ( 1996), 
& b  
Schima et al. (1996) 
Slatcr et 4. (1996) 
Daily and Ramirez 
( 1995) 
Datly et al. (1995) 
Osiensky and 
Donalclson (1995) 
Significance or major conclusions 
EIT was evaluated for Perchloroethelyne (PCE) release detection. The result shows 
EiT is capable of PCE detecrion because of the resistiviry contrasts. 
Successfil leakage detecrion using ER7 was presented for a number of Jeld 
experiments. 
A successful experintent was conducted on the examination of solute transport in an 
undisturbed suil colunut using a bioniedical-type ERT systent. More electrodes 
increase the intage resolution. 
The effectiveness of ERT was evaluated for monitoring of several environntental 
remediation processes in nvo field experiments. 
The performance of ERT ifas been evaluated as a leak detection nrethod for buried 
storage tanks in nvo field case studies. 
The a i r j l ow pattern of an air sparging process was nionitored &y cross-boreltole 
ERT. ERT is more accurate in defining the radius of influence titan conventional 
techniques. 
Mapping the spatial distribution of fractured hydrologically cornplex liniestone was 
conducted before, during and afier a saline f luid injection, using cross-iiole ERT. 
The results were consistent witlr boreliole television logging. 
Reconstruction of cross-hole ERT data revealed the location of preferential jlow 
pathways in fractured rock. ERT results were consistent with closed-circuit 
television logging and double-packer testing data. 
ERT was used in nionitoring of an in-situ rrichloroetliylerie r~mediation experirnent. 
The flow of injected air and water was controlled by local variations in formation 
perrneabiliry and is alniost non-modified ritrougit the injection. 
Two Peld experiments demonstrated the capability of ERT for the detecrion of 
hydrocarbon distriburion in saturated und unsuturated zones, and the detecrian and 
delineution of the extent of sparged zones were illustrated. The simulation of the 
detection of oit leakage from a tank by ERT was presented. 
A modified mise-a-la-mars method war succe.ssficlly applied tu monitor the 
evaluation of a conductive plume in time. This method was vety sensitive to 
resistiviry changes of groundwater. Sensitiviry of this method reduces with depth of 
investigation. 




LaBrecquc ( 1995) 
Spies md Ellis (1995) 
Ichikawa and Ishibashi 
( 1990) 
Tambun et ai. (1988) 
Tamburi et ai. ( 1987) 
Grcenhouse and 
Williams (1985) 
Tamburi et ai. (1985) 
Significance or major conclusions 
An air spa rg ing rentediation experiment was ntonitored with conventional nt et fi ods 
(such as water table mounding, soil gas pressure and composition, and tracer gas 
response) and cross-borehole ERT. In comparison, ERT was more sensitive to the 
pattern of airflow in the saturated zone. 
Application of ERT in monitoring of different stages of in-situ vitrifcution process 
was presented. 
ERT inurges were consisrent witlt known geology and numerical flow simulation 
with respect ro soil rype. ERT is a usefil nrethod to monitor the rnoisture front 
nroventent in heterogeneous soil. 
The distribution of the fracture ;one ut a &nt site was inraged using ERT method. 
The data were colfected before and after a saline injection to the fracture :one. 
A 3-d ERT algorithm and systern /tas been described. Laboratory and field 
experiments show that ERT is a promising ntethod for groundwater studies, 
An EIT algoriritni and rystent were introduced as Electro-scan systeni for irnagirrg 
of pollution plumes. 
In geophysical nroniroring of contamination of waste disposal, it was suggested to 
consider future changes, niinirnal permanent installations, ftigh prioriry of 
simplicity and reliabiliry, clear definition of nreasurement limitation, and well- 
defined unrelated noise level. 
ERT was applied to groundwater pollution plume in lab and field 
Table A-5 Monitoring leaks from storage ponds and liners under waste 
Laine et ai. (1997) 
Van et al. (1991) 
P m  (1988) 
Gncnhoue and Harris 
Significance or major conclusions 
A surface electrode grid was used to locate the leak from a liner under waste. A 
non-linear least-square rechnique was used to inverî the data. 
A set of permanent electrodes was installed on grids beneath and around the 
investigation site. Successful results were obtained from the resistiviry method in 
detecting leakage Rom the pond 
This study proposed mapping the electrical response due to a short circuit across 
an insulating liner, which results fiom conductive ftuid in a hole. 
The resbtiviry method was wed to map conductive zones of contaminated 
(1983) groundwater. 
Table A-6 ERT Case studies 
-- - pp - 
References 
Andrews et al. (1995) 
Nmyan and DusscauIt 
( 19%) 
Kim et al. ( 1994) 
Rom-Ramisa ci al. 
( 1994) 
Schenkel ( 1994) 
Noguchi et al. (199 1) 
DaiIy et J. (1990) 
Sasaki and Matsuo 
( 1990) 
Ranicri et al. ( 1989) 
Shima ( 1989) 
- - . - - -- - - - 
Significance or major conclusions 
A set of successfirl conducted field experiments was presented on the imaging of 
shallow depth soi1 profiles using the ERT ntethod. 
A simulation analysis applied ERT to Enlianced Oi l  Recovety (EOR); general 
requirements were presented, 
ERT war used successfitlly to inuage the nioisture distribution and trrovetnent in 
pavement. Micro- and micro-resistivity tools were introduced for well logging. 
Diferenriarion beween narural and drill ing induced fractures was achieved by 
ana1y:ing tlte results of both mmicro- and micro-resistiviry tools at tlte sanie rime. 
Reduction of sensitiviîy in radial and vertical extent was detected. 
Dipole-dipole array showed the best results in a cased well. Single well sutvey has 
limited resolution wltile cross-liole configuration was able to reconstruct tlte layers. 
Results of a runk ntodef were ssuccessfilly compared witli a 2.5-Diniensioanl FEM 
and rheorerical porential fieid. 
I r  was detentiined rhar the ERT nietliod gives clearer results iri detecring 
underground cavities tttan is acliieved by pseudosection ntethod. 
A successfil application of ERT on rock muss analysis for tunneling was presented. 
ERT was applied to cross borehole study. 
Copper minera1 deposits were detected by ERT application of sugace to tunnel. 
The possibilities of tomograpllic technique application ro geo-electrical methods 
were analyted. Lnborarory tests sliowed that ERT con identrlCy different salt- 
concentration zones in salt-water intrusion monitoring. 
Ir was suggested that in case of surrounding resistiviry structure, good images 
could be reconstructed from a combination of in-line data and cross-line dara, 
analyzing an area outside the exploration area, and extension of one side of the 
exploration line (about 40%). 
Table A-7 Three-dimensional resistivity and ERT evaluations 
References 
Pinheiro et al. 
( 1998) 
Dwaiswami et al. 
( 1997) 
Smtos et al. ( 1997) 
Binley et al. (1996) 
Anderson et al. 
( 1995) 
Koue ( 1995) 
Spitzer ( 1995) 
Takahashi et al. 
(1991) 
Significance or major conclusions 
The pussibiliry of using Pentium PC's for 3-0  ERT data processing was 
denionstrated. 
The boundary elentent method was applied to solve 2- and 3-0 EiT problem, 
assuniing constant-conductiviry interior regions ro simplifi the region shape 
paranieteri=arion for eficiency. 
3-D resistivity dam were collected, analyzed, and successfully compared with the 
previowly collected 1- and 2 - 0  resistivity data from geothernwlfield. The acliieved 
rriodel was consistent witlt the previous ntodel and geological infornzation. 
Uniformly distributed electrode configuration results in better images rhan 
peripheral arrangements. A greater nuniber of independent nteasurenients lead to 
iniage iniprovement. 
A gerieral description of/onc.ard and inverse solurioris of 3-D ERT was presented. 
3- D ERT has been suggesred to ofler the true intages of the plienontena. 
In pure surface ERT, the autltor concluded rltat better resolution would be obtained 
if the electrode grids were treated as nvo orthogonal sets of parallel linear arrays. 
An analytical solution for a single target in a 2 - 0  electrical impedance tomography 
(EIT) circular environnienr wus developed which takes into account botli 
conductiviry and permitivity values. 
4 sensirivity coeficient weighted fîlter backprojection image reconstruction 
dgorithni was applied to su&-surface image reconstrucrion. This algoritlini along 
with hou onhogonul sets of parallel linear electrodes w u  shown to a useful 
itnaging per/onnance. Zlre robustness of the algorithm wlren it is used wirh 
inconiplete data sets was demonstrated 
4 3-0 finite difference fonvard model was presented. The preconditioned 
conjugate gradient method was shown ro be the most efficient mat& salver among 
hue methods. 
4nisorropic resistiviry tomography was used to numerically evaluate the 
rharacterîzation of fracrured rock using a 2 -0  inversion model. 
17re resolution of ERT was numerically evaluated. The dipole-dipole merhod was 
ruggested for high-resdution &ta and the pole-dipole was a good compromise 
benveen the dipole-dipole and pole-pole method 
Seismic and cross-hole resistivity tomography showed the best results in the 
reconstruction of oil-bearing f o t o  u m n g  various imaging techniques rested 
The inverse algorithm is one of the most important mathematical challenges in ERT 
studies. The published results show that there is still work to be done in this field to 
reach to a true 3-D inverse algorithm for ERT applications (Table A-8). 
Table A-8 Inversion 
References 
Pinheiro et al. (1997) 
Vriuhkonen ct al. 
( 1  997) 
Mrecquc et al. 
( 1996) 
Loh and Dickin ( 1996) 
Morclli and LaBrecque 
( 1996) 
Li et al. (1995) 
Luke and Sarkcr 
( 19951, 
Lakt and Barker 
( 199% 
Significance or major conclusions 
A 12-bit data acquisition systeni for real tirne intaging was introduced. Sntootimess- 
constrained inversion was shown tu be superior tu tlie Marquardt-Levenberg 
regularitation in the presmce of Gaussian noise. 
A new method of i~nplenienting prior information of conductiviry in tlie optirniration 
algorithm was introduced tliat is based on the approxirmtion of the prior 
covariance niarrin by simulared samples of feasible conductivities. 
Occartr S I~rversion algorithm was discussed for boreliole ERT. Misleading effects of 
noise were explained. A smart way of using this nietftod was suggested. 
Modification of Newton-Raphson was presented by operating on tfte non-zero 
values of sparse matrir, and applying preconditioning. 
The required nuntber of pole-pole potenrial tneasurements were reduced to one- 
tltird by making nieusurentents alortg vertical, horizonral, and 45' diagonals 
passing through the current electrodes witltout degrading the image resolution. 
An inversion teciinique based on sntoothness-constrained least-squares method was 
introduced for calculation of resistiviiy pseudosecrions. lnitial values were based 
on homugenous eanh; nert ireration guess values were calculated using a quasi- 
Newton method ro estimate rfte partial derivatives. These approaches reduce the 
cornputer running time. Tests showed that rhis technique is insensitive to randont 
noise. 
A 2- D ERT inversion algorithm was introduced based on Occam 's-style, weighted- 
least-square metilod. This approuch reduced the effect of systernatic noise in data. 
A f i l1 3-D inversion of ERT data was developed Application of quasi-convexity 
property of non-linear regularizing inverse problem and selection of optimum 
regulan'zing parameters leud to high-resolution, accurate a d  stable inversion. 
Multiplication of a scaling factor calculated f iom the last hua iteratiom increased 
the convergence speed. Using a weighted average of resisrivity differences for layer 
resistivity improved the stabiliry of M y ' s  inversion 
A 2 - 0  ERT algonhtn was introduced based on smoothness-conitrained and leust- 
squares. 
Table A-8 Continued 
References 
Zhang et al. (1995) 
Anola and DeIl( 1994) 
LaBrccquc ( 1990) 
Yorkey ( 1990) 
Sasdu ( 1989) 
Gustafson and McEuen 
( 1987) 
Shima and Sakayama 
( 1987) 
Significance or major conclusions 
Conjugate gradiertt relaxation technique along with an incomplete Cholesky 
decomposition preconditioning were applied for a 3-0  resistivity fonvard and 
inverse algorithm. An txperimental result was presented for a leakage rrtoniroring. 
A quasi-Newton based 2- D EiT was presented, which to solve the forward problenr 
ut each ireration and upahting the inverse at the same tirne. BotIr steps take O (n2) 
operations (each takes 0.11 s on a 25 MHz 68040 based NeXT station). 
Two 2 - 0  inversion algorithnu were developed to construct conductivity images 
directly, or by conibining the charge densiry images obtuined by inverring niultiple 
sets of comnton current patertrials using the Born approximation. 3-D inversion 
was developed based on few assunrptions and solution of a sequence of 1-D 
inversion algoriritnu, which was called approximute inverse mapping (AIM) 
forntuliation. A fonvard niodel and M M  were used to analyse rhe observed data. 
In a nunlerical srudy. the snioothest inversion produced much berter results for 2 - 0  
cross-ltole ERT titan nraximum entropy inversion. 
A Gauss-Newton solution was presented to solve non-linear problem of ERT based 
on piecewise polynoniia 1 finction. 
Tite application of joint inversion to magnerotelluric and dipole-dipole resistivity 
was described. The combination of smoothness-constrained least-squares and 
ntodified Grant -Schmidt metlrods was used. Numerical and field results sho wed that 
the joint inversion method intproves the resolution of 2-D resistivity data. 
Joint inversion of mulriple resistiviry data sets was found to iniprove ilte quality of 
interpretation. Joint inversion is not sensitive to randorn noise but may not 
converge for the data with systeniatic noise. 
The autltors introduced the alpha center method for forward algorithm and a 
hybrid non-linear least square method as an inversion algorithm for 2-dimensional 
ERT (numerical study). 
Few publications are available on resistivity and ERT instrumentation. Table A-9 
presents some of the recent publications on this issue. 
Table A-9 Resistivity instrumentation. power supply and waveform analysis for ERT 
1 components resultr in implementarion of a compoct. efiient, affordable und low 
References 
Gasullact al. (1997) 
Bakcr 1995 
Jaafari and Joos 1995 
Pdlas-Areny and 
Brcscoli ( 1995) 
Significance or major conclusions 
Synchronous sanipling at flar part of square waves was found ro reduce the 
1 
inte~erence cornpared with sinusoidal waves. 
A brief description of resistivity systems was introduced. 
The use of a combination of electronic and electrornechanical swirching 
weighr power supply for field operation. 
A new circuit for synchronous sampfing was presented. It was suggested that 
square waves are easier to generate and can be applied to EiT using a 
deniodulator for synchronous sampling and band-pass filter to isolate the noise at 
1 low frequency. 
The interpretation of resistivity data directly depends on our understanding of the effects 
of different parameters on the electrical field. The effects of different parameters on the 
collected resistivity data have been studied and reported in many publications (such as: 
Zohdy 1968. Roy and Apparao 1971, Roy 1972, KIeJStad et al. 1975, Kumar and 
Chowdary 1977, Roy and Rao 1977, Far et al. 1980, Holladay and West 1984. Barker 
1989, Sen and Goode 1992, Frasheri 1993) and still can be seen in the recent 
publications (Poils er al. 1996, Yadav and Abol/azfli 1998). Table A-10 presents the most 
recent publications on the study of physical properties by resistivity methods. 
Table A-10 Study of physical properties by resistivity methods 
References 
Bing and Grccnhalgh 
( 1997) 
Nishigih et al. ( 1996) 
Licra et al. ( 1990) 
Significance or major conclusions 
A synthetic study sitowed thar the dipole-dipole and pole-dipole arrays are better 
for cross-hole resistivity imaging than are pole-pole arrays. Scanning observations 
and elecrrode separations were rhe niost efecrive parameters in the resistiviiy 
intage resolution in these two arrays. 
Using a 2-diniensional inversion and pole-pole electrode configuration, ERT was 
used to evaluate and to determine the longitudinal and transverse dispersion 
parameters of a laboratory saniple. Results of FEM analysis and conventional 
ntethods were consistent. 
Terriperature dependence of resistivity in several water-saturated rocks was 
investigated (above 200°C). An increase in temperature reduces the resistiviiy of 
Appendix B. An example of a solved forward problem 
In electrical impedance imaging, a low frequency AC (or DC) electric current is injected 
ont0 a regional surface and the penpheral potential is measured. The image of the 
distribution of electrical conductivity within the region is reconstructed by inverse 
calculation. Therefore, there are two aspects in electrical impedance tomognphy: 
1. The forward solution; and, 
ii. The inverse solution. 
The forward problem here is the calculation of the potential field generated by a DC or a 
low frequency AC current, and the goveming equaiion is a Laplace's equation (Equation 
2- 10). 
A forward problem is presented here as an example. The problem has a high degree of 
symmeuy, and is amenable to development of an analytical solution. 
As an example of solving Laplace's equation in 3-D using analytical methods, consider a 
cylindrical ce11 of radius R and length 2a which is filled with a standard solution of 
known conductivity. The electrodes are placed on the periphery at the middle of the 
cylinder (Z = O plane) as a set of point electrode sources (Figure B-1). 
Figure B-1 Schematic projection of a cylindrical object 
Steady current flows through two electrodes which are located at (r, $1, 0) and (r, &, 0). 
Therefore we have: 
V L V ( r . B . z )  = O (B-1) 
and in terms of the cylindncal coordinates, Laplace's equation in three dimensions is: 
To solve the Laplace equation we separaie the variables, and substitute: 
V(r.0.z) = R ( r )  . @(O) . Z(z) 
This leads to; 
d ? ~  1 dR 1 d ?Q, d ' Z  @Z - + -02- + Y R Z -  + Ra- = O 
d r '  r dr r -  d  e i  d z  
Upon division of both sides by Raz; then: 
1 d ' ~  -- 1 d R  1 d ' a  l d ' ~  , + - -  + - -  + - - = O  
R d r œ  r R d r  r i @ d 8 '  Z d z '  
Since the three terms are separate functions of (r.8) and z, respectively, they each must be 
constant: 
1 d ? ~  -- 1 d R  + - -  1 d i @  - 1 d ' z  + - - -  - - - = A 2  
R d r '  r R  d r  r - @  d B 2  Z d z '  
The parameter h is an arbitrary real positive parameter. The last differential equation can 
be solved as: 
The solution is; 
Z(z) = A, cos (Az) + A? sin (Az) @-8) 
Because the potential is an even function, V (z) = V (-z), then A2 must be zero, therefore: 
Z(z) = A, cos (Az) 
After rearranging the Ieft-hand side of equation (B-6) we get: 
Again we have two separate pms which are functions of r and 0, respectively: 
With the result of this differential equation k ing:  
@ ( O )  = B1 cos (me) + Bz sin (mg) 
(B- 10) 
(B- 12) 
The radial component can be put into standard fotm as a modified Bessel's equation: 
d ' ~  1 dR - + - -- m' ( A 2 +  - R ) =  O 
d r '  r dr r ' 
And the solution can be expressed as: 
(B- 13) 
Where Im and Km represent the modified Bessel's functions of order m. The subscript m 
cm not be zero because (Ar) = a. 
For r = O the potential must be finite [ Km (0) = infinity ] then C2 = O and the resuit will 
be : 
Finally, the general f o n  of the solution is arrived by cornbining equations 8-8, B-12, 
and A- 15: 
V(r,B,z) = ZA, 1, (Ar) cos (Az) cos (me) + B, 1, (Ar) cos (Az) sin (me) 
(B- f 6) 
The problem is now reduced to finding the unknown parameters by using the boundary 
conditions. 
Because the conductivity in air (outside the cylinder) is equal to zero, then the variation 
of the potential over the planes z = -a and z = +a, in the t direction, must also be zero, 
i.e., 
= ~Asin(Aa)[A, I, (Ar)cos(mO) + B, 1, (Ar)sin(mO)] = O 
(B- 18) 
and sin (Aa) will be zero for ha = nn ,therefore A= nda  for n 2 0. 
However, for n = O (A = O), Im(0) = 0, and hence the potential al1 terms will be zero , then 
h z O and n # 0, and the solution will be: 
V(r .0 ,~)  = ZZ A, 1, (Ar)cos (Az) cos (me) + B, 1, (Ar)cos (kt) sin (me) 
(A- 19) 
Another boundary condition according to the position of two current electrodes is: 
By differentiation of V we have: 
.. œ 
( A,, I,, (AR) cos (me)  cos (A=) + B,, I,, (AR) sin (me)  cos (Az) ) 
m=O n=O 
r (B-21) 
Where Ifmn is the derivative of Imn. 
The two unknown parameters Amn and Bmn must be solved. For this we can use the 
orthogonality and the Dirac delta function properties. Multiply both sides of the equation 
(B-2 l), by cos (h'z) and cos (mfO) and integrate over z (from -a to a) and 0 (from O to 2 ~ )  
respective1 y. 
For simplicity we solve each side pan by part, ihen in the left hand side for z component 
we: 
We know that )c t O, then the solution of this part will be (a 6 ~ ~ 1 ) .  For the e-dependent 
part in the left-hand side, we have: 
Then the second term in the left-hand side of Equation (B-21) will be omitted and we 
have for the first term: 
Because m cannot be zero, the solution becomes 
Finally the left-hand side will be: 
On the right-hand side of equation (A-2 1), we have: 
I o  a -- COS (A?) &z)  dr f"cos (m 'e)  [S ( e  - <il) - s (O - O:)] d~ 
Ro 1-0 
and then: 
Therefore equation (B-2 1)  will become; 
According to the Dirac delta function definition; 
The solution only for m = m' and h = A' has been solved. therefore: 
l O  22 ~ A S ~ ( A R )  = -- [cos (ma ,) - cos (ln@ 2 )] 
m i l  n=l Ra 
and finally the solution for parameter A,, will be: 
For finding the pararneter Brnn we follow the sarne procedure as before. The z- 
dependent component remains the same and the solution takes the form (a 6 ~ ' )  for left- 
hand hand side and (1) for the right hûnd side. For the 8 dependent component we 
multiply both sides of Equation (B-22) by sin (p0) and integrate frorn O to 27c. 
Consider the left-hand side, for the first term we have: 
F" cos (mû) sin ( p 0 )  dB = O 
Then the first tenn will be ornitted, and for the second term we have: 
We know that m # O, then the solution will be n 6,p. For the right-hand side we have: 
2 n I o  
- L [ j  Ra sin ( p 8 )  6 (0 - ml) dB - 1-I O sin ( p 0 )  6 (8 - @) - ri11(~8~)] 
(B-35) 
And finally we have: 
l O 
( a  6d(n&) BMI'.(A sin(^@^) - sin (B-36) 
Ra 
According to the definition of the Dirac delta function for m = p and h = k' the solution 
will be: 
l O 
rra B - L ( A  R) =-[sin ( m a 4  -sin (m Q I ) ]  
Ro 
Then the B, pararneter is: 
And finally the general solution of the potential field is equal to: 
where: 
and; 
I o  
Bw = [sin (m@:) -sin ( r n @ i ) ]  
RamI'm(A R)  
The potential difference between two electrodes. VI (R,O&) and V2 (R.0,B2). can now be 
written as: 
[ ( c o s ~ m ~ ~ ) - c o r ~ m ~ ~ ~ ) ( c o s ~ m ~ ~ ~ - c o s ( m ~ ~ ) ) ]  
AV=- (8-42) 
+[(sin ( m o l )  - sin (ni&)) (sin (nia:) - sin (n19 , ) ) ]  
B.l Application 
A 3-dimensional algonthm is developed for electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) of a 
finite cylinder. To use the solution practically, electrodes for data collection should be 
placed around the sarnple in a cross-sectional plane at the rnid-height of the cylinder, and 
axial variations of the potential field should be considered. Electrical curent will be 
induced in the sarnple from two of the electrodes. and potential differences will be 
measured through a series of paired electrodes in the cross-sectional plane. This 
algonthm is suitable for studying of any uniform cylindncal objects (i.e., permeameter, 
core sample, etc.) for geological and engineering problems. 
A permeameter can be used to collect data in cylindrical specimens, and issues such as 
changes of salinity of fluid saturation, and phase saturation (oiUwatedgas) are of interest. 
With a properly monitored specimen, the algorithm cm be used to analyze some of these 
effects, or more generdly, to explore the relationship between hydraulic conductivity and 
electrical resistivity of the sample. 
Appendix C. Equipment evaluation 
One of the objectives of the primary experirnent in the Cambridge sand pit site was to 
evaluate and select the most appropriate equipment available for collecting ERT data. 
Different resistivity meters were studied (Table C-1) and the Syscal Junior System 
(manufactured by IRIS Instruments, in France) was finally selected from al1 of those 
studied. Since there were some doubtful field readings by the Syscal Junior System, a 
set of different repeated measurements was conducted in the field and laboratory. These 
tests can be divided into two groups. field tests, and lab tests. 
C.l Fieldtests 
The field tests of the system are shown in figures C-1 and C-2. Figure C-1 is a plot of 30 
times measurements of 5 cycles with a fixed electrode arrangement for different 
resistivity meter gage positions. There is a t 2-3 % shift for different gage positions wjth 
respect to each other. In addition, a linear drift (increasing trend) can be seen in the 
readings of different gage positions. Also, some jumps have been detected in the 
collected data. 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 
Iteration Num ber 
Figure C-l Resistivity meter response in repeated measurements in the field for different 
gage positions 
Table C- 1 Commercial resistivity meters specificutions 
œ 
Row 










# of channeli 
(Receiver) 
Measurement 
sys tem Company 
better than 
0.5% 
" - . - - - - . 
Syscal Junior Four electrodes 
. - - . . . - - . - - - - - - 
Four electrodes 





.- - - -- 
Campus 
- -  - -- - - - - - 
Interpex 
- -- - - - - - - - 
ABEM 
0.001 ohm 
- - - - . - - - - 
0.001 ohm Four elecuoâes 
0.001 ohm 
- - -  
MRT System Four electrodes 
- - . - . - . - -. 
Four electrodes 
- -. - 
Terrameter 
SAS 4000 Four electrodes 




-. , - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 






1 .O% Four elec trodes 
. .-. -. .. - - 
Four elecirades 






For one current di pole electrode arrangement, the electric potentials of al1 surface 
electmdes have been measured with respect to a fixed point. The same procedure has 
ken  repeated and the results of these two measurements are presented in Figure C-2. 
There is a larger fluctuation in collected data for the small electric potential differences 
than for the larger ones. 
Flirt set of electk potenthl measurement (mVoltlAmps) 
Figure C-2 Plot of two set of repeated measurements in the field for the same electrode 
arrangements 
C.2 Laboratory tests 
The results of laboratory tests are presented in Figures C-4 to C-8. The first set of 
measurements is the data collection of the resistivity meter for different resistors at four 
gage positions (50, 100, 200, and 400 volts). The error has been calculated with respect 
to the true resistance of each resistor. The error is bigger for the low resistivity resiston. 
The laboratory setup is schematically presented in Figure C.3. The resistor R is the one 
that has been changed in different tests. 
In addition, two sets of resistor networks have been prepared (Figure C-9). The Syscal 
Junior resistivity meter has been checked to read for 32 times of 5 cycles for different 
resistivity meter gage positions and the results have k e n  presented in Figures C-IO and 
c-11. 
Figure C.3 Schematic diagram of laboratory setup 
0 1 I 
50 Volts 100  Volts 200 Volts 400 Volts 
Resistlvity meter gage posltlons 
Figure C-4 Syscal Junior resistivity meter readings for 1.0 kS2 resistor at different gage 
positions 
50 V o k  100 votts 200 vons 400 votts 
Resistivity meter gage posltlons 
Figure C-5 Syscal Junior resistivity meter readings for 1.0 kR resistor at different gage 
positions 
50 Volts 1OûVoiîs 200 Volts 400 V o k  
Resistivity meter gage posltlons 
Figure C-6 Syscal Junior resistivity meter readings for 120 kn resistor at different gage 
positions 
50 V o b  100 V o b  200 Votts 400 Votts 
Raslstivlty meter gage posltlons 
Figure C-7 S yscal Junior resistivity meter readings for 220 kR resistor at different gage 
positions 
50 Volts 100 Volts 200 Volts 400 Volts 
I 1 Reslstlvlty meter gage posltlons 
Figure C-8 Syscal Junior resistivity meter readings for 2.2 kn resistor at different gage 
positions 
2.27 kOhm 
1 10.8 kOhm 
\ 
M, N 








Figure C-9 Schemaiic diagram of two resistance networks: (a) fmt resistor network, (b) 
second resistor network 
In Figure C-10 there is almost t 3 % error detected for different gage positions. The 
resul ts from the second resistor network (Figure C- 1 1) shows that the resistance of this 
network is most probably out of the accuracy range of this system. 
Figure C-10 Repeated lab measurements of the fini resistor network for different gage 
positions 
1 50 Vons - 100 V o k  -200 vol& j 
3500000 
O 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
Iterationr 
Figure C- 11 Repeated lab measurements of the second resistor network for different gage 
positions 
C.3 Equipment evaluation results 
From the results presented in the previous sections, i t can be concluded that: 
1. There is a typicd reading uncertainty of about f 2%; 
. . 
II .  This error can be more or less random with time or as an almost linear 
slope; 
iii. There are also occasions where very large differences occur between 
repeated measurements on the same electrodes, when one reading 
becomes very close to zero; 
iv. The error behavior is somewhat different between field and lab 
measuremen ts. 
The maximum voltage input limit of the Syscal Junior ( 2  5 volts) was the main problem 
in the data collection. The downhole potential electrode readings were greater than 5 
volts whenever the current was passing through one of the downhole electrodes. These 
readings were very important for checking the effects of injected saline to the electncal 
field. Comparing with the simulated results, the collected data are fairly reliable for 
evaluating the objectives of Cambridge expenment. 
Appendix D. The specifications of the devices, components and softwares used in 
the ERT system: 
There are two main parts in this system: 
1. Switch network and computer interfacing; and 
2. Power supply. 
Since the power supply is not finished yet, and the delivery time is not clear, the 
explanation of that unit will be omitted. It is more desirable to explain each device and 
component separately. Devices and components that have been used in the switching 
network and cornputer interfacing include the following. 
D.1 Switch network and computer interfacing 
The following is a brief introduction to the devices and cornponents used for the ERT 
automated system: 
D. 1.1 Devices: 
D.1.1.1 A/D converter board specifications: 
AT-MIO- 16XE-50 from National Instruments (National Instruments 1997) 
Typical for 25" C unless othenvise noted. 
Analog Input 
Input characteristics 
Number of channels 
Type of ADC 
Resolution 
Maximum sampling rate 
Input signal ranges 
Input coupling 
Maximum working voltage 
(signal + cornrnon mode) 
Overvoltage protection 
Inputs protected 
mFO buffet size 
Data transfers 
16 single-ended, 16 non-reference 
single-ended or 8 differential 
(software selectable per channel) 
Successive approximation 
f 6 bits, 1 in 65,536 
20 kSls guaranteed 
The common-mode signal (the average of 
the two signals in a differentid pair) should 
remain within 18 V of ground and each 
input should remain within tl 1 V of 
ground. 
d 5  V powered on, 115 V powered off 
ACH4..  15>, AISENSE 
5 12 samples 
DMA 
DMA modes 
Configuration memory size 
Transfer characteristics 




No rnissing codes 
Amplifier characteristics 
Input impedance 
Normal, powered on 
Powered off 
Overload 
Input bias cunent 
Input offset current 





Single transfer, demand transfer 
512 words 




k10 v O to 10 V 
&!5V Oto5V 
21 v O t o l V  
d . 1  V O to O. 1 V 
d . 5  typical, 21 .O max 
16 bits, guaranteed 
7 GH in paralle1 with 100 pF 
820 Y2 min 








Bandwidth (-3 dB) 
Gain Bandwidth 
1 ,2  63 kHz 
10 57 kHz 
100 33 kHz 
Settling time to tl LSB 
for full-scale step 50 ps max, al1 gains and ranges 
S ystem noise in LSBrms (including quantization noise) 
Gain = 1,2, 10 0.5 
Gain = 100 
Crosstal k 
S tability 
Recommended w m - u p  time 
Onboard calibration reference 
DC Level 
(actual value stored in EEPROM) 
Temperature coefficient 
Long-term stability 
Analog output for AT-MIO- 16XE-50 
Output charactenstics 
Number of channels 
Resolution 
Maximum update rate 
Type of DAC 





















Settling time to a . 5  LSB (t0.0146) 
for full-scale step 
Slew rate 
Noise 




Offset temperature coefficient 
0.8 bipolar, 1.4 unipolar 
-85 dB max, DC to 20 kHz 
15 minutes 
&2 ppmf°C rnax 
2 




DMA, intempts, programmed UO 
Single transfer. demand transfer 
dl.5 LSB rnax 
11 LSB rnax 
12 bits, guaranteed 
a . 5  mV rnax 
185 mV rnax 
t0.0 1 % of output rnax 
11% of output rnax 
110 v 
DC 
0.1 95 rnax 
d m A  
S hort-circuit to ground 
O V (2 85 mV) 
50 ps 
2 VIFS 
40 pVrms. DC to 1 MHz 
Gain temperature coefficient 





Number of channels 
Compati bility 
Digi ta1 logic levels 
Level 
Input low voltage 
Input high voltage 
Input low current 
(V in = O  V) 
Input high current 
(V in = 5 V) 
Output low voltage 
(1 out = 24 rnA) 
Output high voltage 









Base clocks available 
Coun terhimers 
Frequency scaler 
Base clock accuracy 
Maximum source frequency 
Minimum source pulse duration 
Minimum gate pulse duration 
Data transfers 
DMA modes 
5.000 V (& mV) 
(actuai value stored in EEPROM) 
5 2  ppmI0C max 









2 up/down countedtimers, 




20 MHz, 100 kHz 
10 MHz,  100 kHz 
&.01% 
20 MHz 
10 ns, edge-detect mode 
10 ns. edge-detect mode 
DMA 
Single transfer, demand transfer 









Power available at il0 c onn 
Physical 
ector 








r r L  
Rising or falling edge 
10 ns min 
7 
Master (PCI only), slave 
+5 VDC (G%), 0.75 A 
+4.65 to +5.25 VDC, 1 A 
33.8 by 9.9 cm (13.3 by 3.9 in.) 
68-pin male SCSI-II type 
O" to 55" C 
10% to 90%, noncondensing 
-20" to 70" C 
5% to 95%, noncondensing 
D.1.1.2 Multiplexer board specifications 
Amux-64T from National Instruments (National Instruments 1997) 
Typical for 25" C unless otherwise noted. 
Analog input 
Input characteristics 
Number of channels 
Single tWUX-64T board 64 single-ended or 32 differential 
Two boards 128 single-ended or 64 differential 
Four boards 256 single-ended or 128 differential 
Input signal ranges Sarne as MI0 board 
Input impedance 
Powered on A500 !4 in series with MI0 input 
i mpedance 
Powered off A500 H for IV IN 1 s . 7  v 
Input coupling DC 
Overvoltage protection +35 V powered on, +20 V powered off 
Inputs protected CH<0..63> 
Dynamic characteristics 
Settling time to 10 V step 
MI0 &.012% ( a . 5  LSB) Accuracy 
Gain with One AMUX-64T with Four AMUX-64Ts 
0.5 to 5 5 PS 9 PS 
10 6 PS 9 iis 
20 6 cis 11 ps 
50 7 IJS 11 ps 
100 9 cis 14 ps 
S ta bili ty 
Recommended wam-up time 15 minutes 
Cold-junction reference 
Output 10 mVPC 
Accurac y al.OO C from 0° to 1 IO0 C 





26.9 by 12.4 cm (10.6 by 4.9 in.) 
64 screw terrninals 
Two 50-pin male ribbon connectors 
One 68-pin male connector 
Environment 
Operating temperature O" to 70°C 
Storage temperature -20" to 70°C 
Relative hurnidity 5% to 90% noncondensing 
D.1.1.3 Digital input board specifications 
The CIO-DI192 board senses 192 contact closures from a single card in a PC. The 
CIO-DI192 provides 192 lines of TTL digital input capable of reading signals from other 
TI'L devices as well as solid state relays and any O to 5V source. 
In input mode. no setup programming is required. As a result the state of the ports is not 
subject to glitching or reset as are programmable digital UO chips. 
The CIO-DI192 uses a 50-pin connector. The CIO-DI192 has four connectors. Each 
50-pin connector carries 48 inputs and power. 
Power consumption 
+5 V Supply 280 mA typical 1 380 mA max 
Digital input 
Input high 2.OV min, 7.OV rnax 
Input low 0.8V max, -0.W min 
Undefined 0.8V to 2.OV 
Chip will be damaged if  input is c -0.W or > 7.OV 
Environmental 
Operating temperatun 0-50 O C 
Storage temperature -20-70 " C 
Humîdity O to 90% non-condensing 
Weight 5 oz (ComputerBoards Inc. 1995) 
D. 1.1.4 Digital output board specifications: 
The CIO-D0192H board has 192 high drive digital output lines (or 192 bit digital output 
high drive). Cabling to the CIO- 192H is via standard 50 pin, 0.10 inch spacing IDC type 
ribbon cable connectors. Each cable carries 48 digital output lines. +5 volts and ground. 
The DO l92H has four connectors. 
The 82C55 can source or sink 2.5mA per I/0 line. High drive boards can source 15 BA 
and sink 64 rnA. The CIO-DO boards are fixed in an output state at al1 times there is no 
progrmrning required to initialize the output registers. The output registen hold the 
state of the 8 bits most recently written to that port. 
Power consumption 
+5 V supply 450 mA iypical / 660 mA rnax 
Digital output 
Output high 2.OV min, 7.OV rnax 
Output low 0.8V max, -0.W min 
Environmentd 
Operating temperature 0-50 O C 
S torage temperature -20-70 O C 
Humidity O ta 90% non-condensing 
Weight 5 oz(ComputerBoards Inc. 1995) 
D.2 Components 
D.2.1 Electromechanical relays 
Figure D- 1 Electromachanical Reed Relays: (a)DS4E-M- 12V from Aromat Canada, Inc. 
(for elements KL and K2 of Figure 4.1 l),  (b) DS2E-M-12V from Aromat Canada, Inc. 
(for element K3 of Figure 4.1 1) 
D.2.2 High-voltage high-current Darlington transistor arrays 
Relay drivers UL.N20003AN Texas instruments for element UA of Figure 4.11 (Texas 
Instrument 1993) 
The üLN2003A is a monolithic high-voltage, high-current Darlington transistor array . It 
consists of seven npn Darlington pairs that feature high-voltage output with common 
cathode clamp diodes for swi tching inductive loads. The collector-current rating of a 
single Darlington pair is 500 mA. The Darlington pairs may be paralleled for higher 
current capacity. 
Specifications 
- 500-rnA rated collecter current (single output) 
- High-voltage outputs 
- Output clamp diodes 
- Inputs compatible with various types of logic 
- Relay driver applications 
- absolute maximum ratings at 25°C free-air temperature (unless otherwise 
noted) 
- Collector-emitter voltage 
- Input voltage, VI 
- Peak collecter current (see Figures 14 and 15) 
- Output clamp current. IOK 
- Total emitter-terminal current 
- Continuous total power dissipation 
- Operating free-air temperature range, TA -20 to 85°C 
- S torage temperature range, T,,, -65 to 150°C 
- Lead temperature 1,6 mm (1/16 inch) frorn case for 10 seconds 260°C 








TA = 25OC A 
Power Rating 
(mw) 
D a 950 7.6 494 
l - 9 - œ W œ - œ - w - œ  
I 4 ,  ,* -inm----- a '3 ig ~ I - - = ~  
Parameters 1 Conditions 
I min ltype lmax 
Vl(on) On-state input voltage i VCE = 2 V IlC = 200 mA I 
I I i t 
i i 7 , - d d  i 
8 
a [Ic = 250 mA i j I 2.7 j 
1 I i 1 I 
1 1 *---- J-- t 
0 
1 /Ic=300mA j 1 1 1 
I I 
I I I 
0 I --- -..-----.--Urn-ui----v- . ! -- 
VCE (sat) ~ o l l e c t o ~ ë ~  /Il = 250 pA, Ic = 100 mA j 0.9 1.1 j V 
saturation voltage 
I-- 
'1 - 3 W I s  = 200 mA L L -  --4 
ill = 500 uc = 350 mA i 1.2 j 1.6 j --- 
lCEX Collecter cutoff current !VcE = 50 VI Il = O L--- 1 i 5 0 i  pA 
IV, = 50 VI TA = 70°C, II = O 1 T T & ~  , -~- - , - - - - - - - . - - - -~- , , ,L .L_A-  
VF Clamp forward voltage IIF = 350 mA @ j 1 . 7 i  2 j V ------------ *---------------+-------+--- +---+---- 
Off-state input current ivcE=50v, lc=5O0fl1 50 \ 65 
I I 
pA 
I T A  - 70°C 1 1 - - - - - - -Y - - -U- - - - , - :~ -=_- - - ,~ , , , , r , , - I -~ - -  
!VI = 3.85 V Il Input current O / 0.93 / 1.35 j mA 
I -- --- -- 
IR Clamp reverse cuvent 'VR = 50 V fi I - - - - - - - -  *---A--' i s o T 7  v - - v - -  
t 
_ _ U - - - - _ _ U _ - u  




Ci Input capacitance IV, = O, f=1 MHz ! 1 1 5 :  2 5 !  PF 
D.23 Octal buifers and line drivers with 3-state outputs 
SN74LS24-4 octal buffers and line drivers with 3-sate outputs are used for modification of 
digital UO boards. These octal buffers and line driven are designed specifically to 
improve both the performance and density of three-state memory cirivers, clock driven, 
and bus-onented receiven and transmitten. The operation temperature range is from O to 
70 O C .  
D.2.4 Filter components: 
Capacitor, a Siemens MKT polyester film cupucitor 463-B32.529-C105-5. (fbr element CI 
of Figure 4.11 ). 
Specifications 
Climatic category in accordance with IEC 
Lower category temperature T,.
Upper category temperature T, 
Damp heat test 
Limit values after clamp 
- 55 OC 
+ 100 OC (+ 125 OC for 1000 h and 
Vc = 0SVR ) 
56 dayd40 OC/93 % relative 
humidi ty 
Capacitance change IA C/ CI S 5 9% 
Heat test 
Reliability: 
Reference conditions0,5 x V  R ;40 OC 
Failure rate 
Service life 
Failure cri teria: 
Total failure 
Failure due to variation of parmeters 
DC test voltage 
Category voltage Vc 
Operation with dc voltage or 
ac voltage V, up to 60 HZ 
Category voltage for 
shon operating periods 
Dissipation factor change A tan 8 
55 x 10 -3 (at 1 kKz) 
Insulation resistance R is 50 % of 
minimum or time constant t = C R x 
R is as-delivered values 
1 xi0 -9 /h = 1 fit 
200000 h 
Short circuit or open circuit 
Capacitance change IA C/ CI > 10 1 
Dissipation factor tan d > 2 x upper 
limit value. Insulation resistance R is 
c 150 MW ( C R f 0.33 mF) or time 
constant t = C R x R is < 50 s ( C R 
> 0,33 rnF) 
1 , 4 x V R , 3 s  
TI 100 OC: 1.25xVc for max 2000 h 
T ~ 1 2 5  OC: Vc =0.5xVR or 0.5xVm 
for max 1000 h 
Resistor, a Phillips metal film resistor 0.6 W 1 % 353-MRS25F 13K (for elernent R3 of 
Figure 4.11 ). 
S pecifications 
DESCRIPTION 
Resis tance range 
Resistance tolerance and series 
Maximum dissipation at Tarnb =70 OC 
Thermal resistance (Rth ) 
Temperature coefficient 
Maximum permissible voltage @C or RMS) 
Basic specifications 
Climatic category (IEC 68) 
VALUE 
1 n t 0  tom 









hWR mm.: M.5% +0.05 S2 
AR/R rnax.: f0.5% +O.OS Q 
Climatic tests: 
A FUR ma. :  f0.58 4 . 0 5  S2 
A R/R rnax.: s.5% 4 . 0 5  fi 
Soldering: 
A R/R rnax.: 10.1% +0.05 S2 
A RJR mm.: fl. 1% -@.O5 Gl 
Short time overload A R/R ma.: -10.25% 4 . 0 5  S2 
D.2.5 Protection unit components: 
Voltage divider components: 
Resistor, an IRC thick film metai glaze resistor 3 W 5% 21 I-GS3-100M (for element RI 
of Figure 4.1 1 )  
Power rating 3W @ 25°C 
2W @ 70°C 
Resistance range 1 ohm to 3M ohm 
Tolerance II%, 2%, and 5% 
Leads Tin-lead electroplated copper 
TCR +50(T2) pprn/"C - (available on values greater than 10 ohms) 
+lOO(TO) pprn/"C 
~ 0 0  ppd°C 
Voltage rating lOOOV max. 
Dielectnc strength lOOOV min. 



































Resistance tolerance and series 
Maximum dissipation at Tarnb =70 OC 
Thermal resistance (Rth ) 
Temperature coefficient 
Maximum permissible voltage (DC or RMS) 
Basic specifications 
Climatic category (IEC 68) 
VALUE 
1 Qto  10MQ 









A R R  ma. :  *OS% 4.05 Q 
AR/R mm.: *.5% +0.05 S2 
Climatic tests 
A R/R mm.: * .5% 4.05 S2 
A RR ma.:  H.5% +0.05 !2 
Soldenng 
A R/R mm.: fO,l% 4.05 !2 
A R R  ma.: f0.1% 4.05 $2 
Shon time overload A RIR mm.: kO.25% +0.05 R 
Low voltage protection unit components: 
Zener diodes, two Motorola zener IOV 1 W 5% 0 0 4 1  3001N47540A (Tor elemeiirs D l  
and D2 of Figure 4.11) 
Specification 
Surge Rating of 98 Watts @ 1 ms 
Maximum Limits Guaranteed On Up To Six Electncal Parameters 
Weight 0.4 gram (approx) 
Rating: 
DC Power Dissipation @ T A = 50°C LW 
Derate above 50°C 6.67 mWf°C 
Operating and Storage Junction Temperature Range - 65 to +200 O C  
Terminais, connecton, IC sockets, wires and cables are the other required miscellaneous 
for this system. 
D.3 Software 
The following is the list of software prograrns used for cornputer interfacing: 
1. LabVTEW version 5.0 (National Instruments); 
. . 
11. InstCaI version 3.4 (ComputerBoards, Inc.); and, 
i i i .  Univenal Library and its extension to LabVIEW version 4.2 
(ComputerBoards, Inc.). 
Appendix E. Cambridge preliminary experiment results 
Table E. 1 The data sets of Figure 6.1 to 6.3 for Cambridge preliminary expriment 
electric potential measurements (in TECPLOT format). Units are mVlA 
ITLE="Potential measurements in cambridge sand pit, cuitent electrodes a 
west of injection well and SW monitoring well 
(m)","Y (m)","Z (rn)",%ackground, Jan 19","After Inj., Jan 






































































































































21 1.661 2 
183.01 61 















































































































































21 4.81 41 
89.6596 










1 601 3460 
744.6762 
243.7451 
31 0.461 9 
908.0844 
1 504.7280 





















167.01 1 3 
588.4851 
165.51 35 




























































































































































































671 0.1 300 
Appendix F: New ERT system evaluation and calibration results 
Table F.1 Calculated precision data of the new ERT measunng system (graphically 































Table F.2 Laboratory evaluation of the new ERT measuring system results for different 







Input voltage to the new ERT system (mV) 















Table F.3 Laboratory evaluation of the new ERT measunng system results for different 
voltage ranges (graphically presented in Figure 6.20) 
Input voltage 
to the systern 
(mv) 
deviations 





Appendix G: Input Data file listings to FRAC3DVS and SALTFLOW models to 
simulate Cambridge experiment: 
G.1 FRAC3DVS inputs 
Material properties in mprops file 
The material properties have been given to FRAC3DVS by a file narned as mprops. This 







. f alse. 





2 . 6 5  
0.00 
o. O0 

































! storage coefficient 
! porosity 
! true if tabular data 
.4736 0. 0. 
! longitudinal dispersivity 
! transverse dispersivity 
! transverse vertical dispersivity 
! tortuosity 
! bulk density 
! immobile zone porosity 




! storage coefficient 
! porosity 
! true if tabular data 
.4736 0. 0. 
! longitudinal dispersivity 
! transverse dispersivi ty 
! transverse vertical dispersivity 
! tortuosity 
! bulk density 
! immobile zone porosity 










transverse vertical dispersivity 
tortuosity 
bulk density 
immobile zone porosity 
mass transfer coefficient 
Rest of the data input 
The other specifications have transferred to FRAC3DVS though a file with "*.npM 
extension. This file was modified in each major step (like steady-state, pumping, and 
Transport). 
sa1t.n~ file for eteady-state 
ERT Forward modeling trails "Injection in unsatuatrion part" (Parsa) 




done grid definition 
steady state 




choose nodes al1 
initial head 
984.0 
clear chosen elements 




zone chosen elements 
2 
clear chosen zones 
choose zone numbex 
2 
read material properties 
Unsat Sand 
clear chosen elernents 




zone chosen elements 
3 
clear chosen zones 
choose zone number 
3 
read material pxoperties 
Clay 
clear chosen nodes 
choose nodes x plane 
1970.0 
1. e-5 
spec L f ied head 
1 
0.0, 983.0 
clear chosen nodes 






clear chosen nodes 




m i t e  chosen nodes 
gbnew . nd 
! time on, head 
! time on, head 
newton absolute convergence criteria 
1.e-4 
newton residual convergence criteria 
1.e20 
sa1t.n~ file for Purnping step 
ERT Forward modeling trails "Injection in unsatuatrion partm (Parsa) 




done grid definition 
! used for injection and transport of saline 




! First pumping step with tab watex 
0.02 




finite difference mode 
unsaturated 




restart file for heads 
clear chosen elements 




zone chosen elements 
2 
clear chosen zones 
choose zone number 
2 
read material properties 
Unsa t Sand 
clear chosen elements 




zone chosen elements 
3 
clear chosen zones 
choose zone number 
3 
read material properties 
Clay 
clear chosen nodes 





0.0, 983.0 ! time on, head 
clear chosen nodes 





0.0, 985.00 ! time on, head 
s k i p  on 
! The unit of recharge input is based on the other inputs unit 
clear chosen faces 
choose faces top 
uniform rainfall 
0.002 ! Recharge from the surface(rn/days) 











newton absolute convergence criteria 
1 .e-4 
newton residual convergence criteria 
1.e20 
! not needed if you would like to use a Steady-state flow with no well 
clear chosen nodes 
make well node 













clear chosen nodes 
choose nodes block 
2000.0 2000.0 
2000.0 2000.0 
987 .O 987.00 
specified concentration 
2 
0.0 0.02 0.1 
0.02 l.eSO 1.0 
ea1t.n~ file for Transport step 
ERT Forward modeling trails "Injection in unsatuatrion partn (Parsa) 




done grid definition 

















restart file for heads 
restart file for concentrations 
clear chosen elements 




zone chosen elements 
2 
clear chosen zones 
choose zone nwnber 
2 
read material properties 
Unsat Sand 
clear chosen elements 




zone chosen elements 
3 
clear chosen zones 
choose zone number 
3 
read material properties 
Clay 
clear chosen nodes 














0.0, 985.00 ! time on, head 
clear chosen nodes 




write chosen nodes 
gbnew . nd 
newton absolute convergence criteria 
1.e-4 
newton residual convergence criteria 
1.e20 
! not needed if you would like to use a Steady-state flow with no well 
clear chosen nodes 
rnake well node 














clear chosen nodes 






0.0 0.02 0.0 
0.02 l.eSO 0.0 
G.2 SALTFLO W inputs 
The SALTFLOW reads al1 of the required input data from a single file (sakdata), only 
the salt concentrations of slurry injection were read in from another sets of files. In case 
of background potential simulations, there was no concentration file and input was 
inputted from sakdata file on1 y. 
sait-data file for background 
SALTFLOW MODEL - Potential filed at Cambridge Shallow Slurry Fracture 
Injection Simulation 
95 x 77 x 27 Potential distribution nodes 
March 11, 1999 - Background without any anomaly (prior to inection) 
O 1 0 1 1 0 0  ; KPRT, KCNTRL, KWT, KINT, KINTV, KGO, kchk 
15 15 10 ;ngx,ngy,ngz 
1000. 1800. 1910. 1930. 1960. 1980. 1998. 1999.5 2000.5 2002. 2020. 
2040. 2200.0 3000. 4000. ;xlim 
1000. 1800. 1920. 1960. 1980. 1998. 1999.5 2000.5 2002. 2020. 2040. 
2080. 2200.0 3000. 4000. ;ylim 
900. 970. 982. 983. 985. 986, 987. 990.998. 1000. ; zlim 
1 2 5 1 0  5 1 0 1 8 3 4  3 1 8 1 0 2 2 1  ; nlx 
1 2 1  1 1 0 1 8  3 4 3 1 8 1 0 1 1 2 1  ; nly 
1 2 4  1 4  1 2 3 4  4 ;nlz 
10 O. 0.0000 ;nwtl,datum,gamma 
O 0 0 0  -1 ; ix, iy, izl, iz2 breakthrough 
1 1 1 1 0 0  ;B.C. 'S (FLOW) (Type) - 
xO,xl,yO,yl,zO, 21 
1 77 1 2 6 0.0 -1 
1 77 1 26 O. 0 -1 
1 95 1 26 0.0 -1 
1 95 1 26 0.0 -1 
1 71440 8.00e-03 8.00e-03 8.00e-03 +1 ; 1-10 NEL,KX,KY,KZ 
(m/s) Bottom Sand layer 
71441 157168 3.00e-03 3.00e-03 3.00e-03 +1 ;Il-22 NEL,KX,KY,KZ 
(rn/s) Unsat Sand layer (Injection layer) 
157169 185744 24.00e-03 24.00e-03 24.00e-03 -1 ;23-26 NEL,KX,KY,KZ 
( m / s )  Clay layer 
O O O O O O O.e+O O.e+O O.e+OO -1 ;INDEXED K 
.O0000 .3S ; SS , POROSITY 
O 0.0 ; INIT, HO (READ FLOW 1. C . 
O O O O O O ;B.C. 'S (TRANSPORT) 
O 0. 0 0. ;IVEt,VX,VY,VZ (m/s) 
0.1 0.010 0.0500 5.00e-11 O.Oe-O 1.0 ;AL,ATH,ATV,DD,decay,ret 
1 95 1 77 1 26 0.0 0.0 -1 ;initial condition 
. O0001 .O01 .O0001 11 11 ;CCP,CCcICCW,MAXIT1,MAXIT2 
1.0 1.00 ;OVER-RF.LAX HEADS,TEMP 
57 0 0 O O ;KNOX(l-5)TRANSV. SECTION 
39 O 0 O O ;KNOY(l-5)LONG. SECTION 
0. O . 0. 0. 0. ;five 3d print times (days) 
O. 1.0 0.5 2 -1 ;tO, tl,dt,kplot (days) 
salt.data f i l e  for after slurry injection 
The only difference between this input file and the background one is a flag parameter 
(kchk =2) to read the concentration file the rest or data are the same. 
Appendix H: Glossary of term used 
No te: 
More infontiation about each of the folluwing words or phrases can be found in Axelsson 
1994'. Barrert et al. 1994, Duflet al 1986'. Greenberg 1997. Greenhouse et al. 1997'. 
National Instruments 1996" and Saad 19%'. 
A 
A Am pers 
AC Alternative currcnt 
ACH<0..7> Analog (input) Channel O through 7 signals" 
ACK* Ac knowledge Input signal" 
Adapiive methods Iterative methods that collect information about the coefficient matrix 
during the iteration process, and use this to speed up convergence. 






The n by n binary matrix, Say A, to represent node adjacency in a 
simple graph: A(i j)=l if node i is adjacent to node j. In the undirected 
case, A is symmeuic. In the directcd case, the adjaccncy means therc is 
an arc from i to j. ln the case of a multigraph, A(i, j) = number of edges 
whose endpoints are nodes i and j. ' 
Two bases are adjacent if they differ by exactly one column (so one is 
reschable from the other by a pivot). ' 
The classical adjoint of a matrix A is its transpose matrix of cofacton: 
Adj(A)-ij = (-1) d e t ( ~ ~ * " ) ,  where A ~ * "  is the transpose of A with j- 
th colurnn of A and i-th row of A deleted. The Hemitian adjoint, A*, 
is the transpose of the conjugatc. The latter is generally what is meant 
by the adjoint in rnost contexts, and we simply have A*=A* whcn A is 
real-valued. ' 
Generically, this means someihing satisfies conditions. One example is 
the admissibility of a direction of change of some parameter, such as a 
right-hand side of a linear program (LP) From b to b+th, where t is 
some scalar and h is the direction of change. For a positive value of t, 
this might cause the LP to becomc infeasible, no matter how small t is 
chosen. In that case it is cornmon to cal1 the direction vector 
inadmissible. For a perturbation to ûe admissible in this contcxt, it is 
rquired that the mathematical program has a solution in some 
neighborhood of that direction. For the examplc. h is admissible if the 
(primal) LP is fcasible for dl t in [O, t*) for some t* > 0. ' 
Let f:X -+ Rn. Then, fis affine if X is a convex set and 
f(ax + (1-a)y) = af(x) + (1-a)f(y) for dl x. y in X and a in [O, 
11. 
Equivaiently, f is affine if it is both convex and concave. Moreover, if 








Analog Ground signal'' 
Analog input gate signal" 
Analog input Ground signal" 
Analog input sense signal 
Analog input sensdanalog input ground signal" 
Analog input sense 2 signal" 
An iierative method that generates a squence of the form x"'" = 
S ~ ( A ~ ( X ~ ) ) ,  where xo is given (called the initial point); Ak is an 
algorithm map ihat yields a set of policier, given the cumnt point, xk; 
and Sk is a selection function (in case AI has more than one policy in 
it). Note that the algorithm map and selection function can de nd on r the iteration number (k). A concrete cxample is of the form xfk' ' = xk + 
st dk. where sk is a scalar parameter. called the step s i x  and dk is a 
vector, called the direction of change. The step size may require a 
selection from a line scarch solution (if there arc many optimal 
solutions); one is to select the least value (perhaps above some 
thres hold). ' 
ANS1 American National Standards Institute 
AOGND Analog output ground signal* 
Apparent resistivity/conductivity The resistivity of homogeneous isotropie ground that would give the 
same vol tagdcurrent or secondarylprimary field ratios as O bserved in 
the field with resistivity or EM rnethods. The apparent conductivity is 







Rocks or unconstilidated sediments that are capable of yielding a 
signiticant amount of water to a well or a spring.' 
Geological formations of low hydrauiic conductivity, typically 
saturated, but yielding a limitcd amount of water to wells. Also referred 
to as a confining unit. ' 
A variable, Say v, added to an equation. h(x) = O. The resulting system, 
h(x) + v = O, is feasible upon letting v = -h(x) for a chosen x. Then, the 
objective function is rnodified to pendize nonzero values of v. Ofien, v 
r O is rcquired, rnultiplying h by -1, if neccssary, to get started. This 
grew from linear programming, whete a Phase I objective is used to 
find a solution with v=û (or ascertain that the original system has no 
feasible solution) by minimizing Sumi(vi) (ignoring the original 
objective. cx). ' 
American Standard code for Information Interchange 
Application-specific integratcd circuit' 





A process for evaluating derivatives of a function that depends only on 
an aigorithrnic specification of the function, such as a computcr 
program. (The term "automatic" stems from having the derivatives 
produccd when executing the program to evaluate the function.) 
There are two modes: 
1. funvard - direct parse and evafuation, introducing 
intermediate variables in the usual way, as rules of 
differentiation are applied. 
2. reverse - evaluates entries in the code Iist first, and lastly 
differentiates the intermediate and independent variables in 
reverse order. 
While the forward mode is more straightforward and casier to 
implement, the reverse mode is computationally superior for scalar 
functions, as its complexity is independent of the number of 
intermediate variables. More generally, if F:Rn .-. Rm, the forward 
mode has complexity of O(n), and the backward mode hâs compiexity 
of O(rn). ' 
The size of perturbations 64 of the coefficient matrix and Sb of the 
nght hand sidc of a lineiu system AA = b, such that the computed iterate 
x"' is the solution of (A + Sb) x'" = b + a. 
The recursion to solve a nonsingular upper triangular system, Ux=b. It 
starts with x(n) = b(n)/U(n,n), then 
x(j) = [b(j) - sum-i{U(i, j)x(i): i > j ) ] l U(j. j) for j=n-1, .... 1. ' 
Bûckwud triangularization An algorithm to rearrangc a matrix by recursively assigning a singleton 
column to the rear (with its only row. as its pivot). The recursion 
applies to the submatrix defined by ornitting the assigned column and 
row (and reducing other column counts accordingly). This results in a 
lower triangular rearrangement if, and only if, such a rearrangement 
exists. a 
Band mmix A matrix A for which thert are nonnegativc constants p, q, such that au 
= O if j c i-p or j > i +p. The two constants p, q are called the left and 
tight halfbandwidth respectively. 
Basic Associatcd with a submatrix of A. say B. whosc columns comprise a 
basis for Rm (i.e., B consists of m linearly independent columns of A, 
which is a bais for Rm). .' 
Related t e m  and concepts 
Adjacent buis One that differs in exactly one column from a given bais. 
Basic column A column of the basis matrix. 
Basic variabfe The variable. say xj, associated with the j-th column of the basis matrix. 
Basic level The value of a basic variable. 
Basic solution The solution (x) obtaincd by setting nonbasic values to some bound 
value (likc O), resulting in a unique solution for the basic variables. 
That is, Ax=b is quivalent to Bu + Nv = b, whcre A=fB N] and x=[u 
v]. Upon fixing the value of v, the nonsingularity of B gives the basic 
solution with u = [~"][b- Nv]. (In a standard LP. v=O, so u=[~*']b.) 
Basic feasible solution A basic solution that is fa ib le  - i.e., the basic values satisfy their 
bounds. (In a standard LP. this means [ ~ " ] b  1 0 . )  
Bais kemel After perfonning fonvard triangularization. if the basis docs not 
triangularize completely, backward triangularization is applied. The 
result is a (rearranged) blocking of the basis into thret segments: 
I\ 
1 \ c--- Forward triangle 
L -\  
I I 1 
1 1 1 <--- Kernel 
I L I  
I l \ 
1 1 \ <--- Backward triangle 
Each row and column in the kenel has at least 2 nonzeroes, ' 
A general term refemng to rock that underlies unconsolidated 
materials. ' 
Bi-conjupate gradient (BiCG ) The Bi-conjugate gradient method generates two CG-like sequences of 
vecton, one based on a systern with the original coefficient rnavix A , 
and one on A'. Instead of orthogonalizing each sequence. thcy are 
made mutually orthogonal, or "bi-orthogonal". This method, like CG, 
uses lirnited storage. It is useful when the mauix is nonsymmetric and 
nonsingular; however, convergence may be inegular, and there is a 
possibility that the method will break down. BiCG requires a 
multiplication with the coefficient matrix and with its transpose at each 
iteration. 
Bi-conjugate gradient stabilized 
(Bi-CGSTAB ) The Bi-conjugate gradient stabilized method is a variant of BiCG, like 
CGS, but using diffcrent updates for the A' -secpence in order to 




Basic inputloutput system or built-in operation system 
A piece of software that can be used without knowledge of its inner 
workings; the user supplies the input, and the output is assumed to be 
correct. 
This is for pivot selection in the simplex mcthod to avoid cycling: 
- If more than one (nonbasic) column has the same reduced 
cost, choosc the one with lowest index. 
- If more than one (basic) column has the same dettrmining 
value to leave the basis, select the one with the lowest index. ' 
BLAS 
Block factorization 
Block matrix operations 
BNF 








c N T m  
Compatibility theory 
Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms; a set of commonly occurring 
vector and matrix operations for den= linear algebra. Optimized 
(usually asscmbly codcd) implementations of the BLAS exist for 
various cornputen; these will give a higher performance than 
implementation in high level prograrnming languages. 
See: Block rnatrix operations. 
Matrix operations expressed in terms of submatriccs. 
Backus-naur form. A common representation for language grammers in 
computer science 
The occurrence of a zero divisor in an iterative method. 
Celsius 
Calibration DAC 
Expressing a symmetric matrix A as a product of a lower viangular 
matrix L and i ü  transpose L'. that is. A = fLr. 
Given an mxm symmeîric matrix A. a lower trîangular matrix. L. is 
obtained, called the Cholesky factor, such that A = U'. This is 
particularly useful for solving linear systems, A x d .  by using fonvard 
substitution. L y d .  then backward substitution. L'x=y. The original 
algorithm assumes A is positive definite. but it can apply more 
gencrally. ' 
Code interface node 
Counter B 1, B2 Clock signals 
Centimeters 
Complementary metallic oxide semiconductor 
Common-mode rejection ratio 
Counter Interrupt signal 
The idea that a solution's character does not change for a particular 
perturbation. In linear programming the character could bc an optimal 
basis, and the thtory is concemed with whether a particular basis 
remains optimal when the data is changed in a prescribed direction. A 
Fundamenta1 Theorem of Basis Compatibility is the following: 
h is an admissible direction for perturbing @, c) if, and only if, 
it is compatible with somc quilibrium basis. 
The range of compatiblity of a bais. B. for a direction. h, is the grcatest 
step for which B remains optimal: sup{t: B is optimal for the LP 
defined by r + th}. The basis spectrum is the greatest range: 





Conjugate gradient (CG) 
See: Spectral condition nurnber. 
The pruduct of conductivity and thickness [Siemens J. '
Elecuical current resulting from the movement of free charges 
(constant with displacernent current).' 
The ability of a material to conduct electrical current. In isouopic 
material, it is the reciprocal of resistivity. Units are ~iemenslm.' 
The conjugate gradient method derives its name from the fact that it 
generates a sequence of conjugate (or orthogonal) vectors. Thcse 
vectors are tfic residuals of the itcrates. They are also the gradients of a 
quadratic functional, the minimization of which is equivalent to solving 
the linur systern. CG is an extremely effective method when the 
coefficient matrix is symmetric positive definite, since storagc for only 
a limited number of vectors is rquircd. 
Conjugate gradient method An ascent method for unconstrained optirnization such that successive 
directions are conjugate with respect to the hessian for a quadratic 
objective function. ' 
Conjugate Gradient squared (CGS )The conjugate gradient squared method is a variant of BiCG that 
applies the updating operations for the A -sequence and the A* - 
sequences both to the same vectors. Ideally, this would double the 
convergence rate, but in practice convergence may be much more 
irregular than for BiCG, which rnay somctimes lead to unreliable 
results. A practical advantage is that the method does not need the 
rnultjplication with the transpose of the coefficient matrix. 
Conjugate vectors 
Constraint qualification 
With respect to a syrnmetric rnatrix, A, u and v are conjugate if u'Av = 
O. (In particular, if A=I, u and v are conjugate if they are orthogonal.) 
Conditions on the constraint functions (g and h) that arc sufficient to 
make the Lagrange Multiplier Rule valid. Herc is an example to 
illustrate what can go wrong: Max x: x2 < O. Since x=O is the only 
feasiblc solution, it is optimal. The Lagrange Multiplier Rule requires 
that there exist u for which f - ug' = 0, but f = 1 and g' = O, so no such 
u can exist. Siater used this cxample in illustrating his interiority 
condition. The classical qualification, given by Lagrange's multiplier 
theorem without inquality constraints, is that grad,h(x) have full row 
rank, which stems from the Implicit Function Theorem. Another 
consnaint qualification is that al1 constraint functions k affine (cven 
with rcdundant constraints). Each constraint qualification gives a 
sufficient condition for the LMR to be valid. A constraint qualification 
is ncctssary if it must hold in order to guarantec that the LMR is valid 
for al1 f in C' having optimal value at x. ' 
Convergence The fact whethcr or not, or the rate at which, an ittrative method 
approaches the solution of a linear system. Convergence can be 
Linear S o m  measure of the distance to the solution decreases by a constant 
factor in cach iteration. 




The measure of the error decreases in al1 or most iterations, though not 
necessarily by the same factor. 
The measure of the enor decreases in some iterations and increases in 
others. This observation unfortunately does not imply anything about 
the ultimate convergence of the mcthod. 
The measure of the error stays more or less constant during a number of 
iterations. As above, this does not imply anything about the ultimate 
convergence of the method. 
Convergence (of an algorithm) The algorithm is represented as the point-to-set map, x' in A(x), where 
there is some selection function to choose x' when A(x) has more than 
one member. Convergence means that the sequencc, {xk), has a limit 
point, Say x, such that x satisfies certain conditions. Ideally, the 
conditions are that x is an optimal solution, at least Iocally, but this is 
often not the definition used in a convergence theorem. (For example, 
in unconstraincd optimization, most algorithms converge to a stationary 
point, which nced not be evcn a local optimum.) 
Let (sk}+O. where sk is a scalar series pcrtaining to the series (xk}.  
Typically, sk = 1lxk - XII, which is sometimes called policy convergence 
(to a solution. x). We could also have sk = f(xk) - P. where f is the 
objective function, in which case the concem is with value convergence 
to an optimal value, P. 
Related ternis and concepts 
Dual convergence Dual values, notably Lagrange multipliers, converge to a dual solution. 
Geometric convergence Same as linear convergence, but usuall used when the scquence is 
exactly a geometric progression: sk = rk(s 4 . 
Global convergence Usually means the same as globally convergent. but some mean that the 
algorithm convergences to a global solution. 
Globally convergent Convergence to a solution from any starting point. 
Linear convergence Order = 1 and rate < 1. 
Local convergence Some mean Iocally convergent, but some mean that the limit point is a 
local optimum (or just satisfies necessary conditions -- see Myth NLP-5 
to avoid misconception). 
Locally convergent There exiscs an open neighborhood of O such that (sk) -r O from any s0 
in the neighborhood. 
Order of convergence Sup(p: lim Jl~(~"'JVlls'Jl~ c inf). Order-L is linear and order=:! is 
quadratic convergence. Most (non-finite) algoriihms to solve 
mathematical prograrns are between linear and quadratic. 
Let vk = Ilskll and suppose v0 = 1 (for notational convenicnce). The terni 
order derives from the approximate quation, vR*" := r(vk)'. where r is 
the rate. If this equation were exact. we would have $ = if p=l. and 
v k =  9[(pk-l)/(p-l)] if p > 1, for al1 k. If r=.l and p=l, we gain one 
decimai place each tirne: v' = .1, v2 = .01, = .01 ,  etc. If p=2. the 
number of accurate decimal laces approximately doubles each 9 iteration: v' = .1, v2 = ,0001. = .0000001, etc. Unfortunately, the 
underlying equation is not exact - sec NLP Myth-2 to avoid 
misconception. S o m  authors cal1 this q-order convergence to 
distinguish it From variations on the definition of order. Each definition 
is designed to capture the notion of how many digits of accuracy arc 
added as the sequcnce approaches its limit 
Rate of convergence This is the successive ratios, ~~s'*"~~~II, but it is generaily uscd to 
mean ihe limiting ratio: lirn IlsR'"IVlls I I  . given the orda is p. 
Sublinear convergence Order = 1 and rate = 1 (slower than al1 linear convergence) - e.g., sk = 
lk .  
Superlinear convergence Order = 1 and rate = O (faster than al1 lincar convergence) - e.g.. sk = 
( ln#* 
S tochastic convergence 
in probabilicy 
in distribution 
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This applics when the successor point is a random variable. as in 
simulated a~ea l ing .  Here are the most common types of convergence 
for a sequence of andom variables. {Xn} - X. with probability 1 or 
almost everywhere (abbr.. a.e.). P(lim X, = X) = 1. 
P{IIX, - XI/ > c )  + O  for al1 e >  0. 
The squence of cumulative distribution functions (cdf). 
converges point-wise: F,,(x) -. F(x) for al1 x at which F is continuous. 
where F, is the cdf of X, and F is the cdf of X. 
E(I]X. - XIIp) 4 O. For p=2, this is called convergence in 
quadratic mean or in mcan square. ' 
Convert signal 
Central proccssing unit 
Geophysical methods canied out bctween boreholc (sec also 
tomography). ' 
A measure of current flow through a given (oriented) area 
[~m~erslrn'] .   
Revisiting a basis. mainly refemng to a simplex mcthod. so that the 
algorithm would cycle through the same scquence of bases, not 




D/ A converter 
Analog channel O output signal 
Analog channel 1 output signal 
Digital-to-analog converter O. 1 output signal ' 
DAC output update signal- 
DAC Wnte signaii 
Data Acquisition 
Data Acquisition Board DadAddress line signalz 
Data lines at the specified port signal' 
Direct current 
The idea of dccomposing a mathematical program into two or more sets 
of variables and associated constraints. The purpose is to separate some 
Dense matrix 
DGM) 











Domain decomposition method 
portion with spccial structure h m  the rest of the mathematical 
program. ' 
Matrix for which the number of zero elements is too small to warrant 
specialized algorithms to exploit these zeros. 
Digital ground signal 
Set: Matrix properties. 
Di fferential mode 
Deutsche Industrie Norme ' 
Digital input/output' 
Doule-inline package 
A pair of equal charges or poles of opposite signs.' 
An algorithm that produces the solution to a system of linear equations 
in a number of operations that is determincd a priori by the s i x  of the 
system. In exact arithmetic. a direct method yields the uue solution to 
the system. Sec: Iterativc method. 
See: Parallel computer. 
An iterative method is said to diverge if it does not converge in a 
reasonable number of iterations, or if some measure of the error grows 
uniicceptably. However, growth of the error as such is no sign of 
divergence: a method with imegular convergence behavior may 
ultimately converge. even though the error grows during some 
i terations. 
Direct memory acess 
Differential nonlinearity 
Solution method for linear systems b a d  on a partitionhg of the 
physical domain of the differential quation. Domain decomposition 
methods typically involve (rcpeated) independent systcm solution on 
the subdomains, and some way of combining data from the subdomains 
on the separator part of the domain. 
Another mathematical pro- with the propcrty that its objective is 
always a bound on the original mathematical program. called the 
primal. Suppose the dual is Min{F(y): y in Y) .  Then. F(y) S f(x) for al1 
feasible x in the prirnal and al1 y in Y. This immediately implia that if 
the primal is feasiblc, the dual cannot be unboundcd, and vice versa: if 
the dual is feasible, the primal cannot be unboundcd. It also implies that 
if the dual is unbounded, the prima1 must be infcasible (and vice versa). 
A dual provides a sufficicncy test for optimality, for if fusible x and y 
cm be found such bat  f(x)=F(y). it follows that x is optimal in the 
primal and y is optimal in the duai. Wcak duality is whcn bis is al1 that 
c m  be guarantced. Stmng duality is when an optimal solution to one 




















Field of vaiues 
that thcir optimal objective values are equal. There are particular duals 
of significance. ' 
Device ubder test' 
Elcctrically erascd programmable read-only memory 
Extendcd industry standard architecture 
Electrical Impedance Tomography 
A vector field describing the force on a unit electric charge 
[Ncwton's/Coulomb = Voltsfmeter]. 
A piecc of metallic matcrial which acts as an clectric conduct with a 
non-mctal. In chemistry, it refers to an instrument designed to measure 
an elcctrical responx which is proportional to the condition k i n g  
asscssed (i.e. pH. resistivity). 
One that differs from the identity matrix in one column (or row). It 
arises in linear programrning, particularly for the product fonn of the 
bais: B= El Ez ... E., where each E, is an elernentary matrix. ' 
Enhanccd Parailel Port 
Electrical Resistivity Tomography 
External conven signal 
External reference signal 
Extemal Trigger signal 
External strobe signal 
External update signal ' 
A point is feasible if it satisfies al1 constraints. The feasible rcgion (or 
feasibility region) is the set of al1 fcasibIe points. A mathematical 
program is feasible if its feasible region is not empty. ' 
Fast fouricr transform 
Given a matrix A, the field of values is the set {rr Ar : xrx = 1). For 
symmcuic matrices this is the range [&(A), &=(A)]. 
Fil1 
Forward enor 
A position that is zero in the original matrix A but not in an exact 
factorization of A. In an incompkte factorization, some fil1 elements 
are discarded. 
The difference between a cornputed iterate and the uuc solution of a 
linear system, measwed in some vector nom. 
Forward transformation (abbr. FTRAN) This applies to the factored system. [El E2 ... EJx = b. where 
each Ei is an elementary rnatrix. The recursion is: 
In the end, x = x, is the solution. Each elementary system is solved as 
follows. For notational convenience, suppose the system is Ex = y, and 
v is the distinguished p-th column of E. Then, 
x(p) = y(p)/v(p), and x(i) = y(i) - v(i)x(p) for i not= p. 
This is what is done in the (rcvised) simplex method, and each 





An algorithm to reurange a matrix by recursively assigning a singleton 
row to the front (with its only column, as its pivot). The recursion 
applies to the submatrix detined by omitting the assigned row and 
column (and reducing other row counts accordingly). This results in a 
lower uiangular rearrangement if, and only if, such a rearrangement 
exists. ' 
Frequency output signal 
Feet 
LabVIEW graphic programming language 
Tdescriks geophysical techniques that rquire direct contact with the 
ground in order to pass cumnt. The alternative is to induce currents in 
the earth. 
Coumter BO. B 1, B2 Gate signais' 
A method to solve Ax=b that performs elcmentary row operations on A 
to annihilate successive elements of A in order to reduce A to an upper 
lnangular rnatrix. U. On paper. the samc operations are applied to b. 
then the solution is obtained by solving the rcsulting upper triangulat 
system. In a cornputer. the pmduct of the mairices effecting the 
elementary row operations is a lower mangular matsix, L. with unit 
diagonal. Once this phase is completed. the system Ax=b becomcs 
LUx=b. This is then solved in two steps: forward substitution solves 
Gauss-Jordan elimination 
Generalized minimal residual or 
( G W S  
Ly=b; then backward substitution solves Ux=y. (Of course, cornputer 
implementations vary.). ' 
A method to solve Ax=b that performs elementary row and column 
operations on A to annihilate successive elemenis of A in order to 
reduce A to an identity matrix. On paper, the same operations are 
applied to b, then the solution is obtained by solving the resulting 
identity system. In a cornputer, the matrices effecting the elementary 
operations are saved as elementary matrices, Say (E,}. Then, the system 
is equivalent to [El*E2* ... KI x=b, and fonvard transformation is 
applied to sdvc for x. This is what is donc in the (revised) simplex 
method. and each iteration is a pivot operation. ' 
The generalizcd minimal residual method computes a 
sequence of orthogonal vectors (like M m ) ,  and combines 
these through a least-squares solve and update approach. 
Howcver, unlike MINRES (and CG), it requires storing the 
whole sequence, so chat a large amount of storage is needed. 
For this reason, restarted versions of this method are uscd. In 
restmed versions, computation and storage costs arc limited 
by specifying a fixcd number of vecton to be generated. This 
method is useful for general nonsymmetric matrices. 
Geophysicai monitoring Observing the change in a geophysical measwement with time. 
GPCTRO-GATE General purpose counier O gare signal ' 
GPCTR 1 -GATE General purpose counter 1 gare signal' 
GPCTRO-OUT General purpose counter O output signal' 
GPCTR 1-OUT General purpose counter 1 output signal 
GPCTRO-SOURCE General purpose counter O dock source signal. 
GPCTR 1-SOüRCE General purpose counter O dock source signal ' 
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) A geophysical method in which bursts of electromagnetic energy are 
transmitted downwards from the surface, to be reflected and refracted 




See: Band mamx. 
The matrix of second partial derivatives of a function (assumcd ro be 
twice diffcrentiable). This is often denotd HAx), where f is the 
hinction and x is a point in its domain. ' 
hex 
Hz Hertz 
Current, output high 
Current, output low 
III-conditioned system 
Input buffer full signal 
Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
A linear system for which the coefficient mamx has a large condition 
number. Since in many applications the condition number is 
proportional to (some power 00 the number of unknowns, this should 
be understood as the constant of proportionality k ing  large. 
A mathematical template library in C++ of iterative mcthod for solving 
linear systems. 
Implicit Function Theorem Suppose h:Ra --r R". where n > m. and h is in CI .  Further. suppose we 
can partition the variables, n = (y, z), such that y is m-dimensional with 
grad_y[h(x)] nonsingular at x = (y*, z*). Then. there exists e > O for 
which thcre is an implicit function, f, on the neighborhood, NC(z*) = (2: 
Ilz-z*ll < e} such ihat h(f(z), z)=û for al1 z in Nc(z*). Furiher, f is in CI  










Digital display value for a floating-point representation infinity 
The idea of estimating some value between two values. In LP. an 
interpolation estimate of the optimal objective value, Say z(ab+(l-a)b3. 
is ~ ( b )  +(l-a)z(bl). ' 
Transforming geophysical mcasurements into subsurfacc structure. 
More general term than inversion. ' 
Intempt rquest signalr 
A factorization obtained by discarding certain elements during the 
factorization process Cmodified' and 'relaxai' incomplete factorization 
compensa» in some way for dixarded elements). Thus an incomplete 
LU factorization of a mamx A will in general satisfy A #LU; however 
one hopes that the factorization LU will be close enough to A to 
function as a preconditioner in an iterative method. 
Approximation to the solution of a linear system in any iteration of an 
iterative method. 
An algorithm that proâuces a sequence of approximations to the 




Kernel of a basis 
Krylov sequence 
Krylov subspace 
not given a priori by the size of the system. Usually, the longer one 
iterates, the closcr one is able to get to the true solution. Sec: Direct 
rnethod. 
For a transformation, y=f(x), such that fis diffcrentiable, the jacobian is 
the determinant, (grad-f(x) 1. Historically, the number of y-variables 
equals the n u m k  of x-variables. Say n. so grad-f(x) is n by n. Today. 
the jacobian is sometimes defined as the matrix. grad-f(x), ajlowing the 
number of functions to be Iess than the number of variables. ' 
See Basis. 
For a given mavix A and vector x, the sequence of vectors (Ai x)-, or 
a finite initial part of this sequencc. 
The subspace spanned by a Krylov sequencc. 
Lagrange .Multiplier Rule (LMR) From the extension to Lagrange's multiplier theorem: 
Suppose x* is in argmax(f(x): g(x) 5 O, h(x) = O}, where f, g, h are in  
c'. Then, there exist multipliers (u, v) for which the following 
conditions hold: 
Since g(x*) 5 0, the last condition, given u 2 O, is equivalent to 
complementary slackness. These are considercd first-order optirnality 
conditions, though the Lagrange Multiplier Rule is not always valid -- 




Linear program (LP) 
Last channel (bit) ' 
Light-imitting diode' 
See Convergence. 
Opt{cx: Ax = b, x 2 O). (Other forms of the constraints arc possible, 
such as Ax 5 b.) The standard form assumes A has full row rank. 
Compter systems ensure this by having a logicai variable (y) 
augmented. so the form appears as Opt{cx: Ax + y = b, L s (x, y) S 
U} (alsa allowing general bounds on the variables). The original 
variables (x) art called stnictural. Note that each logical variable can be 
a slack, surplus, or artificial variable, depending on the form of the 
original constraint. This cornputer form also represents a range 
constraint with simple bounds on the logical variable. Some bounds cm 
be infinite (i.e., absent), and a free variable (logical or siructural) is 




Lower triangular mauix 
LQ factorization 
LU decomposition (of matrix A )  
A mathematical library of linear algebra routine for dense systems 
solution and cigenvalue calculations. 
Least significant bit 
Sec Convergence. 
Matrix A for which au = O i f j  > i. 
A wîy of writing a matrix A as a product of a lower triangular matrix L 
and a unitary matrix Q, that is, A = LQ. 
Finding a lower triangular matrix (L) and an upper triangular mauix 
(U) for which A d U .  The advantagc is to solve the system Ax=b, we 
first apply forward substitution to solve Ly=b. then backward 
substitution to solve Ux=y. Similarly, to solve vA=c, first solve uU=c, 
then vL=u. 
LU factorization /LU decomposition 
Expressing a matrix A as î product of a lower triangular matrix L and 









Maximum (pl. maxima) 
Meters 
See: Mauix properties. 
Locating geological. chemical or geophysical information in space (as 
opposed to time. which is monitoring). The resulu are usually 
summarized as maps. ' 
Observing the change in a geophysical. hydrogeological or  
geochemical measurement with time. 
See: N o m .  
We cal1 a square rnatrix A 
if aii = aj,i for ail i, j. 
if it satisfies X'AX > O for al1 nonzcro vectors x. 
if au > 4 iir /aii t the excess amount min, (au. 4 1 au / } is calleci the 
diagonal dominance of  the matrix. 
if aü 2 O for i #j  , and it is nonsingular with <Picniru for al1 i. j. 
Maximum 
A feasible point at which the supremum is achievcd. An e-maximum is 
within e of k i n g  a maximum: f(x) r fC - e. wherc f+ is the supremum 
and e > O. 





Minimum (pl. minima) 
Sce: Paral le1 computer. 
Manager for Interactive Modeling Interfaces - A modeling systern that 
integrates mathematical progarnming. database management and 
artificial intelligence. ; 
Minimum 
Minutes 
A fevible point at which the infimum is achieved. An e-minimum is 
within e of k ing a minimum: f(x) S f'@ + e. where P is the infimum 
and e > O.' 
Minimum residual (MINRES ) 
and Symmevic LQ (SYMMLQ ) Thcx methods are computattionnal alternatives for CG for coefficient 
matrices that are symmemc but possibly indefinite. SYMMLQ will 
generate the same solution iterates as CG if the coefficient maûix is 




symrnetric and positive definite. 
Muttifunction U0' 
Mathematical Programming Language. 
Most significant bit 
Solution method for linear systems based on restricting and 
extrapolating solutions between a series of nested grids. 
Modified incornplete factorization Sec: Incomplete factorization. 




Digital display value for a floating-point representation of not a 
number. typically the result of an undefined operation. such as log(-1) . 
See: Ordering of unknowns. 
A colIcction of nodes, V, sometimcs called vertices, plus a collection of 
arcs, A. which are directed fiom one node to another. ' 
Any unwanted signal; a disturbancc that is not part of signal from a 
spccified source. In elecnical or induced polarkation (P) sumys. 
noise may result fiom interference of power lines, motor-generators, 
aum~pheric elcctrical discharges, etc. ' 
Nonstationary iterative melod Itcrative methad that has iteration-dependent coefficients. 
Normal equations For a non-symmeûic or indefinite @ut nonsingular) system of 






Optimum (pl. optima) 
Optimal response function 
Order of convergence 
Ordering of unknowns 
~ ' 6 )  and (AA') = b ; x  =A?). For c o m p l e x A , ~ ~ i s  replaced w i t h ~ "  in 
the above expressions. 
A function f: R" + R is called a vcctor norm if 
*flr) 2 O for al1 x, andflx) = O only if x = 0. 
*Aar) = bl f (x )  for al1 a, x. 
f ( x  + y) Sflx) +fi) for al1 x, y. 
The samc propenies hold for matrix n o m .  A matrix norm and a vector 
nom (both denoted II . 11) are callcd a mutually consistent pair if for al1 
matrices A and vectors x 
Nonrefcmced single-ended mode' 
Ouput buffer full signal 
This peniiins to sensitivity analysis in linear programming. In its 
original form, it uses the convexity of the set of admissible changes in 
the rim data to test whether a particulas change is admissible: any 
combination of changes can occur as long as the total percentûge 
deviation from the coordinate exuemes does not exceed LOO%. (Note: 
this applies to right-hand sides (b) and costs (c) separately.). ' 
For a mathematical program in standard form, x* in X (the domain) is 
an optimal solution if it is a maximum (or a minimum): 
1. x* is feasible; 
2. f(x*) r f(x) for al1 feasible x (maximum value). 
Some authors refer to an optimal solution when they mean a local 
optimum; othcrs mean a member of the optimality regions (which are 
global optima). In either case, the optimal value is the objective value, 
evaluated at an optimal solution. - 
Minimum or maximum. 
The optimal value of the objective as a function of parameters, 
typically the right-hand side: 
See Convergence. 
For linear systems dcrived from a partial diffcrential equation, each 
unknown corresponds to a node in the discretization mesh. Different 
orderings of the unknowns correspond to permutations of the 
coefficient matrix. The convergence speed of iterative methods may 
depend on the ordering useci, and often the parailel effkiency of a 
method on a parallel computer is strongly dependcnt on the ordering 
used. Sorne cornmon orderings for rectangular domains are: 
@The natural ordering; this is the consecutive numbenng by 




OUTBO, OUTB 1 
Overburden 
P 
PA, PB, PC<0..7> 
Parallel compuier 
Parameter 
*The red/black ordering; this is the numbering where al1 nodes 
with coordinates (i, J') for which i + j is odd are nurnbcred 
before those for which i + j is even. 
*The ordering by diagonals; this is the ordering where nodes 
are groupcd in levels for which i + j is constant. Ail nodes in 
one level arc numbered before the nodes in the next Icvel. 
For matrices from problems on Iess regular domains, some common 
orderings arc: 
*The Cuthill-McKce ordering; this starts from one point, then 
numbers its neighbors, and continues numbering points that 
are neighbors of already numkred points. The Reverse 
Cuthill-McKce ordering then reverses the numbering; this may 
reduce the amount of fiIl in a factorization of the matrix. .The 
Minimum Degree ordering; this orders the matrix rows by 
increasing numbers of nonzeros. 
of a subspace, S. {y: yx = O for al1 x in S). In particular, if S = (x: x = 
Av for some v in Rn), where A is an m by n mauix, its orthogonal 
complement is ( y: y A = O} .' 
A matrix, A, such that AAe=I. ' 
Output 
Counter BO, B 1 output signals 
All geologic material which lies above bedrock.' 
Port A, B, or C O through 7 signais‘ 
Computer with multiple independcnt processing units. If the processors 
have immediate access to the same memory, the memory is said to be 
shared; if proctssors have private memory that is not immediately 
visible to 0 t h  processors, the memory is said to bc distributeci. In that 
case, processors cornmunicate by message-passing. 
A constant in a mathematical program, not subjcct to choice in the 
decision problem, but one that could Vary outside the cont.01 of the 
decisions. Examples are supplies, demands, loss factors, exponents and 
coefficients in p&ornial functions (of the dccision variables). Not al1 
coeficients are paramcters, as rnany are zero by the logic of the model. 
For example, the only data for a standard transportation problem arc the 
costs, supplies and demands. These can depe&i upon parameten, but 
the LP matrix does not - it is the incidence matrix of the network. In 
gcneral, parameters arc data-dependent constants, rather than iogically 
fixcd for al1 instances of the rnodel. Somt parameters are simpty units 
of measurement, such as the amount of encrgy @tu) in a ton of coal, 
whereas some parameters are uncertain. like demand for a product. ' 
Partial conjugate gradient method The conjugatc gradient mcthod is pcrformcd for somc number of 
iterations, say k (c n), thcn it is restarted (If k a ,  this is the special case 
of Cauchy's stecpest descent.). ' 
?C Persona1 cornputer 
PR 
PGIA 











mprecise term that means changing somc parameter value (or 
ion) and seeing what cffect this has on the solution. This cmbodies 
nuity and differentiability properties of the optimal responses: 
tive value, policy set and perhaps dual values too. This is what is 
timcs called marginal analysis of solutions, and changes art 
:d to some ncighborhood of the initial values. Some use 
rbation function to mean the optimal objective valut, even for 
changes in the panmeten, as in parametric programming. " 
Programmable function input 
Programmable gain instrumentation amplifier' 
Phase 1 of a mathematical program is finding a feasible solution, and 
Phase II is entered with a feasiblc solution to find an optimal solution. 
The standard Phase 1 is: 
Then, for any x, one could set u = g(x)', v = h(x)' and w = -h(x)' to 
have a feasible solution to the Phase 1 mathematical program. The 
optimal objective value is O if, and only if, u d  and v = d ,  in which 
case x is feasible in the original mathematical program (to commence 
Phase II), The Phase 1 problem is somctimes called an elastic program 
(thinking of the artificial variables (u,v,w) as providing "elastic" 
behavior in the levels of constraint violation). 
In linear programming, the standard Phase 1 & II arc: 
1. Min ev: x, v >=O, Ax + v = b, and 
II. Max cx: x 2 O, Ax = b, where b S O (multiply by -1 for i: 
bi < 0). 
See: Vector computcr. 
This is the algebra associatcd with an iteration of Gauss-Jordan 
elimination, using the forward transformation. The tableaux for a pivot 
on elemcnt a(p,q) (nota), which means nonbasic variable enters the 
basis in exchange for basic variable xp. are as follows: 
Before pivot: 
Basic 1 Nonbasic 
Va. LCVC~ 1 Xj X, 






Basic 1 Nonbasic 
Vat. Level 1 Xj P 
A pivot is prima1 degenerate if the associated basic solution (x) does 
not change (ix., the nonbasic variable enters the basis, but its level 
remains at the same bound value, in which case no basic variable 
changes level), Similarly, the pivot is dual degenerate if the associated 
dual solution (i.e., pricing vector and reduced costs) does not change. 
For dealing with degenerate pivots, sec Bland's nile and the TNP rule. ' 
(A). x'Ax > O for a11 nonzcro x. ' Also See: Matrix properties. 
Posttrigger mode 
Parts pcr million 
The reproducibility of a measurement; the closeness of each of a set of 
similar measurements to the arithmetic mean of that set. ' 
An auxiliary matrix in an iterative method that approximates in some 
sense the coefficient matrix or its inverse. The preconditioner, or 
preconditioning matrix, is applicd in every step of the iterative method. 
Pretrigger mode ' 
This is a tactic in the simplex method, by which each variable is 
evaluated for its potential to improve the value of the objective 
function. Let p = c~[B*'], where B is a basis. and cs is a vector of costs 
associated with the basic variables. The vector p is sornetimes called a 
dual solution, though it is not feasiblc in the dual befort termination. p 
is aiso called a simplex multiplier or pricing vcctor. The pnct of the jB 
variable is ci - PA,. The fust term is its direct cou (c,) and the second 
term is an indirect cost, using the pricing vector to detennine the cost of 
inputs and outputs in the activity's column (A,). The net rcsult is called 
the reduced cost, and its value determines whtther this activity could 
improve the objective value. ' 
Geophysically, to change data so as to emphasize certain aspects or 
correct for known influences. thereby facilitating interpretation.' 









A system whercby short electromagnetic waves are transmitted and any 
energy which is scattercd back by reflecting objects is detected. 
Acronym for "radio detection and ranging". ' 
Read signal 
External resistancei 
The part of an acquisition system which senses the information signal. 
See: Ordering of unknowns. 
Lineu system obtained by eliminaiing certain variables from another 
limar system. Aithough the number of variables is smaller than for the 
original system. the matrix of a reduced system generally hiis more 
nonzero enuies. If the original matrix was symmctric and positive 
definite. then the reduced system has a smaller condition number. 
Relaxcd incomplete factorization Sec: Incomplete factorization. 
Residual If  an iterative method is employed to solve for x in a linear systcm Ax 
= 6. then the residual corresponding to a vectory isyA - 6. 
Resistivity (electrical) Electrical resistance to the passage of a current. expressed in ohm- 
meten; the reciprocal of conductivity.. 
Resolution 






Refers to the smallest unit of measurement that can be distinguished 
using a particular instrument or rnethod; based on the ability to separate 
two measurements which are very close together..' 
When considering constraints of the form g(x) 4 b and h(x)=c. the 
(b.c) is called the right-hand side. " 
Rwt mean square 
Referenced single-ended mode' 
Resistive temperaturer 
Real time system integration 
Seconds 
Sarnples 










Sensitivity anal ysis 
Simplex method 
Signal conditioning extentions for instrument 
Software developer's kitr 
Single-ended inputd 
Vector that is used to update an iterate. 
A geophysical method measuring the natwal. static voltage existing 
between sets of point on the ground surfac~..~ 
Serial clock signal' 
Serial data in signal' 
Serial data out signal ' 
See: Parallei computer. 
The concem with how the solution changes if some changes are made 
in either the data or in somc of the solution values (by fixing thcir 
value). Marginal analysis is concemcd with the effects of small 
perturbations, maybc measurable by derivatives. Parametric analysis is 
concerned with larger changes in parameter values that affect the data 
in the mathematical program, such as a cost coefficient or resource 
limit. 
Under suitable assumptions, the multipliers in the Lagrange Multiplier 
Rule provide detivatives of the optimal response function -- i.e.. under 
certain conditions, (u, v) = grad-P(b, c). For special approaches in LP, 
sec compiitibility theory, the 1008 Rule, and the tolerance appmach. ' 
An algorithm invented to solve a linear program by progressing from 
one exueme point of the feasible polyhedron to an adjacent one. The 
method is an algorithm strategy. where some of the tactics include 
pricing and pivot selcction. ' 
Simultaneous displacements Method of Jacobi method. 
S 1 S ystem Integrator 




In an inequality constraint of the fom g(x) 5 b, the slack is b-g(x). 
which is designated by the slack variable. S. Then, the original 
consuaint is quivalent to the defining quation. g(x) + s = b, plus s t 
o. 
Slot O xlcct signalz 
Matrix for which the number of zero elements is large enough that 
algorithms avoiding operations on zero elements pay off. Matrices 
derived from partial difkrential quations typically have a nvmkr of 
nontero elements that is proportional to the matrix sirc. while the totai 
number of rnatrix elements is the square of the matrix size. 
Specific conductance 















Stricily speaking identical to electrical conductivity the tenn is used in 
hydrogeology to refer to the conductivity of surface and ground water 
and expresseci in micro Sicmens pcr centimeter. It is a direct function of 
the total dissolved solids in the water.' 
The product 
where A- and denotc the largest and smallest eigenvalues, 
respectively. For linear systems derived from partial differential 
quations in 2D. the condition number is proportional to the nurnber of 
unknowns. 
The spectral radius of a matrix A is max {JA(A) I}. 
The set of al1 eigenvalues of a matrix. 
Serial peripheral interface clock signal ' 
Slot-select signal 
S m  scan signal 
Iterative method that performs in each iteration the same operations on 
the current iteration vectors. 
Strobe input signal ' 
Since an iterative method computcs successive approximations to the 
solution of a linear systern. a practical test is necded to determine when 
to stop the iteration. Idcally this test would rneasure the distance of the 
last iterate to the true solution, but this is not possible. Instead, various 
other metrics are used, typically involving the residual. 
The way elements of a rnatrix arc stored in the memory of a computer. 
For dense matrices, this can be the decision to store rows or columns 
consecutively. For spane matrices. common storage schemes avoid 
storing zero elements; as a rcsuit they involve indices, storcd as integer 
data. that indicate where the stored elernents fit into the global matrix. 
Method of Gauss-Seidcl method. 
See: Matrix properties. 
The object at which an investgativc s w e y  is aimed.' 
Terminal count ' 





Total harrnonic distortion' 
In geophysics, refers to measurements analysis according to their 
behavior in time. The usual alternative is frquency domain 
measurements. 
A method for determining the distribution of physical properties within 
the earth by inverting the resuIts of a large nurnber of measurernents 
made in three dimensions (e.g. Seisrnic, radar, resistivity, EM) between 
different source and receiver locations. 
TRIG Trigger signal ' 
Adapt software for a specific application and cornputing environment 
in order to obtain better performance in that case only iternizc. 
t YP Typical 
Update interval 
UISOURCE Update intcrval counter clock signal 
Unbounded mathematical program The objective is not bounded on the feasible region (from above, if 
maximizing; from below, if rninimizing). Equivalently, there exists a 
sequence of feasible points, say {xk)  for which (f(xk}} diverges to 
infinity (minus infiniry if minimizing). ' 




Matrix A for which au = 0 i f j  < i. 
Update signal 
Unit under test 
Volts 
Positivdnegative input voltagec 
Common-mode noisec 
Differential input voltager 
Volts direct current' 
External voltage' 






No specific tems begin with X. 
Y 
No specific tems begin with Y. 
z 
No specific t e m  ôegin with 2. 
Volts. input high' 




Volts, output high 
Volts. output low' 
Reference voltage 
signal source 
Computer that is able to pmcess consecutive identical operations 
(typically additions or multiplications) several times faster than 
intermixecl operations of different types. Processing identical 
operations this way is called "pipelining" the operations. 
See: N o m .  
Watts 
A record describing geologic formations and well testing or 
developmenr techniques used during well construction. Often refers io 
a geophysical well log in which the physical propenies of the 
formations are measwed by geophysical tools. E-logs. neutron logs. 
etc.. . 
Waveform generation uigger signal 
Write signal 
Appendix 1. Logs of wells at Cambridge site 
Soi1 samples were collected from five wells during the drilling of wells at Cambridge site 
for stratigraphic determination. The results are presented in Figure 1-1 to 1 -5. An average 
stratigraphic distribution observed in these wells is presented in Figure 2.5 
Depth (m) 
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1 able ......... 1 Medium to coarse sand I t  
1.1 Stratigraphic units in Injection well of Cambridge site 
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Weil cornpletion 
Material 
L2 Stratigraphic units in NE-monitoring well of Cambridge site 
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L3 Stratigraphic units in NW-monitoring well of Cambridge site 
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1.4 Stratigraphic units in SE-monitoring well of Cambridge site 
Description 
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Appendix J. ERT Mode1 Caiibration 
A one-layer case (Figure J.  1 )  was defined for SALTFLOW and also solved analytically 
(Telford et al., 1996). The results are compared in a scatter plot (Figure J.2). 
Ground surface 
< ...................................... Lc?".m.e_Exs ........-......- .. .. v 
Resistivity = 100 k ohm 
Figure 1. 1 Schematic diagrm of one layer model 
I -15 -10 -5 O 5 10 15 
j (a) 
2 S ALTFLX) W (VIA) Distance (m) I 
Figure 1.2 Scatter and residual plots of a one-layer case solved analytically and by 
SALTFLOW: a) scatter plot, and b) residual plot 
10 meters 
Ground surface 
5 k ohm 
50 k ohm 
25 k ohm 
Figure J.3 Schematic diagram of three-layer mode1 with a high resistive vertical column 
in the middle 
i -150 I 1 i !
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I 
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Figure J.4 Scatter and residual plots of a three-layer case three-layer mode1 with a high 
resistive vertical column in the rniddle solved analyticdly and by SALTEXOW: a) scatter 
plot. and b) residual plot 
The statistical cornparison was performed on the results based on the following 
procedures: 
Root mean square eror (RMSE): 
(Y.. - vu, J 
RMSE = 
Coefficient of determination (CD): 
Modelling efficiency (EF): .. 
Coefficient of residual mass (CRM): 
CRM = Zr= 1 vo, - Er=! z:=, ~0~ 
The second scenario was a three-layer case with a vertical resistant wall in the middle of 
the grids (figure J.3). This scenario was solved analpcally and also with SALTFLOW 
model. The results are plotted against in Figure 1.4. The statistical results of both 
scenarios are presented in Table J.1. The results show the simulated and the analytical 
results have a good match and the ERT simulations of the combined model are reliable. 
Table J.1 Statistical results of two scenarios solved analytically and by the SALTFLûW 
model 
Scenario 
One layer case 
Three layer case with a 
vertical wall 
Statistics I 
CRM 
0.9924 
0.9904 
EF 
0.9735 
0.9689 
RMSE 
0.01 07 
0.01 54 
CD 
0.001 2 
0.0025 
